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1.0 Abstract
As part of the requirements for the Degree of Masters of Science in Fire Protection Engineering
from California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, a prescriptive and performance
based design analysis was conducted for the Bonderson Engineering Projects Center building
(Cal Poly campus). The purpose of this analysis was to review the Bonderson Engineering
Projects Center’s compliance with applicable and recognized fire and building codes with
regards to its fire protection systems and features.
The fire protection systems and features analyzed in this report include:





Egress Systems
Structural Fire Protection
Fire Detection and Alarm Systems
Fire Suppression Systems

Prescriptive analysis of the Bonderson Engineering Projects Center was performed in order to
determine if the building adhered to standards set forth within applicable standards and codes.
Analysis was based primarily upon both the International Building Code 2009 Edition and NFPA
101: Life Safety Code 2012 Edition. Where required, other NFPA codes and standards were
utilized, including the 2010 Editions of NFPA 13: Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler
Systems and NFPA 72: National Fire Alarm and Signaling Code. The egress systems in the
building largely met prescriptive code requirements except for a few issues related to room 104
and its change in occupancy use (door swing direction, locks without panic hardware, etc). The
structural system is a Type II-B classification and was found to meet prescriptive code
requirements. Some shortcomings with the detection and alarm systems were discovered
during the analysis, mainly with respect to spacing gaps. Several visible notification devices on
the second floor did not meet prescriptive code due to gaps in required coverage. Additionally,
it was determined that detailed measurements of the average ambient sound level should be
taken in order to better analyze the audible notification systems. Lastly, the sprinkler system
was found to meet prescriptive code requirements, both for water demand and bracing.
Performance based design analysis was performed in order to gain understanding on the ability
of the building to safely egress occupants during various fire scenarios when built to the
prescriptive approaches set forth in the codes and standards. This performance based design
analysis was based upon standards set forth in Chapter 5 of the Life Safety Code. Fire Dynamics
Simulator (FDS) and Pathfinder computer simulators were utilized to carry out the performance
based design. ASET vs. RSET analysis solidified the code requirements which prohibit highly
combustible materials from within atrium spaces.
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2.0 Project Scope
This project report is intended to detail the fire and life safety analysis that was completed for
the Bonderson Engineering Projects Center (Building 197), which is located on the California
Polytechnic State University campus in San Luis Obispo. This report includes prescriptive
analysis per applicable codes and standards as well as performance based design analysis using
primarily Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS) software.
Applicable Codes and Standards
The Bonderson Engineering Projects Center was designed and built primarily under the
following codes and standards:





California Building Code, 2001
California Code of Regulations, including Title 19 and Title 24
Uniform Building Code, 1997
Americans with Disabilities Act

The courses taught throughout the Cal Poly Fire Protection Engineering program mainly utilize
both the International Building Code as well as NFPA 101: Life Safety Code. Although the
Bonderson Engineering Projects Center was designed and constructed under the California
Building Code, since this analysis is meant primarily as an academic exercise, this report will
stay consistent with the program curriculum and utilize the International Building Code (in
addition to the Life Safety Code). As such, the primary codes, standards, and references used
throughout this report include the following:







International Building Code, 2009
NFPA 101: Life Safety Code, 2012
NFPA 13: Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems, 2010
NFPA 72: National Fire Alarm and Signaling Code, 2010
The SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering, 4 th Edition
The NFPA Fire Protection Handbook, 20th Edition

Prescriptive Analysis
The prescriptive approach uses existing codes and standards for the design of the various fire
protection systems. These prescriptive codes have been developed over time, are written in
mandatory language, and are assumed to offer the minimum acceptable level of safety based
on current procedures and design practices. The prescriptive portion of this report is a review
of the current state of the Bonderson Engineering Projects Center and its compliance with the
prescriptive requirements set forth in the various codes and standards.
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Performance Based Design
The performance based design analysis of the Bonderson Engineering Projects Center utilizes
various threatening fire scenarios that were considered representative of realistic and possible
fire events based upon current existing conditions throughout the building. The performance
based design in this report primarily utilizes computer fire modeling software to analyze
tenability and egress of occupants according to the Available Safe Egress Time (ASET) >
Required Safe Egress Time (RSET) methodology.

3.0 Building Description
The Bonderson Engineering Projects Center is a building dedicated entirely towards housing
and supporting mainly multidisciplinary, engineering student run projects, labs, and club
meetings. Construction was completed in 2007 at an approximate cost of $8 million which was
generously donated by Mr. Bonderson, Jr. and from which the building derives its name. The
Bonderson Engineering Projects Center is located within the Engineering Plaza on the California
Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo campus. The Bonderson Engineering Projects
Center is surrounded by North Perimeter Road, H2 Parking Lot, Building 7 (Advanced
Technology Labs), and Building 192 (Engineering IV). The general location can be seen in the
figure below.

Figure 1: Bonderson Engineering Projects Center Location – Cal Poly Campus

Some of the student development, project, and lab areas within the Bonderson Engineering
Projects Center include the Robotics Laboratory, Machine and Wood Shop, Chemistry Lab,
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Computers Lab, and other various Dedicated Project areas. A general overview of the building
characteristics is summarized below:







Two story building
Concrete and steel frame construction
18,575 ft2 enclosed building space
Mixed use occupancy
Fully sprinklered (automatic wet-pipe system)
Full building smoke detection and alarm notification

The main development parties associated with the construction of the Bonderson Engineering
Projects Center are listed below:





General Contractor – Maino Construction
Architech – John Trautmann Architects
Fire Sprinkler Contractor – S&M Fire Protection, Inc
Fire Alarm Contractor – Alpha Fire

4.0 Prescriptive Analysis
4.1 Egress
4.1.0 Egress Overview
Safe and timely egress of a building during a fire scenario is of utmost importance in order to
secure the life safety and well being of building occupants. Because of this, prescriptive
approaches to building egress cover a wide variety of topics. For example, some of the factors
governing egress include the type and number of people occupying a building, the use(s) of the
building and its associated occupancy classification, the amount, layout, and ease of access to
building exits, and travel distances as well as walkway dead end considerations.
The Bonderson Engineering Projects Center’s primary means of egress for occupants is a main
corridor on each floor which runs the general length of the building. The corridor on the ground
level has primary exits at both ends which discharge occupants out of the building and into the
public way. The corridor on the second floor leads to an exterior stairway on the Eastern end of
the building which discharges occupants towards the H2 parking lot, and an interior stairway
which discharges into the first floors exit corridor on the Western end (towards the Engineering
Plaza). There are also three exits leading from the covered work area into the public way in
addition to the three main exits.
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The exit locations can be seen in Appendix A.
4.1.1 Occupancy Classification
The Bonderson Engineering Projects Center, like most buildings, is comprised of rooms which
are intended for different uses. According to Chapter 6 of the Life Safety Code, the Bonderson
Engineering Projects Center is a Multiple Occupancy building (LSC 6.1.14.1), featuring Assembly,
Business, Industrial, and Storage (incidental to main occupancies) occupancies. Multiple
Occupancy buildings need to be categorized as either Mixed Occupancy (strictest requirements
of any occupancy apply to all occupancies) or Separated Occupancies (differing occupancies are
separated by fire resistive walls). Bonderson Engineering Projects Center is categorized as a
Mixed Occupancy building because although it meets Separated Occupancy requirements set
forth in the IBC, it does not meet Separated Occupancy requirements set forth in the LSC. Since
it is classified as a Mixed Use building as per LSC (6.1.14.3.2), the building will need to adhere to
the most restrictive requirements of the occupancies involved, throughout the entire building,
as set forth under the Mixed Occupancies standards of 6.1.14.3. The Life Safety Code
description of the various occupancies can be found below:
Assembly: An occupancy (1) used for a gathering of 50 or more persons for
deliberation, worship, entertainment, eating, drinking, amusement, awaiting
transportation, or similar uses; or (2) used as a special amusement building, regardless
of occupant load.
Business: An occupancy used for the transaction of business other than mercantile.
Industrial: An occupancy in which products are manufactured or in which processing,
assembling, mixing, packaging, finishing, decorating, or repair operations are conducted.
There are storage use spaces throughout the building for custodial supplies and other contents,
but as per Life Safety Code 6.1.14.1.3, these are considered as incidental to the above
occupancies, and are allowed to be considered part of the predominant occupancy and subject
to those provisions.
An example of an assembly usage within the building is given by Room 104, which is used as
meeting space for presentations, club meetings, or other general assembly purposes. Room
104 was originally designed as a Business Occupancy, but over time its use has changed and
come more in line with an Assembly Occupancy. The business occupancy portions of the
building include the facility office on the ground floor which houses management for the
industrial shops as well as tool checkout, the robotics room on the first floor, and the
laboratory spaces on the second floor which include the chemistry lab, electronics repair,
computer cluster, and device control labs. The chemistry lab, due to having less than 2 gal/100
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ft2 of Class I, II, or IIIA liquids, is classified as a Class D lab (per NFPA 45), and as such is a
business occupancy. Industrial occupancies within the building are primarily seen in the
machine shop, woodworking shop, the various dedicated project and integrated project areas,
as well as the covered work space flanking the southern and eastern parts of the building
perimeter. Finally, as mentioned above, a handful of small storage rooms exist which house
custodial equipment or are used for the purpose of building support. The color coded ground
level and second story floor plans based on occupancy classification can be seen in Appendix A.
4.1.2 Occupant Loading
The building’s occupancy load was calculated using Table 7.3.1.2 of the Life Safety Code and the
occupancy classification of each individual room or space. Occupant load factors were taken
from the table, and the room occupant load was then calculated by dividing the area of the
room by the Occupant Load Factor associated with that room, as seen below:
Room Occupant Load =
The total building occupant load is then found by summing the occupant loads for all of the
rooms. The loading factors that were utilized for the Bonderson Engineering Projects Center
are shown in the Table 1 summary below:
Table 1: Life Safety Code Occupant Load Factors

LSC Occupancy Use Classification
Assembly Use - Less Concentrated Use, Without Fixed Seating
Business Use

LSC Occupant Load Factors (ft2/Pers)
15 Net
100 Gross

Industrial Use - General Industrial Occupancy
Storage Use - Ordinary Hazard Contents
Shops, Laboratories, or Vocational Rooms

100 Gross
500 Gross
50 Net

Details on the room number, room description, room area, the Life Safety Code occupancy
category, the Life Safety Code occupancy usage, the occupant load factor, and the final
occupant load per room or area within the Bonderson Engineering Projects Center for the first
and second floor can be seen in Appendix A.
It is important to note that the occupancy use and occupancy classification are not the same,
and that occupancy use (and associated occupant load factor) is based on the closest matching
use of the room or area rather than a direct correlation to occupancy classification. For
example, the Robotics Laboratory has a Business occupancy classification, but uses an Occupant
Load Factor of 50 ft2/person for the Vocational Room usage (subset of Educational Occupancy)
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rather than a Business Occupant Load Factor of 100 ft2/person. A summary of the first floor,
second floor, and total building occupant load can be seen in Table 2 below.
Table 2: Calculated Occupant Loads

Occupant Load (Persons)
First Floor
Second Floor
Building Total

285
98
383

4.1.3 Exit Capacity
The capacity for individual exits located throughout the building was determined through
section 7.3.3.1 of the Life Safety Code by using the Exit Capacity Factors found in Table 7.3.3.1,
Capacity Factors, of the Life Safety Code. The exit capacity factors are different for stairway
exits and exits located on level components (building floors) or ramps. The exit capacity factors
within the building fall under the “All Others” category of Table 7.3.3.1 and are summarized
below:



Stairways (width per person):
Level Components and Ramps (width per person):

0.3 inches
0.2 inches

The room number, room description, doorway exit width, exit capacity factor, calculated
capacity, and actual required capacity based upon occupant load can be seen in Appendix A. A
summary of the main building exit capacity per floor leading to the public way can be seen in
Table 3 below. The exit locations can be identified in Appendix A.
Table 3: Exit capacity Summary for First and Second Floor

Location
Second Floor / Vertical Exits
Stair 1
Stair 2
First Floor (Public Way Exits)
Exit 1
Exit 2
Exit 3
Exit 4
Exit 5
Exit 6

Occupant Load

Exit
Width

Exit
Capacity

Meets Req.

48"
48"

160
160

Yes
Yes

72"
72"
72"
36"
36"
36"

360
360
360
180
180
180

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

98

285
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4.1.4 Exit Arrangement, Location, and Remoteness
The Bonderson Engineering Projects Center building meets code requirements set forth in the
Life Safety Code concerning the arrangement of exits. All individual rooms, as well as the
building as a whole, meet requirements for arrangement and location of exits, including:




LSC Section 7.5.1.1: Exits are readily accessible
LSC Section 7.5.1.3.1: Exits are remote from each other
LSC Section 7.5.1.3.2: Exit separation > 1/3 room or building diagonal

Two means of egress are required, as a minimum, in every section where size, occupancy, and
arrangement endanger occupants attempting to use a single exit that is blocked by fire or
smoke. Additionally, two exits are also required in spaces with an occupant load greater than
50 people. Generally, these exits are required to be separated by no less than one-half of the
overall diagonal of the building or room area served by the exits. This requirement can be
lowered to 1/3 of the diagonal when an approved, automatic sprinkler system is installed.
Room 104 (assembly occupancy) and the outside covered work area (industrial) are the only
spaces within the building with an occupant load greater than 50 people (actual occupant loads
are 120 and 82, respectively). Since two exits are required, and an automatic sprinkler system
is installed, the two available exits need to be at least 1/3 of the room’s diagonal distance away
from each other. The diagonal distance for Room 104 is 91 feet and the exit separation length
is 40 feet, which is greater than the 1/3 diagonal distance of 30.3 feet. This can be seen in
Figure 2 below. The overall diagonals of the exits for the covered work area, as well as the first
and second floor, follow this same procedure and are adequate to the Life Safety Code
standards. The IBC has the same requirements regarding exit separation and diagonal length
and as such, is also satisfied. Additionally, when there are more than two exits available, only
two need to be separated by the minimum diagonal length (IBC 1015.2.2). This allows the two
lobby exits to be so close while still satisfying code requirements.

Figure 2: Exit Remoteness for Room 104
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Although room 104 does meet standards for exit remoteness, its 36” exit does not meet code in
regards to door swing direction, and both exits do not meet the code regarding panic hardware.
Section 7.2.1.4.2 of the LSC requires door leaves of the side-hinged type shall swing in the
direction of egress travel. The 36” exit swings into the room, as can be seen in Figure 3 below.

Figure 3: Room 104 Exit Violating Door Leaf Swing Direction

Furthermore, 12.2.2.2.3 requires that “any door in a required means of egress from an area
having an occupant load of 100 or more persons shall be permitted to be provided with a latch
or lock only if the latch or lock is panic hardware or fire-exit hardware complying.” Both exits
have locks but do not include panic hardware.
These code violations most likely came about as the use for room 104 evolved. As described
previously, the room was initially classified as a Business occupancy in the original construction
drawings. But, an Assembly Occupancy is more in line with its current use as a meeting and
assembly space. As such, these code violations should be fixed.
4.1.5 Number of Means of Egress
The number of required exits for the building as a whole is based on Section 7.4.1. The number
of required exits per story shall not be less than two (unless permitted in other various LSC
chapters), but is increased as the occupant load is increased. The general required number of
exits per story can be seen in Table 4 below.
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Table 4: Required Number of Exits Per Story Based Upon Occupant Load

Floor Occupant Load

Required Number of Exits

≤ 500
501 -> 1000
≥ 1001

2
3
4

Since both floors have an occupant load of less than 500 people, each floor is only required to
have two exits. Both floors of the building meet this requirement.
The required number of means of egress from individual rooms follow the same standard
guidelines. In addition, the IBC requires that rooms with an occupant load of 50 or more for
Assembly, Business, and Factory (Industrial) have two exits. This requirement is satisfied, and a
large number of rooms have two exits even with an occupant load of less than 50 people. This
would allow these rooms to change in use in the future and still meet prescriptive
requirements.
4.1.6 Travel Distance and Dead End Requirements
Maximum travel distances and dead end requirements that occupants are allowed to be
subjected to in order to reach one of the required exits is covered in 7.6 of the Life Safety Code
and Section 1016.1 of the IBC. Requirements vary based upon occupancy classification and if
sprinklers are installed. Since the Bonderson Engineering Projects Center is a Mixed Use
Occupancy, an analysis was performed to check that each individual occupancy adhered to the
strictest standards. A summary of the travel distance and dead end limits per occupancy
classification can be seen in Table 5 below.
Table 5: Maximum Travel Distances and Dead End Limits

Occupancy (Existing)
Assembly
Business
Industrial

Travel Distance Limit (ft)

Dead End Limit (ft)

Common Travel

250
300
250

20
50
50

20/75
100
100

The most restrictive criteria is 250 feet for the maximum travel distance, 20 feet for the
maximum dead end limit, and 20 or 70 feet for the common path, depending on occupant load.
Examination of floor plans and full building walk-through’s reveal that the Bonderson
Engineering Projects Center meets these code requirements. for maximum travel distance and
dead end limits.
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4.1.7 Exit Signage and Illumination
Section A.7.10.1.2.1 of the Life Safety Code states, “where a main entrance also serves as an
exit, it will usually be sufficiently obvious to occupants so that no exit sign is needed. The
character of the occupancy has a practical effect on the need for signs. In any assembly
occupancy, hotel, department store, or other building subject to transient occupancy, the need
for signs will be greater than in a building subject to permanent or semi-permanent occupancy
by the same people, such as an apartment house where the residents are presumed to be
familiar with exit facilities by reason of regular use thereof. Even in a permanent residence–
type building, however, there is a need for signs to identify exit facilities such as outside stairs
that are not subject to regular use during the normal occupancy of the building. There are
many types of situations where the actual need for signs is debatable. In cases of doubt,
however, it is desirable to be on the safe side by providing signs, particularly because posting
signs does not ordinarily involve any material expense or inconvenience. The requirement for
the locations of exit signs visible from any direction of exit access is illustrated in Figure 4
below.

Figure 4: Proper Exit Sign Placement as per Life Safety Code
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The building seems to meet requirements in regards to the location and placement of Exit
Signs. The layout of Exit Signs can be seen in Appendix A.
Illumination of the means of egress is another important factor to consider. IBC Section 1006.1
requires that the means of egress, including the exit discharge, be illuminated at all times when
the building space served by the means of egress is occupied and at not less than 1 foot-candle
at the walking surface. Additionally, Section 1006.3 requires that in the event of a power
failure, an emergency system should automatically illuminate




Aisles and unenclosed egress stairways
Corridors, exit enclosures, and exit passageways
Exterior egress components at other than their levels of exit discharge.

The Bonderson Engineering Projects Center is supplied with in line night lights to provide
illumination of the egress pathway at night, as well as emergency battery pack lights which
activate to supply illumination to the means of egress should power fail. The locations of these
emergency lights can be seen in Appendix A.
4.1.8 Interior Finishes
Interior finish requirements for exits, corridors, and other spaces within a building are regulated
by Section 10.2.2 of the Life Safety Code. The requirements pertaining to interior finishes are
intended to restrict the spread of fire over the continuous surface forming the interior portions
of a building. Interior finish classifications are based upon the materials flame spread index and
smoke development rates. Class A finishes have the lowest flame spread rates while Class C
finishes have the highest. Interior finishes within the Bonderson Engineering Projects Center
are minimal. A majority of the building is comprised of exposed structural members and
concrete flooring. While finishes such as fiber cement panels, vinyl tiles, painted gypsum, and
carpet tiles do exist within the building, the overall level of combustible finishes is quite low. A
summary of Table A.10.2, Interior Finish Classification Limitations, is shown in Table 6 below:
Table 6: Interior Finish Classification Limitations (LSC)

Occupancy
Assembly - Existing, ≤ 300
Business - Existing
Industrial

Exits
A
A or B
A or B

Exit Access Corridors
A or B
A or B
A, B, or C

Other Spaces
A or B
A, B, or C
A, B, or C

Class A finishes used throughout the building include the concrete floors and the painted,
exposed structural members. Interior finishes for the corridors include 4” vinyl base floor
coverings and LRV 82 “Arizona White” paint frazee on the walls and ceiling.
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4.2 Structural Fire Protection
4.2.0 Structural Fire Protection Overview
This section reviews the structural fire protection requirements and features present within the
Bonderson Engineering Projects Center. The requirements are based upon the standards put
forth within the International Building Code, and cover subjects such as the building
construction, allowable areas, heights, and stories, as well as the required fire resistance ratings
of various structural members and elements.
4.2.1 Building Construction and Type
The Bonderson Engineering Projects Center is a concrete and steel frame building of Type II-B
construction, which is known as an unprotected, non-combustible building. The total building
occupies approximately 18,575 ft2, with 12,240 ft2 located on the first floor, and 6,335 ft2
located on the second floor. The total building height is 29’ – 0” with the second floor starting
at 14’ – 1”.
Table 7: Allowable Area, Heights, and Stories

Table 503 (Table 7, above), Allowable Building Heights and Areas, of Chapter 5 – General
Building Heights and Areas of the International Building Code specifies the maximum building
height, maximum building area, and maximum stories allowed for various construction types
and building occupancies. Table 503 specifies that a building of Type II-B construction can have
a maximum height of 55 feet, a maximum floor area of 9,500 ft2, and a maximum amount of 2
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stories for a Group A-3 (Assembly) Occupancy, a maximum height of 55 feet, a maximum floor
area of 23,000 ft2, and a maximum amount of 3 stories for a Group B (Business) Occupancy, and
a maximum height of 55 feet, a maximum floor area of 15,500 ft2, and a maximum amount of 2
stories for a Group F-1 (Industrial) Occupancy. A summarized view of the allowable
characteristics per Occupancy Group (A, B, and F-1) and the actual building characteristics can
be seen in Table 8 below:
Table 8: Summarized Allowable Area, Height, and Stories

Occupancy Group

Max. Allowable Area (ft2)

A-3
B
F-1

9,500
23,000
15,500

Max. Allowable Heights
(ft)
55
55
55

Actual

20,350

29

Max. Allowable Stories
2
3
2
2

When analyzing the building as a Mixed Occupancy building, the most restrictive characteristics
apply. In this case, the Assembly Group 3 occupancy is the most restrictive. The actual building
characteristics meet all of the requirements except for the maximum allowable floor area.
Group A-3 allows a maximum floor area of 9,500 ft2, whereas the actual maximum floor area
(first floor) is 20,350 ft2 when counting the covered work area as floor area since it falls under
the above roof/floor horizontal projection.
4.2.2 Allowable Increases
Increases to the allowable area, height, and maximum number of stories allowed per Table 503
exist (IBC Section 504.2, 506.2, and 506.3) based upon installation of an approved, automatic
sprinkler system as well as public way or open space frontage around the perimeter of the
building. Section 504.2 allows for a 20 foot maximum height increase and one additional story
to be allotted for buildings protected by an approved, automatic sprinkler system. Since the
building already meets the most restrictive height and story requirements, taking advantage of
this increase is not needed. Section 506.2 allows for an increase in the maximum floor area
(from Table 503) based on frontage increases. This takes into account the portion of a building
that fronts on a pubic way or an open space of 20 feet or greater, as well as the width of the
public way spacing. Furthermore, Section 506.3 allows for a 200% maximum area increase
(from Table 503) based upon installation of an approved, automatic sprinkler system for
buildings with more than one story above grade plane. A summary of the allowed percentage
of area increases can be seen in Table 9 below:
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Table 9: Allowed Percentage of Area Increase

Base Area
Frontage Increase
Sprinkler Increase
Area After Increase

100%
50%
200%
250%

Taking this into account, the new allowable maximum area for the most restrictive occupancy,
Group A-3, is 23,750 ft2. This is above the actual first floor area of 20,350 ft2, which includes
the 8,110 ft2 Covered Work Area as part of the IBC’s “area, building” definition, and so the
building meets IBC standards.
4.2.3 Fire Resistance Ratings
Table 601 (Table 10), Fire-Resistance Rating Requirements For Building Elements (hours), of
Chapter 6 – Types of Construction, of the International Building Code, sets forth the minimum
needed fire resistance ratings of various building elements for specific construction types.
Table 10: Fire Resistance Rating Requirements for Building Elements (IBC)

The following fire resistance ratings per building element are required for a Type II-B building:






Primary Structural Frame:
Bearing Walls
o Exterior:
o Interior:
Interior Nonbearing Walls:

0 hours
0 hours
0 hours
0 hours
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Interior Nonbearing Partitions:
Floor Construction/Secondary Members:
Roof Construction/Secondary Members:

0 hours
0 hours
0 hours

The fire resistance rating of exterior nonbearing walls and partitions can be found in Table 602
(Table 11), Fire Resistance Rating Requirements For Exterior Walls Based On Fire Separation
Distance, of the International Building Code.
Table 11: Fire Resistance Rating Requirements for Exterior Walls Based on Fire Separation (IBC)

The fire resistance rating requirements for these structural members are based upon the fire
separation distance measured from the exterior wall of the building to the exterior wall of the
closest adjacent building or the middle of a public road/public way. The minimum fire
separation distance for the Bonderson Engineering Projects Center conservatively falls within
the 10 ≤ X ≤ 30 feet range for the most challenging building side. With this, it can be seen that
the fire resistance rating for exterior walls for either Group A, B, or F-1 Occupancies is 0 hours.
4.2.4 Structural Elements and Member Specifics
Exterior Walls
Various exterior wall assemblies are used throughout the Bonderson Engineering Projects
Center building. Exterior wall assemblies include the following:




Glass curtain wall
Reinforced (steel) concrete
Gypsum lined steel studs with exterior fastened 5/16th inch cement board

The exterior walls for the Bonderson Engineering Projects Center building are non-load bearing.
Large parts of the North side wall are plain glass sections. Other exterior sections feature 5/16
inch cement board on the exterior face which is held in place by 18 gauge galvanized 1 ½ inch ZChannel spacers. A vapor permeable air barrier membrane butts up against 5/8 inch thick glass
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mat sheathing. Approximately four inches of acoustic and thermal insulation comprises the
middle section of the wall and the interior face is comprised of 5/8 inch thick Type X gypsum
board. Construction drawings of the various wall assembly sections can be seen in Appendix B.
Interior Walls
Various interior wall assemblies are used throughout the Bonderson Engineering Projects
Center building. The interior walls of the Bonderson building are non-load bearing, but at some
sections may cosmetically cover up load bearing columns. The typical interior wall / partition
features a minimum 25 gauge ceiling runner with 3” flanges which hold in place 5/8 inch Type X
gypsum board, which is fastened to MTL studs and the floor and ceiling track with 1” Type S
BUGLE head screws at 8 inches on center along the edges and 12 inches on center in the field of
the board. Acoustic insulation is added in the center as necessary. Construction drawings of
the various wall assembly sections can be seen in Appendix B.
Roof Assembly
The roof assembly is constructed out of 20-gauge steel decking with an insulation layer and
outer membrane layer. Construction drawings of the roof assembly can be seen in Appendix B.
First Floor Construction
The Bonderson Engineering Projects Center building is built on top of a concrete reinforced
foundation and is situated on grade. Four foot by four foot spread footings support the
columns at their designated locations. The foundation slab itself is a 2 foot thick concrete mat
with steel reinforcement. The steel reinforcement runs both ways and are #7 bars located on
center at 12 inches. Construction drawings of the floor/slab construction can be seen in
Appendix B.
Second Story Floor Construction
The second story floor of the Bonderson building is comprised of VERCO W3 20 gauge
composite metal decking overlain with a light weight concrete fill giving a total thickness of 7 ¼
inches. Steel welded wire mesh fabric reinforcement runs throughout the slab with 6x6 W1.4 x
W1.4 reinforcement at the center of the slab.
The roof decking is comprised of VERCO N24 20 gauge side lap BCP at 12 inches on center with
4 welds per sheet to support its load.
Both the floor and roof assemblies are not rated for fire resistance as the Type II-B construction
standards do not require a fire resistance for those assemblies.
Construction drawings of the second story floor section can be seen in Appendix B.
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Columns
The most common column assembly uses a W12x45 steel member which is either unprotected
and exposed, or lined with a 5/8 inch gypsum board covering. Columns are attached to the
ground level base-mat described above. Figure 5 below shows pictures of a typical unprotected
column assembly.

Figure 5: Unprotected/Exposed Structural Columns – 0 hr Fire Resistance Rating

Construction drawings of the column spacing and locations can be seen in Appendix B.
Beams
Beam assemblies are constructed using wide flange I-Beam steel members which range in size
depending upon location and load bearing requirements. Beams within the building range from
W12x14 to W21x50, including W18x35, W16x36, and W16x26. As with columns, and
depending upon location, structural beam members are either unprotected and exposed or are
covered with 5/8th inch gypsum wallboard for appearance and sectioning purposes.
Construction drawings of the beam spacing and locations be seen in Appendix B.
Joints and Penetrations
Where through penetrations exist in fire rated walls, the penetrations need to comply with
Section 713.3.1 of the International Building Code. Section 713.3.1.1 states that penetrations
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shall be installed as tested in an approved fire-resistance rated assembly. Section 713.3.1.2
states that through penetrations of fire-resistance rated walls shall be protected by an
approved penetration fire stop system installed as tested in accordance with either ASTM or UL
standards. Figure 6 below shows a typical fire penetration stop.

Figure 6: Typical Fire Penetrations

4.2.5 Fire Rated Separation
As mention previously, the Bonderson Engineering Projects Center does not meet the
classification requirements for a Separated Occupancy building since the Business and
Industrial occupancies on the first floor are not separated. Requirements for rated separation
of occupancies can be found in Table 12 below, and are based off of IBC Table 508.4 and LSC
Table 6.1.14.4.1(b).
Table 12: Required Fire Rated Separation of Occupancies for Rated Separation Occupancy Requirements

Adjacent Occupancies

IBC Required Separation

LSC Required Separation

Assembly from Business
Business from Industrial /
Factory - Moderate

1 hour (sprinklered)

Not Required

Not Required

1 hour (Sprinklered)

Assembly from Industrial
/ Factory - Moderate

Not Required

1 hour (Sprinklered)

The building was constructed with fire rated separation due to code requirements at the time
of design. The 2001 CBC, Section 304.2.2.1, required that laboratories and vocational shops
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under a Business Occupancy used for education be separated from each other and other
portions of the building by not less than a one-hour fire resistive separation. The Bonderson
Engineering Projects Center was built to meet this code requirement with 1-hour separation
around all of the designated labs and vocational rooms. For example, 1-hour rated walls are
provided for the separation of spaces such as the machine shop, wood shop, and laboratory
spaces on the first and second floors. This 1-hour fire rated separation is constructed using two
layers of 5/8” Type X gypsum wall board on each wall face, with fire stop sealant with backer
rod where the section head meets the ceiling and where the section base meets the floor.
These rated spaces also have fire rated doors (60 minute), fire dampers in the HVAC system,
and rated penetrations (discussed previously) as required. Activation of the smoke alarm
system will also cause automatic closing of the tool checkout window in order to ensure rated
separation of that area occurs. The building would not meet LSC requirements to classify as a
Separated Occupancy because room 117 (Business occupancy) and room 114 (Industrial
occupancy) are not separated by a 1 hour rated separation.
Section 7.1.3.1, Exit Access Corridors, of the Life Safety Code, requires corridors used as exit
access and serving an occupant load of more than 30 people to have a 1-hour fire rated
separation from other parts of the building unless otherwise permitted in applicable individual
occupancy chapters. Chapter 12, Section 12.3.6 (Assembly Occupancies), Chapter 38, Section
38.3.6 (Business Occupancies), and Chapter 40, Section 40.3.6 (Industrial Occupancies) all state
that corridors do not need to be fire rated if the building is protected throughout by an
approved, automatic sprinkler system.
Section 38.3.2.2 states that high hazard content areas shall be separated from other parts of
the building by fire barriers having a minimum 1-hour fire resistance rating, with all openings
therein protected by self-closing fire door assemblies having a minimum ¾ hour fire protection
rating, as well as being protected by an automatic extinguishing system. Original fire rated
separation construction throughout the building separates the high hazard areas, mainly
laboratories, workshops, and vocational shops, including the machine shop and wood working
shop, from other areas. The fire rated separation around room 107 and 102 also satisfies IBC
Section 404.6, which requires that atrium spaces be separated from adjacent spaces by a 1hour fire barrier. Locations of the fire rated separation can be seen in Appendix B.
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4.3 Fire Detection and Alarm Systems
4.3.0 Detection and Alarm Overview
Prompt detection and notification of fire scenarios is important in ensuring occupant safety. If
there are no detectors in the room or area of fire origin, the fire could grow to exceed design
objectives before being detected and the start of evacuation. Furthermore, inadequate
detector response, delayed occupant notification, and/or incorrect response for the disposition
of alarms or signals can greatly increase the probability of occupant fatalities.
In order to maximize the probability of quick detection and occupant notification, as well as to
satisfy code requirements for the presence of an alarm system, the Bonderson Engineering
Projects Center is equipped with a number of various detection, initiation, and notification
systems and appliances. The primary system includes a full coverage, building wide ionization
smoke detection system. Additional detection and initiation is achieved through a combination
of heat detectors (non sprinkler), sprinklers, manual pull stations, and a water flow switch.
Notification is achieved through a combination of strobe and horn/strobe appliances. The
detection and alarm systems are connected to a Fire Alarm Annunciator in the main lobby as
well as a Fire Alarm Control Panel in Room 105. The Cal Poly campus features a campus wide
fire alarm and security system which is routed through a Proprietary Supervising Station. The
requirements upon receipt of an Alarm, Supervisory, or Trouble signal are described below as
per NFPA 72, Chapter 26:
Alarm Signal – Section 26.3.8.1.2
Upon receipt of an alarm signal, the central station shall perform the following actions:
(1) Retransmit the alarm to the communications center (fire department/emergency
dispatch, etc).
(2) Dispatch a runner or technician to the protected premises to arrive within 2 hours
after receipt of a signal if equipment needs to be manually reset by the prime
contractor. Depending upon specific AHJ instructions, the runner can be recalled prior
to arrival at the premises if a qualified representative of the subscriber at the premises
can provide the necessary resetting of the equipment and is able to place the system
back in operating condition.
(3) Immediately notify the subscriber.
(4) Provide notice to the subscriber or authority having jurisdiction, or both, if required.
Supervisory Signal – Section 26.3.8.3
Upon receipt of a supervisory signal, the central station shall perform the following
actions:
(1) Communicate immediately with the persons designated by the subscriber and notify
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the fire department or law enforcement agency, or both, if required.
(2) Dispatch a runner or maintenance person to arrive within 2 hours to investigate
unless the supervisory signal is cleared in accordance with a scheduled procedure.
(3) Notify the AHJ when the sprinkler system or other fire suppression systems or
equipment have been wholly or partially out of service for 8 hours.
(4) When service has been restored, provide notice, if required, to the subscriber or the
AHJ, or both, as to the nature of the signal, the time of occurrence, and the restoration
of service when equipment has been out of service for 8 hours or more.
Trouble Signal – Section 26.3.8.4
Upon receipt of trouble signals or other signals pertaining solely to matters of
equipment maintenance of the alarm systems, the central station shall perform the
following actions:
(1) Communicate immediately with the persons designated by the subscriber.
(2) Dispatch personnel to arrive within 4 hours to initiate maintenance, if necessary.
(3) When the interruption is more than 8 hours, provide notice to the subscriber and the
fire department if so required by the AHJ as to the nature of the interruption, the time
of occurrence, and the restoration of service.
4.3.1 Detection Devices
As discussed earlier, the detection and initiation systems and devices installed throughout the
Bonderson Engineering Projects Center include:





Building wide ionization smoke detection system
Heat detectors
Manual pull stations
Water flow switch

Smoke Detection
Smoke detection within the Bonderson Engineering Projects Center is carried out through the
use of ionization smoke detectors. Three types of detectors are in use throughout the building.
There are 16 Notifier FSP-851 smoke detectors and 10 Notifier FSH-751 HARSH smoke detectors
on the first floor and 20 Notifier FSP-851 smoke detectors and 2 Notifier FSH-751 HARSH smoke
detectors on the second floor, which are shown in Figure 7 below.
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Figure 7: Notifier FSP-851 Smoke Detector, Notifier FSH-751 HARSH Smoke Detector, and Notifier Intelligent
Duct Smoke Detectors (FSD-751RP)

The standard (FSP-851) detectors are used in normal use areas such as the assembly and
business occupancies. The HARSH (FSH-751) detectors are used in areas of greater hazard, such
as the machine and wood shops, where the standard detectors might be prone to nuisance
alarms. Finally, two Notifier Intelligent Duct Smoke Detectors (FSD-751RP) are located within
the building’s HVAC system. Sequence of Operation coding within the fire alarm system allows
for the HVAC system to be shut down upon receipt of an alarm signal from either of the duct
detectors. The specific layout and locations of the various devices, as well as the appliance
specification sheets, can be seen in Appendix C.
Detector spacing is based upon prescriptive standards set forth in NFPA 72, where a maximum
30 foot spacing is allowed for detectors on smooth ceilings or under solid joist construction
with joist depth being less than 0.1*H (Section 17.7.3.2.3.1).
Heat Detection
Two Notifier (FST-851) (Figure 8) heat detectors supplement the building wide ionization smoke
detection system with regards to fire detection. A single heat detector is located on each floor,
with the first detector (ground level) located in the elevator equipment room (Room 103) while
the second heat detector is located at the top of the elevator shaft on the second story (near
the roof level). The specific layout and locations of the various devices, as well as the appliance
specification sheet, can be seen in Appendix C.

Figure 8: Notifier (FST-851) Heat Detector
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Manual Pull Stations
There are four manual pull station (Notifier NBG-12LX) (Figure 9) appliances located throughout
the building. Three are located on the first floor near building exits while the fourth is located
on the second story near the Eastern facing exterior stairway exit. The manual pull stations
meet the NFPA 72 requirements set forth in Chapter 17 for:





Are conspicuous, unobstructed, and accessible (17.14.8.2).
Are red in color (17.14.8.3).
Are located within 5 feet of each exit doorway on each floor (17.14.8.4).
Are provided such that travel distance between stations does not exceed 200 feet
(17.14.8.5).

Figure 9: Notifier NBG-12LX Manual Pull Station

The specific layout and locations of the various devices, as well as the appliance specification
sheet, can be seen in Appendix C.

The total amount of the various detection and initiation devices located on each floor can be
seen in Table 13 below:
Table 13: First and Second Floor Initiating Device Counts

First Floor

Second Floor

Ionization Det. - 16
HARSH Ionization Det. - 10
Manual Pull Station - 3

Ionization Det. - 20
HARSH Ionization Det. - 2
Duct Smoke Detector - 2

Heat Det. - 1
Water Flow - 1

Heat Det. - 1
Pull Station - 1
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4.3.2 Notification Devices
As discussed earlier, the notification systems and devices installed throughout the Bonderson
Engineering Projects Center include:




Wall mounted horn/strobe appliances
Ceiling mounted strobe appliances
Water bell

Horn/Strobe Appliance
There are 11 wall mounted horn/strobe notification appliances located throughout the ground
floor and 5 located on the second floor of the Bonderson Engineering Projects Center (Figure
10). These specific devices are SpectrAlert Notification Devices made by System Sensor. The
specific layout and locations of the devices, as well as the appliance specification sheet, can be
seen in Appendix C.

Figure 10: Wall Mounted System Sensor Horn/Strobe Device

Strobe Appliance
There are 11 strobe appliances (Figure 11) located throughout the ground floor and 8 located
on the second floor of the Bonderson Engineering Projects Center. Like the horn/strobe
devices, these appliances are made by System Sensor. The specific layout and locations of the
devices, as well as the appliance specification sheet, can be seen in Appendix C.
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Figure 11: Ceiling Mounted System Sensor Strobe Alarm

4.3.3 NFPA 72 Code Compliance
Smoke Detectors
Chapter 17 of NFPA 72 deals with the performance, selection, use, and location requirements
for automatic fire detection devices. As per 17.1.1, “The performance, selection, use, and
location of automatic fire detection devices, sprinkler water flow detectors, manually activated
alarm stations and supervisory signal-initiating devices must comply with minimum
requirements of Chapter 17 of NFPA 72.” The fire detection devices installed within the
Bonderson Engineering Project Center discussed in previous sections must conform to these
requirements, which are discussed below.








Section 17.4.2 requires that initiating devices must not be installed in inaccessible areas.
Section 17.4.3 requires that initiating devices must be protected where subject to
mechanical damage.
Section 17.4.4 requires that initiating devices must be supported independently of
attachment to circuit conductors.
Section 17.4.6 requires that initiating devices must be installed in all areas where
required by other NFPA codes/standards or by other governing laws, codes, or
standards.
Section 17.5.1 requires that detectors cannot be recessed into mounting surface unless
listed for such mounting.
Section 17.5.2 requires that spaces separated by parturitions must be considered as
separate rooms where partitions extend to within 15% of the ceiling height. From
walkthroughs of the building, there are not spaces separated by partitions that extend
to within 15% of the ceiling, and so this section does not apply.
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Section 17.7.1.8 states that unless specifically designed and listed for expected
conditions, smoke detectors cannot be installed if any of the following ambient
conditions exist: Temperatures below 32F or above 100F, RH above 93%, or air velocity
> 300 ft/min. None of these conditions exist and so this section is not applicable.
Section 17.7.3.2 states that spot-type smoke detectors must be located on the ceiling,
or, if on a sidewall, between the ceiling and 12 inches down from the ceiling to the top
of the detector.
Section 17.7.3.1.2 states that the design must account for the contribution of the
following factors in predicting detector response to the anticipated fires to which the
system is intended to respond:
 Ceiling shape and surface
 Ceiling height
 Configuration of contents in the protected area
 Combustion characteristics
 Compartment ventilation
 Ambient temperature, pressure altitude, and humidity

Also stated in NFPA 72, in the absence of specific performance based design criteria, maximum
smooth ceiling smoke detector spacing must be a nominal 30 feet (+/- 18 inches).
From observations, walkthroughs of the building, and plan sheet overviews, the smoke
detection system within the building appears to be a total (complete) coverage system. This
means that detectors are installed in all accessible compartments or spaces including all rooms,
halls, storage areas, and other subdivisions and accessible spaces. The installed smoke
detection system appears to meet all of the requirements except for coverage. Small coverage
gaps do exist within the building, mainly where the edge of coverage per detector (0.7*Listed
Spacing) comes close to ceiling corners. Overall though, the coverage within the building is
quite good.
Notification Devices (Horns)
Chapter 18 of NFPA 72 sets forth requirements pertaining to notification appliances. The
devices used throughout the building conform to NFPA 72, 18.3.1 Listing in that all notification
appliances installed shall be listed for the purpose for which they are used. The purpose of the
notification devices is set forth in Section 18.2, in that, notification appliances shall provide
stimuli for initiating emergency action and provide information to users, emergency response
personnel, and occupants.
Maximum sound level limits are set forth in LSC 18.4.1.2 such that the sound pressure level
produced by combining the ambient sound pressure level with all audible notification
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appliances operating does not exceed 110 dBA at the minimum hearing distance. Average
ambient sound level is determined by Table A.18.4.3, Average Ambient Sound Level According
to Location, from Chapter 18 of the Life Safety Code (Table 14):
Table 14: Average Ambient Sound Level According to Location (NFPA 72)

The average ambient sound level of applicable occupancies is summarized in Table 15 below:
Table 15: Applicable Occupancy Average Ambient Sound Level

Occupancy Location
Assembly
Business
Industrial

Average Ambient Sound Level (dBA)
55
55
80

Section 18.4.3.1 states that notification appliances must maintain a sound level at least 15 dB
above the average ambient sound level or 5 dB above the maximum sound level, whichever is
greater. The 6dBA Rule of Thumb Method (6dBA drop every time the distance from the alarm
source is doubled) can be used to check sound level compliance above average ambient level.
From the manufacturers specification sheet (Table 16) (full version in Appendix C), at the
highest selectable setting of a high volume, non-temporal tone at 3000 Hz interrupted, for a 24
V circuit, the horn puts out a decibel level of 86 dBA at 10 feet from its base.
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Table 16: Manufacturer Specification Sheet Showing Selectable Decibel Levels

Using the 6 dBA drop off of SPL rule-of-thumb method (NFPA 72 Figure 14.3.1), the drop off in
dBA level can be calculated, as seen in Figure 12 below:
86 dBA @ 10 ft (from wall mount)

86 dBA – 6 dBA = 80 dBA

80 dBA @ 20 ft (from wall mount)

80 dBA – 6 dBA = 74 dBA

74 dBA @ 40 ft (from wall mount)

74 dBA – 6 dBA = 68 dBA

68 dBA @ 80 ft (from wall mount)

Figure 12: Decibel Level Drop Off for Horn/Strobe Notification Appliance

The minimum dBA level allowed per code (15 dBA above ambient) is shown below for the
various occupancies throughout the Bonderson building.



Assembly:
Business:

70 dBA
70 dBA
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Industrial:

95 dBA

As can be seen from the device location plans in the Appendix and the calculations from above,
the minimum sound level required by the code would not be met in some areas. The industrial
occupancy room 107, for example, requires a minimum sound level higher than what is
available. Fortunately, the code requirements are met when a more realistic average ambient
sound level is utilized. After performing multiple walk-through’s over the course of several
days, and varying hours, it was apparent that the Bonderson Engineering Projects Center is
actually a very quite building (other than the occasional machine shop milling which doesn’t last
exceptionally long). From the walk-through’s, a lower average ambient sound level seems
more appropriate, with something around the range of 45 dBA (educational) seeming correct.
If an average ambient sound level of 45 dBA is utilized, then a minimum sound level of 60 dBA is
required. The strobes allow for a sound level of 68 dBA at 80 feet which is more than adequate
for all areas of the building other than room 107. The L shaped nature and long dimensions
make meeting the minimum sound level requirement difficult. It is suggested that a second
horn device be installed in room 107 along the exterior wall of room 110. This will help ensure
adequate coverage is maintained. But, as the code states, actual average ambient sound levels
should be recorded for use in calculations. Re-measurement should be done in order to better
assess the buildings audible notification system.
Notification Devices (Strobes)
The visible strobe notification devices throughout the Bonderson Engineering Projects Center
vary between 15, 30, and 75 Candela settings based upon their location (specific device setting
and location can be seen in Appendix C), and are included in all normally occupied spaces. All
devices are wall mounted (15, 30, and 75 CD) besides two ceiling mounted 30 CD strobe devices
located in both bathrooms. NFPA 72, Section 18.5.5.4 governs strobe spacing’s in rooms, with
Table 18.5.5.4.1(a) governing room spacing for wall-mounted visible appliances and Table
18.5.5.4.1(b) governing room spacing for ceiling-mounted visible appliances. The maximum
room size to be serviced by an individual strobe, based on its mounting position and intensity
output, is shown in Table 17 below.
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Table 17: Maximum Room Spacing Allowed Per Strobe

Wall Mounted
15 CD
30 CD
75 CD

Maximum Spacing (ft x ft)
20 x 20
28 x 28
45 x 45

Ceiling Mounted
30 CD

30 x 30

Based on plan drawings and the spacing values seen above, the strobe notification devices
located throughout the Bonderson Engineering Projects Center seem to meet the prescriptive
code requirements set forth by NFPA 72.
4.3.4 Power Supply
Primary power is supplied to the Fire Alarm Control Panel through a 120 VAC source. Although
this supply is generally reliable and consistent, interruption of the primary power supply could
occur. Section 10.6.7.1.1 of NFPA 72 requires a secondary power supply which does not affect
the required performance of the system in the event that the primary power supply fails.
Backup batteries are provided which supply a direct 24 VDC to the Fire Alarm Control Panel. A
backup battery satisfies the secondary power supply requirement through Section 10.6.7.3.1 of
NFPA 72.
The backup power supply is required to have sufficient capacity to operate the system under a
non-alarm condition for 24 hours and, at the end of that period, be capable of operating all
alarm notification appliances for 5 minutes (10.6.7.2.1, NFPA 72). Furthermore, a 20 percent
factor of safety is required to be added to all backup battery calculations in order to account for
decreases in battery output over its service lifespan. The backup battery power calculation for
the Bonderson Engineering Projects Center can be seen in Table below.
Two battery calculations have been performed, one for each Control Panel system. The FACP
supplies 86 devices (detection and notification) over 4 Notification Appliance Circuits (NAC’s)
and 1 Signaling Line Circuit (SLC), while the FCPS1 supplies 13 devices (notification) over 2
Notification Appliance Circuit’s (NAC’s). A summary of the calculations can be seen in Table 18
below, while the detailed calculations can be found in Appendix C.
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Table 18: Secondary Power (Battery) Supply Calculation Summary

Secondary
Power Supply

Required Standby Capacity
(Amp-Hours)

Required Alarm
Capacity (Amp-Hours)

Total Capacity
(Amp-Hours)

Factor of Safety
Adjusted Capacity
(Amp-Hours)

FACP
FCPS

15.0
2.16

0.25
0.10

15.25
2.26

18.3
2.71

4.3.5 Communication Systems
The Bonderson Engineering Projects Center does not have an Emergency Voice Communication
System or Mass Notification System installed within the premise, but the Cal Poly Campus does
feature an Emergency Mass Notification System for alerting students and faculty about
emergency situations such as earthquakes, fires, or terrorist situations. Information on
potential fire scenarios would be sent out through email and text message services to students
in order to alert them about any fire situation developing within the Bonderson Engineering
Projects Center.

4.4 Fire Suppression Systems
4.4.0 Fire Suppression Overview
The Bonderson Engineering Projects Center was designed and built with full coverage from an
automatic, wet-pipe sprinkler system. This is the only fire suppression system installed within
the building. The sprinkler system within the building was designed to play an integral part in
ensuring life safety of occupants during any foreseeable fire scenarios. The sprinkler systems
main purpose is to control most fire scenarios in order to maintain tenable conditions and allow
occupants enough time to egress the building. While complete extinguishment would be
considered a best case scenario, maintaining (controlling) the heat release rate of the burning
material at a value lower than what would be expected without sprinkler activation is the
expected and acceptable alternative.
4.4.1 Water Supply
Supply water for the sprinkler system comes from an 8” potable city water line. The point of
connection branches off into 6” PVC pipe which runs under the adjacent North Perimeter Road
and into the building. The 6” PVC pipe has two check valves (backflow preventers) which help
prevent water flowing back into the water main and prevents potential contamination. The fire
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department connection and the two back flow preventers are located towards the southwest
portion of the building and can be seen in Figure 13 below:

Figure 13: Fire Department Connection and Double Back Flow Preventer

Water supply information was obtained from a test on a relatively nearby fire hydrant. A
summary of the water flow and pressure information can be seen in Table 19 below, which was
obtained from Cal Poly Facilities Planning and Capital Projects:
Table 19: Fire Hydrant Flow and Pressure Data

Hydrant Number
Test Date
Static Pressure

I-05-06
9/3/2002
80 PSI

Residual Pressure
Observed Flow
Calculated Flow (20 psi)

60 PSI
1210 GPM
2190 GPM

4.4.2 Riser, Piping, and Sprinklers
The wet pipe sprinkler system installed in the building is fed by a single 4” sprinkler riser located
in room 108 in the south-western corner of the building near the fire department connection
and double check valves (discussed previously), and can be seen in Figure 14 below.
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Figure 14: Sprinkler Riser and Pressure Gauge

Two main branch lines come off of the riser, with one feeding the ground level branch lines and
ceiling sprinklers, and the other feeding the second floor branch lines and ceiling sprinklers.
The riser and mains are 2.5” – 4” schedule 10 pipe while the branch lines are 1” – 2” schedule
40 piping. The wet pipe sprinkler system has a total of 271 sprinklers which are distributed
throughout the building. Four different types of sprinklers are used throughout the building.
All have a K-Factor of 5.6, but with various operating temperatures. The type, quantity, and
operating temperature (°F) are described in Table 19 below:
Table 19: Sprinkler Types, Characteristics, and Quantities

Sprinkler Type
1/2" Tyco TY-FRB Upright, 28 " Sprig
1/2" Tyco TY-FRB Upright
1/2" Tyco TY-FRB Pendant, 1" Drop
1/2" Tyco TY-FRB Horiz. Sidewall

Finish
Brass
Brass
Chrome

K-Factor
5.6
5.6
5.6

Degree
200
200
155

Quantity
208
38
24

Brass

5.6

155

1

According to the manufacturer’s specification sheet (Appendix D), the sprinklers installed
throughout the building are quick response.
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4.4.3 Water Demand Requirements
Section 11.2.3.1.1 of NFPA 13 allows the use of the Density/Area Method (11.2.3.2) for
determining the water demand for the sprinkler system. This approach utilizes Figure
11.2.3.1.1 (Figure 13), Density/Area Curves, and the hazard classification of the most
hydraulically remote area, to determine the water flow and pressure requirements at the base
of the riser (BOR) and/or point of connection (POC).

Figure 15: NFPA 13, Density/Area Curves

Since the sprinklers throughout the building are quick response, Figure 11.2.3.2.3.1 can be
utilized in order to reduce the design area without revising the design density. The reduction in
design area calculates out as 34 percent.
Normally, the most hydraulically remote area would create the most demand on the sprinkler
system, and as such, would be utilized for flow and pressure calculations. The most
hydraulically remote area in this case is found in the north-eastern corner of the building in
proximity to Room 205. This area is classified as a Light Hazard Occupancy in that the quantity
and/or combustibility of contents is low and fires with relatively low rates of heat release are
expected (NFPA 13, Section 5.2). This location and occupancy would classify under a 1500 ft2
area of operation and 0.10 gpm/ft2 density design, but due to the area reduction, qualifies as a
990 ft2 design area with 0.10 gpm/ft2 density design. But, the machine shop on the first floor,
while not the most hydraulically remote location, classifies as an Ordinary Hazard Group 2
Occupancy (NFPA 13, Section 5.3.2). The interesting situation arises in which a lower hazard
occupancy (Light Hazard Occupancy - LHO) room on the second floor is more remote, and
therefore will probably have a greater pressure requirement at the base of the riser, while the
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greater hazard occupancy (OH2 – Machine Shop) could have a greater water flow requirement
due to the greater density demand per Figure 11.2.3.1.1. Since it is impossible to tell offhand
which situation will be more hydraulically demanding, both scenarios will be calculated using
the friction loss method as outlined in Section 23.3.1 of NFPA 13. The results, with the addition
of a hose stream allowance, are then graphed on hydraulic graph paper and compared to the
water supply to ensure an adequate flow rate and pressure is available.

Light Hazard Occupancy
The Light Hazard Occupancy on the second floor (most hydraulically remote area) requires a
minimum design area of 990 ft2 with a 0.10 gpm/ft2 density. The layout of the sprinklers is not
entirely symmetrical, but the coverage area per sprinkler roughly equates to 120 ft 2. A 990 ft2
design area with 120 ft2 area coverage per sprinkler equates to 8.25 sprinklers. Since you
cannot have half of a sprinkler, the amount required is rounded up to stay conservative. But, a
check also has to be made to make sure that the minimum number of sprinklers actually cover
the required design area. Because the three sprinklers in rooms 206, 206A, and 207 only cover
roughly 80 ft2 (due to the small room dimensions), two extra sprinklers needed to be added to
the calculations in order to actually cover the required 990 ft2. Sprinklers were laid out with 5
on one branch line and 6 on the other based upon the 1.2 * square root of the design area rule.
The results of the hydraulic calculations for the light hazard occupancy are summarized in Table
20 below. The complete hydraulic calculations can be found in Appendix D.
Table 20: LHO Calculation Summary

Number of Sprinklers

11

Design Area

990 ft2
0.10
gpm/ft2
159 gpm
64.2 psi

Design Density
Calculated Flow Rate
Calculated Pressure (B.O.R.)

Table 20: LHO Calculation Summary

The values for the LHO are close to what the sprinkler designer calculated before the system
was installed. The sprinkler designer’s basis of design was a hydraulically remote area on the
second floor computer lab (same location) with a density of 0.1 gpm/ft2, an area of 996 ft2, and
a system demand of 164.66 gpm at 62.4 psi at the base of the riser.
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Ordinary Hazard Group 2
The Ordinary Hazard Group 2 occupancy on the first floor requires a minimum design area of
990 ft2 with a 0.2 gpm/ft2 density. The layout of the sprinklers is such that each sprinkler covers
approximately 100 ft2. A 990 ft2 design area with 100 ft2 area coverage per sprinkler equates to
10 sprinklers. Again though, in order to adhere to the requirement of actually covering the
minimum design area, 2 sprinklers needed to be added to the calculation. The 12 most
hydraulically remote sprinklers within the Machine Shop and Covered Work Area will be
considered, with 4 sprinklers per branch line based upon the 1.2 * square root of the design
area. The results of the hydraulic calculations for the Ordinary Hazard Group 2 occupancy are
summarized in Table 21 below. The complete calculations can be found in Appendix D.
Table 21: OH-2 Calculation Summary

Number of Sprinklers

12

Design Area

990 ft2
0.20
gpm/ft2
263 gpm
54.4 psi

Design Density
Calculated Flow Rate
Calculated Pressure (B.O.R.)

The hydraulic graph showing the results of the two calculations with respect to the water
supply can be seen in Figure 16 below. The Bonderson building shares its supply water
connection with Building 192 (Engineering IV), located behind it. It is assumed that no
significant amount of water is being drawn into Building 192 while these calculations are being
performed; ie: there are not two simultaneous fire situations. A 250 gpm hose stream
allowance needs to be added to the OH requirements while a 100 gpm hose stream allowance
needs to be added to the LHO requirement. As per NFPA 13, the 250 gpm hose stream would
need to be able to flow for 60 – 90 minutes (60 minutes if sprinkler system is monitored), and
the 100 gpm hose stream would need to be able to flow for a minimum of 30 minutes. Since
the water supply comes from a city main, there would be no problem supplying this
requirement.
Calculating the flow from the base of the riser back to the point of flow testing results in only a
1.34 psi loss due to 75 feet of 6” piping, 67 feet of equivalent piping for the two check valves,
and 90 feet of 8” piping.
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Figure 16: Hydraulic Graph of Supply vs Demand

4.4.4 Fire Sprinkler Bracing
Proper bracing of sprinkler systems is critical to ensuring adequate structural support and
system continuity, especially in earthquake prone areas such as California. Chapter 9 of NFPA
13 addresses the structural issues related to the installation of fire protection piping.
A prescriptive approach to hanging sprinkler pipes is offered in place of the requirements set
forth in Section 9.1.1. The performance based requirements of Section 9.1.1.2 require a
registered professional engineer to design the bracing and support such that:






Hangers are designed to support five times the weight of the water filled pipe plus 250
lb at each point of piping support
Hanger points are adequate to support the system
The spacing between hangers does not exceed the value given for the type of pipe as
indicated in Table 9.2.2.1(a) or Table 9.2.2.1(b).
That hanger components are ferrous
And that detailed calculations are submitted, when required by the AHJ, showing
stresses developed in hangers, piping, and fittings, and safety factors allowed
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A number of support and bracing configurations are used throughout the building to help hold
up the piping system. In some sections, the piping is attached directly to the steel I-beams, and
in other areas the hangers are attached to the metal roof decking. In both cases, a 3/8” All
Threaded Rod spans the distance between the hanger supporting the piping and the
attachment point to the building’s structural member. The main trapeze assembly consists of a
top beam clamp which attaches to the top of a structural I-beam and which supports a 3”
schedule 10 x 9’-1-“ (SM = 1.04) lateral support section. From this, a 3/8” All Threaded Rod
hangs down vertically and connects to a hanger assembly which supports the sprinkler piping.
Bracing consists of a 1” schedule 40 (7’-0” max) pipe connected by a TOLCO connector (Fig. 911)
to the steel roof framing, with a 3/8” bold and nut fastener rated at 1,400 lbs. The brace rod is
angled from vertical between 60 and 90 degrees and connects to the sprinkler piping by use of
a TOLCO fastener (Fig. 1000). Maximum lateral bracing is 40 feet and maximum longitudinal
spacing is 80 feet. Sample loading calculations from the design drawings (Appendix D) show
general sprinkler pipe loading as follows:




Total ½ Weight of Piping:
Fittings Allow 15%:
Total:

483 lb
73 lb
556 lb

The actual as-built bracing can been seen in Figure 17 below.

Figure 17: Example of Fire Sprinkler Bracing
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5.0 Atrium
The Bonderson Engineering Projects Center features a two story atrium (Figure 18) as part of
the main lobby construction. An atrium is defined by the International Building Code as
follows:
Atrium: An opening connecting two or more stories other than enclosed stairways,
elevators, hoist ways, escalators, plumbing, electrical, air-conditioning, or other
equipment, which is closed at the top and not defined as a mall.
From this definition, both the lobby and the interior stairway are considered atriums and need
to meet the standards put forth under 404 of the IBC.

Figure 18: Main Entrance Lobby Atrium

5.1 Requirements
Section 404.2 states that the floor of an atrium shall not be used for other than low fire hazard
uses and only approved materials and decorations (in accordance with the International Fire
Code) shall be used in the atrium space.
Section 404.3 states that an approved automatic sprinkler system shall be installed throughout
the entire building unless 2-hour fire separation is provided between the atrium space and
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adjacent building areas. Since the atrium was constructed with 1-hr fire rated separation, an
approved, automatic sprinkler is required. Additionally, because the height of the atrium is
below 55 feet, the atrium itself also needs to be sprinklered.
Section 404.4 states that a fire alarm system needs to be provided. As seen in previous
portions of this report, the Bonderson Engineering Projects Center features a fully functional
ionization smoke detection system.
Section 404.5 requires a smoke control system be installed in atriums unless the atrium
connects only two stories. The atrium within the building only connects the first and second
floor, and as such, no smoke control system is needed.
Section 404.6 states that atrium spaces shall be separated from adjacent spaces by a 1-hour fire
barrier. As discussed previously, fire rated separation was constructed around portions of the
building, including the walls that separate the atrium from room 107 and 102.
Section 404.8 governs interior finish requirements concerning atriums, and states that the
interior finishes of the walls and ceilings of the atrium shall not be less than Class B, and that no
reduction in class is allowed for sprinkler protection.
All applicable standards set forth by the IBC with regards to the atrium lobby seem to be met.

6.0 Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance
6.1 Sprinkler System
Sprinkler system inspection, testing, and maintenance applicable to the project building are
summarized below:
City Water Main:

Responsibility of the city. Quarterly visual review of the connection
should be performed.

Above Ground Piping/Supports: Annual inspection should be performed, covering all above
ground piping and supports. Modifications or changes in occupancy
require addition testing by the contractor performing the inspections.
Control Valves/Gauges: Inspection should be preformed to insure all valves are kept accessible,
unobstructed, and open. No leakage, easy turning, and good operative
condition of valves should also be checked. Post indicator valve should
be open at all times and checked periodically by the Fire Department and
monthly by building managers. Quarterly inspections and testing should
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be a part of the contractor’s services, as well as inspections during
occupancy changes and building modifications.
Water Flow Alarm:

Should be visually inspected each month by building managers. Water
Flow Alarm and any supervisory devices/switches should be tested
quarterly as part of the quarterly inspections.

Standpipe and Hose System: Building managers should conduct weekly inspection of gauges.
Annual inspection should be conducted by the contractor performing
maintenance duties.
Signs:

Sign information and condition should be inspected annually by the
sprinkler contractor. Occupancy changes or building modifications
require additional inspections.

Sprinklers:

If sprinklers have performed satisfactory through their service life, NFPA
25 requires testing of representative samples (1% of total sprinklers) of
installed sprinklers periodically. For 50 year life sprinklers, testing must
be repeated every 10 years thereafter. Annual inspections by the
contractor should also be performed, and should review the following:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Absence of sprinklers from any room
Location of sprinklers in relation to other objects
Adherence to proper clearance / obstruction to sprinklers
Deflector distance and adherence to NFPA 13 guidelines
Review of sprinkler installation, including rating, type, and
condition. Sprinklers should also be checked for corrosion and
foreign object deposits (such as paint).

Addition inspections should be performed should the occupancy
classification change or if the building is modified.
6.2 Fire Alarm System
The requirements concerning system inspection, testing, and maintenance are contained within
Chapter 14 of NFPA 72. Part of the code requires the owner, California Polytechnic State
University, SLO, to have a documented program covering inspection, testing, and maintenance
of the Fire Alarm System. The owner, previously stated, is also responsible for the execution
and implementation of the system. Notification must be provided when system testing is to be
performed, and all applicable codes are to be recorded and safely stored, and be available for
inspection by the Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ) at any time upon request.
Inspection is to be done on schedule as per provisions stated in Chapter 14, Section 3 of the
code. The following is a list of inspections to be completed and the associated times:
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Fire Alarm Control Panel
Trouble Signals
Supervisory Switches
Initiating Devices

Inspected Annually
Inspected Weekly/Semi-Annually
Inspected Quarterly
Inspected Semi-Annually

Devices must be tested that are added into the system at a later date, and re-testing of already
installed devices must be completed if an alterations or removal is performed. Functional
testing of at least 10% of the Fire Alarm Systems devices must be performed when any changes
are made to the Fire Alarm Systems Control Unit. Testing and frequency is as follows, and is
discussed in NFPA 72 under Table 14.4.2.2 and Table 14.4.5:








Fire Alarm Control Panel
Batteries
Trouble Indications
Initiating Devices
Notification Appliances
Valve Supervisory Switch
Water flow Alarm

Tested Annually
Tested Annually
Tested Annually
Tested Annually
Tested Annually
Tested Semi-Annually
Tested Semi-Annually

Maintenance on the Fire Alarm System should be performed both preemptively to combat
failures whenever a problem is noticed during inspections, both official or by persons
frequenting the building who report problems to facility caretakers. Maintenance on faulty
devices should be prompt and resolve any issues.

7.0 Performance Based Design
7.1 Performance Criteria
The Life Safety Code allows for the use of Performance Based Design as an alternative to the
prescriptive approach for irregular buildings, buildings that might not meet the prescriptive
code(s), or for when an engineer wishes to show that an acceptable level of equivalency of
safety can be met through non-prescriptive means. The basis for a performance based design
approach is laid out in Chapter 5 of the Life Safety Code.
The performance criteria for the following performance based design analysis was set forth
under Section 5.2.2, Performance Criterion, of the Life Safety Code. The performance criteria
includes the safe egress of all occupants not intimate with the fire source, and that any
occupant who is not intimate with ignition shall not be exposed to instantaneous or cumulative
untenable conditions. Life safety is the primary concern with this analysis, and as such, other
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performance criteria such as structural failure (mission continuity) and environmental damage
will not be addressed.

7.2 Software Overview
Fire Dynamics Simulator
Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS), developed by the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST), is a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model of fire-driven fluid flow. The
software solves numerically a form of the Navier-Stokes equations which are appropriate for
low-speed, thermally driven flow, with an emphasis on smoke and heat transport from fires.
Smokeview is a separate, but integral visualization program that allows users to display the
output of FDS simulations in an easy to understand way. From the FDS User Guide, the main
features of Version 6 include:








Hydrodynamic Model
Combustion Model
Radiation Transport
Geometry
Multiple Meshes
Parallel Processing
Boundary Conditions

FDS will be used to model fire conditions for the given fire scenarios, and to predict the smoke
layer depth, temperature, visibility, and particulate concentration needed to perform an ASET
vs RSET analysis.
Pyrosim
Pyrosim, a program developed by Thunderhead Engineering, is a graphical user interface for the
Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS). The Pyrosim interface provides immediate input feedback and
ensures that users have the correct format for the FDS input file. Key features include:







High-level 2D and 3D geometry creation
Diagonal walls
Importing of background images
Object grouping
Flexible displays
Object replication
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Pyrosim will be used to easily create and manipulate FDS input files so that the chosen fire
scenarios can quickly be modeled and altered as needed.

Pathfinder
Pathfinder, developed by Thunderhead Engineering, is an agent based egress and human
movement simulator. It provides a graphical user interface for simulation design and execution
as well as 2D and 3D visualization tools for results analysis. Pathfinder will be used to model
the Bonderson Engineering Projects Center floor plans and analyze the emergency egress
movement of representative building occupants during fire scenarios.
DETACT
The DETACT (DETector ACTivation) Model is a program used for calculating the actuation time
of thermal devices such as sprinklers and heat detectors. It is based upon an energy balance
about the specific detector and utilizes the Alpert plume and ceiling jet correlations. DETACT
will be used to cross check detector activation times determined through FDS modeling.
7.3 ASET and RSET
The Available Safe Egress Time (ASET) is the amount of time that elapses between fire ignition
and the development of untenable conditions within a given room or space. The Required Safe
Egress Time (RSET) is the amount of time, which is also measured from fire ignition, that is
required for all occupants to evacuate a building or given space in order to reach either the
building exterior or some dedicated, protected exit enclosure. RSET is defined by the general
expression below and includes the following time subsets:
RSET = Detection Time + Notification Time + Pre-Movement Time + Movement Time
Detector Activation Time (td)
Detector Activation time is the time that elapses from ignition of the fuel source until activation
of the first detector device. The detector device could be either automatic or manual, but is
usually based on any automatic detection systems in place.
Notification Time (tn)
The time until notification is the time that elapses between detector activation and notification
appliance activation. This is usually assumed to be almost instantaneous in modern systems.
Occupant Pre-Movement Time (tp-m)
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The pre-movement period is the time from when occupants receive notification until they begin
to evacuate, and includes perception, interpretation, and any delays before movement. No
situation will arise in which occupants within a building will react to evacuation alarms in the
same way, and individual people will react differently based on setting and location. There are
several factors that influence the pre-movement times of occupants within buildings after they
have been alerted to a fire or other life safety emergency. Occupant reaction and movement
times are influenced by a combination of audio, visual, and physical factors which include the
following:
Audio Factors:





Fire alarm
Sprinkler system water alarm
Occupant to occupant notification
Audio cues of an impending fire situation

Visual Factors:




Seeing the fire
Seeing combustion products (smoke)
Secondary impacts from fire (shattering glass)

Physical Factors:




Smelling smoke
Feeling heat
Other physical cues stemming from a fire situation

Bryan’s chapter in the SFPE handbook outlines several psychological and physical processes
that are related to pre-movement time:





Recognition: The initial stages of the occupant’s awareness that a fire situation is
developing. Audio and/or visual cues will help differentiate situations.
Validation: This occurs when the occupant defines whether a fire situation has
developed or not. More information is usually sought after.
Definition: In this stage, the occupant defines the fire situation and processes available
information relating to the situation.
Evaluation: Occupant fully realizes the extent of the situation, acknowledges the
presence of a potential life threatening situation, and comes to the conclusion that
egress is necessary, and goes about determining the best way to do so.
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Commitment: Some situations arise in which the occupant may not want to leave, and
during this stage the occupant decides whether to evacuate or to stay in place.
Reassessment: Stress and anxiety levels of the occupant are at its highest levels at this
point. Continual reassessment of whether to evacuate or not is at the forefront of the
occupants mind.

It is hard to try and model the pre-evacuation time for a given scenario due to the many factors
involved, so typically data is used that has been collected on delay times regarding typical
occupancies. One such source of data is Table 4.2.1 from the NFPA Handbook which
characterizes delay times for hotels, offices, and apartment buildings of varying heights.
Furthermore, there are six building characteristics that can help reduce the pre-movement time
of building occupants. Proulx outlines these characteristics in the SFPE handbook:









Types of warning systems: Advance and appropriate warning systems, such as fire
alarms, smoke alarms, or voice evacuation systems, will have a positive effect in
reducing the pre-movement times of occupants. Live messages meeting NFPA
audibility and intelligibility have been shown to be the best way to move occupants
from unsafe locations to safe areas.
Building layout and way finding: Appropriate building layouts and exit signage is
important for helping occupants decide where to go and how to go about exiting.
Visual Access: Clear visual access of alarms and other occupants helps decrease premovement times by speeding up the decision of occupants to leave. Clear visual
paths of exit signage is important as well.
Training: Training is one of the most important aspects of decreasing pre-movement
times of occupants, although it is not always possible (for example transient
occupancies like malls). Regular fire and evacuation drills, either scheduled or
unscheduled, help occupants be aware of proper procedures and pathways.
Frequency of false alarms: To many false alarms create a complacent attitude and
environment for occupants, so when a real life threatening fire situation arises,
important seconds can be lost before occupants realize the severity of the situation.

Occupant Movement Time (tm)
Movement time, or occupant travel time, is the time period from when occupants decide to
evacuate until they safely egress the building. Pathfinder was used to model the building and
occupant loads using the occupant load factors discussed previously. Both the Steering and
SFPE models were utilized in determining occupant travel time, but the results from the
Steering model were used in computing the RSET value because of its more complex and
accurate nature. The SFPE method calculates travel time based on flow rates through egress
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components (doors and stairways) but allows occupants to occupy the same space. The
Steering method takes into account agent collision, inertia and momentum, and other factors
during queuing and travel.
A Pathfinder simulation was modeled of egress under normal conditions (no fire, all exits
available to occupants) in order to gain a baseline egress time for later comparison. The
Steering and SFPE values for that simulation are as follows:



Steering:
SFPE:

70.5 seconds
80 seconds

A successful analysis is completed if ASET > RSET + Factor of Safety. The performance based
design of this report will utilize the computer fire modeling software discussed previously (Fire
Dynamics Simulator and Pathfinder) in order to complete an ASET/RSET analysis. Pathfinder
will be utilized in order to calculate the movement time of building occupants in order to
ultimately determine the Required Safe Egress Time. Fire Dynamics Simulator will then be used
in order to model various reasonable but challenging fire scenarios in order to approximate the
time needed to reach the predetermined tenability limits (ASET). Once both values are
obtained, a comparison can be made, and depending upon the relationship between the ASET
and RSET values, it can be reasonably determined whether or not the building meets the
performance criteria set forth for each individual fire scenario.
7.4 Tenability Criteria
Visibility: While conventional analysis on tenability within buildings undergoing a fire scenario
tend to focus on factors which can lead directly to incapacitation and death, visibility is just as
an important of a factor. The reduction of visibility during a fire due to smoke obscuration from
combustion of the fuel package(s) needs to be treated differently than the conventional factors
such as exposure to toxic gases and temperature or heat. This is because, as stated before,
those previous factors can lead directly to incapacitation whereas visibility does not have a
direct correlation. Tenability criteria of 10 m, or smoke density which allows movement of 0.3
m/s, is given as the baseline for occupants unfamiliar with their surroundings (T. Jin and data
from SFPE Handbook, 4th Edition) while a baseline of 5 m is suggested when occupants are
familiar with their surroundings. Jin’s study consisted of relating the walking speed of
individuals to the extinction coefficient of the smoke as they walked down a 20-m corridor filled
with smoke. An individual’s walking speed in complete darkness was determined to be 0.3
m/s, and the optical density corresponding to a speed of 0.3 m/s was considered to be the
minimum visibility needed for occupants who were familiar with the building in which they
were attempting to egress. But, this criteria is slightly compounded by the fact that even with
no visibility, people will continue to attempt to egress, and the only question is if the speed at
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which they move is sufficient to allow egress before other tenability requirements are
surpassed.
Toxic Gases: Another important tenability criteria has to do with exposure to toxic gases such
as Hydrogen Cyanide, Carbon Monoxide, Carbon Dioxide, or an insufficient oxygen volume
fraction. It should be emphasized that a single threshold magnitude or concentration of any
particular combustion product does not exist. A combination of exposure time and
concentration needs to be taken into account. Asphyxiant gases affect humans by impairing
their ability to self evacuate. This occurs due to the decreasing amount of oxygen available, and
this causes disorientation, incapacitation, and then eventually death. Due to these hypoxic
effects, damage to both the central nervous and cardiovascular systems can occur. Irritant
gases can cause incapacitation as a result of sensory irritation to the eyes, upper respiratory
tract, and the lungs. The main limit under consideration is carbon monoxide. At high enough
concentrations, the carboxyhemoglobin (COHb) count within a body increases quickly and
brings about incapacitation and then eventually death. CO concentrations that bring about
incapacitation and eventually death depend upon the individual and exposure time, but a
baseline CO concentration of 1600 parts per million is a standard base line with which to gauge
occupant exposure.
Temperature: The last major tenability criteria has to do with the temperature experienced by
occupants as the result of the exposure to combustion products produced by the fire.
Temperature tenability was set at 60 degrees Celsius. This value comes about due to thermal
effects experienced by occupants who are close to the given fire or super hot combustion
products. Close exposure to fire conditions can lead to hyperthermia, blistering, skin burns, and
respiratory tract burns. When occupants experience heated smoke with a temperature less
than 120 C, the principal limiting effect is hyperthermia, while skin burns are usually
experienced with temperatures in excess of 120 C. If the heated air contains less than 10
percent by volume of water vapor, both respiratory tract burns and skin burns are usually
encountered.
The tenability criteria chosen for this performance based design analysis are summarized in
Table 22 below:
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Table 22: Tenability Criteria Chosen For Performance Based Analysis

Tenability Criteria
Visibility
Unfamiliar
> 10 m
Familiar
>5m
Temperature
< 60 °C
< 1600
CO Concentration ppm

7.5 Fire Scenario Selection
Chapter 5 of the Life Safety Code details 8 design fire scenarios which are to be performed by
the engineer when undergoing a performance based design. These design fires are supposed to
replicate realistic, yet challenging fires, such that a level of equivalency with regards to safety
can be met. This section, as part of an academic exercise, is not meant to try and satisfy the
code requirements relating to performance based design. Instead, it is meant as an exercise in
performance based methodologies and practices. As such, the selected fire scenarios will
closely resemble the code required fire scenarios but may not match up exactly.
7.6 Fire Scenario 1 – Entrance Lobby Atrium
The first design fire scenario considered was an acetone spill liquid pool fire in the main
entrance lobby of Bonderson Engineering Projects Center. This fire scenario was modeled off of
Design Fire 2 from Chapter 5 of the Life Safety Code. Design Fire 2 is described as an ultra-fast
developing fire, in the primary means of egress, with interior doors open at the start of the fire.
Acetone is an industrial strength solvent/cleaner used in the machine shop, and although codes
restrict combustible materials such as Acetone from the atrium floor space, the lobby is
sometimes used as a short term storage space while materials are being offloaded and
transported into the machine shop for resupply or from various rooms after events, meetings,
or other social gatherings have concluded.
The location of the fire in scenario 1 with respect to the overall building can be seen below in
Figure 18.
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Figure 18: Location of Design Fire Scenario 1

Fire/HRR Modeling
Acetone is a colorless, mobile, flammable liquid, and is the simplest ketone. It is miscible with
water, and as describer earlier, serves as an important industrial solvent for cleaning
applications. Some important properties are listed below.








Chemical Formula: C3H6O
Flash Point: -17.8 °C
Boiling Point: 56 °C
Explosive Limits: 2.6 – 12.8 %
Heat of Combustion: 25,800 kJ/kg
Mass Burning Rate: 0.041 kg/m2-sec
Density: 791 kg/m3

Data for modeling the Peak Heat Release Rate came from the United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission’s “Chapter 3. Estimating Burning Characteristics of Liquid Pool Fire, Heat Release
Rate, Burning Duration, and Flame Height” freely accessible Excel calculation tool which is
based on the NUREG 1805 document.
A fuel amount and fuel spill area is entered into the document, along with a liquid fuel of
choice, and the tool calculates the Heat Release Rate, burning duration, and other
characteristics.
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A fuel spill amount of 5 gallons was initially chosen based on IBC limits of flammable liquids (30
gallons for Factory occupancy, increase-able with an automatic sprinkler system) and assumed
relative restock amounts. The 5 gallon spill volume was intended to represent crated
containers breaking from mishandling during transport into the building and then leaking out
onto the floor.
The fuel spill area was extrapolated from data collected and presented in a report carried out
by NIST, for the NIJ, titled “Flammable and Combustible Liquid Spill/Burn Patterns””. In the
report, spill areas of gasoline onto two types of carpet were recorded. The second carpet in the
experiment, a short haired nylon carpet, most closely resembles the material present in the
atrium lobby. Extrapolating the data results in a fuel spill area of 25 ft2 (2.32 m2). This spill area
was then entered into the NUREG 1805 Chapter 3 Excel file to produce a Heat Release Rate of
2363 kW, with a burn duration of 157 seconds (2.62 minutes).
The next step in modeling the fire was determining the time from ignition until the fuel spill
reached its peak heat release rate, or, the fire growth coefficient. Most solid combustible fuel
sources (and some liquid fuels governed by liquid-phase flame spread) follow a t2 growth curve
in which the Heat Release Rate increases as a function of the time squared multiplied against
some growth coefficient. These growth coefficients are classified as slow, medium, fast, and
ultrafast. But, most flammable liquids do not follow the standard t2 growth curves. Gottuk and
White give an overview on liquid fuel fires in their SFPE Handbook chapter, and explain that
liquid fuels that are governed by gas phase flame spread (based on relationship between flash
point and ambient temperature), like Acetone, can experience rapid fire development as seen
below in Figure 19.

Figure 19: Relative Growth Rates of Liquid and Gas Phase Flame Spread Liquids
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The rate depicted represents and extreme case, and luckily, some data on the growth
development of Acetone fires exists. In a study performed by NIST (Quick Response Sprinklers
in Chemical Laboratories: Fire Test Results) a free burn of Acetone (4 liters over 13 ft2) was
conducted and the Heat Release Rates and growth data was recorded using oxygen
consumption calorimetry, which can be seen below in Figure 20.

Figure 20: Acetone Free Burn Bench Test, NIST

The fire grew at a near linear rate, reaching 1 MW near 35 seconds, 1.5 MW near 50 seconds,
and peaking at 2 MW at around 68 seconds. Since the Peak Heat Release Rate for this fire
scenario, as determined earlier, is similar to the Peak Heat Release Rate from the NIST data, a
similar growth rate was utilized and modeled. Important growth time steps modeled in FDS
included 990 kW at 30 seconds, 1.58 MW at 50 seconds, and 2.36 MW at 70 seconds. Sprinkler
activation and controlling effects were taken into consideration such that the growth rate and
Peak Heat Release Rate were modified. From FDS modeling utilizing the original growth data,
the atrium quick response sprinklers activated at a time of 37 seconds (68.3 °C). The fire was
allowed to continue to grow until enough applied water was assumed to control and limit the
fire to 25% of its Peak Heat Release Rate (590 kW). The rationale for limiting the Heat Release
Rate comes about due to Acetone being soluble in water, and the application of water to
acetone increases the flashpoint of the acetone water mixture. Additionally, the sprinkler spray
is assumed to cool the acetone fire until either it burns out (all fuel is consumed) or the acetone
water mixture becomes sufficiently diluted such that it can no longer support burning. For this
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fire scenario, the fire was modeled as being restricted to 25% of its Peak HRR even after the
burning duration calculated from the NUREG tool. This is because as long as the spill area stays
constant, additional liquid will only increase the burning duration. It would therefore be
conservative to model the fire lasting throughout the simulation and past any potential RSET
times, and this can be thought of hypothetically as a slow, constant dripping of Acetone from
the broken containers on a pallet onto the burning surface below, thereby supplying the fire
but keeping a constant spill area.
By products, in terms of CO yield and Soot yield, were taken from Table 3-4.16, Yields of Fire
Products, from the SFPE Handbook. The yields for Acetone utilized in this scenario can be seen
below:



CO Yield:
Soot Yield:

0.003 g/g
0.014 g/g

With this data, the fire can be modeled. The eventual Heat Release Rate of the model graphed
against time can be seen below in Figure 21.
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Figure 21: Fire Scenario 1 HRR Curve
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FDS Model
The enclosure FDS model can be seen below in Figure 22. The fire location is on the first floor,
with the atrium connecting both stories. Twenty-five centimeter grid sizes were utilized for the
mesh in order to balance computer runtime performance and model resolution.

Figure 22: Lobby atrium FDS Model

Interior doors were modeled as open as required by the Design Fire 2 from Chapter 5 of the Life
Safety Code which allowed additional area for smoke products to extend to. The modeled sky
lights also provided additional space for combustion products. Although the interior doors in
this building have automatic closing devices, they are often propped open during warm days to
help with air circulation, as can be seen below in Figure 22. This helps add rational to the
Design Fire Scenario requirement of open doors.
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Figure 23: Interior Doors Propped Open

Available Safe Egress Time
With the above information, the FDS simulation was modeled and then run in order to predict
the maximum Available Safe Egress Time before conditions inside the exit corridor became
untenable for occupants attempting to egress.
Slice files of the conditions within the corridor for visibility, temperature, and CO concentration
can be seen below.
The general smoke conditions at sprinkler activation (37 seconds) can be seen below in Figure
24:

Figure 24: Smoke Conditions During Fire Build Up
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Visibility Tenability Reached – 71.5 Seconds

Figure 25: Lobby Visibility Slice Files

The above slice file (Figure 25) shows the visibility tenability being reached at 71.5 seconds after
ignition. The top half of the figure shows the view looking down on the corridor while the
bottom figure shows the side view along the corridor. The white marking along the side view is
the 6 foot (above ground) reference line. Visibility remained untenable through the end of the
simulation and well past the determined RSET value.
Temperature Tenability Reached – 81.1 Seconds

Figure 26: Lobby Temperature Slice Files
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The above slice file (Figure 26) shows the temperature tenability being reached at 81.1 seconds
after ignition. The top half of the figure shows the view looking down on the corridor while the
bottom figure shows the side view along the corridor. The white marking along the side view is
the 6 foot (above ground) reference line.
Because the sprinkler is assumed to control and partially suppress the fire after activation,
untenable temperature conditions only last for 21.9 seconds (until 103 seconds after ignition),
as seen in Figure 27.

Figure 27: Temperature Tenability Conditions

Figure 28 below, showing a thermocouple grid at the end of the corridor, shows the
temperature exceeding tenability requirements at approximately 80 seconds and then
returning to tenable levels after sprinkler activation.
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Figure 28: Corridor Thermocouple Array
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Carbon Monoxide Tenability – Not Reached

Figure 29: Lobby Carbon Monoxide Slice File

The above slice file (Figure 29) shows the carbon monoxide concentration at 190 seconds after
ignition. The CO range of 0.0008 – 0.008 ppm (converted from ppb) is well below the 1600 ppm
tenability criteria. This is most likely due to Acetone’s very small carbon monoxide yield.
Required Safe Egress Time
Detection Time
An ionization smoke detector was modeled in the FDS simulation based on the real location of
the detection system present within the lobby. From lack of manufacturer’s information, the
default FDS ionization values were utilized and the smoke detector was modeled to use the
Cleary Model with the following values:





Alpha C:
Beta C:
Alpha E:
Beta E:

0.8
-0.9
2.5
-0.7

From the manufacturers specification sheet, the ionization detectors within the Bonderson
building have an operating range of 0.5 – 2 %/ft obscuration. Although the detectors are
capable of operating at the lowest value, a value of 1.0 %/ft obscuration was chosen in order to
conservatively model the detector time. Utilizing the 1.0 %/ft value, the smoke detector was
found to have activated at 19 seconds.
Notification Time
As discussed previously, notification time is assumed to be near instantaneous in modern
systems. The notification time for this model was selected to be 1 second.
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Pre-Movement Time
Pre-movement time was determined from Table 4.2.1 from the NFPA Handbook (Figure 30).
The mid-rise office building occupancies most closely resemble the Bonderson Engineering
Projects Center in occupant characteristics. The lower median value of 36 seconds was chosen
instead of averaging the two mid-rise building times because the layout and building
characteristics particular to the Bonderson building would make any higher of a delay time
value unrealistic. The open nature of the building makes the spread of information (either
through other occupants, notification devices, or the noticing of fire effects) occur quickly,
which would allow occupants to realize conditions require egress much faster than if they were
actually in a mid-rise office building.

Figure 30: Delay Times – NFPA Handbook

Movement Time
The egress (travel) time of occupants assuming a completely full occupant load as determined
in the Egress Section was determined using a Pathfinder model utilizing imported CAD drawings
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of the floor layout. Both the Steering and SFPE Models (discussed previously) were recorded,
but only the travel time utilizing the Steering Model will be used due to its more realistic
nature. As per the design scenario criteria, the two main lobby exits, as well as the interior
stairway, were modeled as inaccessible due to the fire and products of combustion. Occupants
in the model were free to choose any other available exit. The travel times for both egress
models were as follows:



Steering:
SFPE:

125 seconds
137 seconds

The layout of the model at the beginning of the simulation can be seen below in Figure 31.

Figure 31: Pathfinder Egress Model – Atrium Fire

ASET vs. RSET
For this fire scenario, the tenability criteria was reached by exceeding the visibility limit at 71.5
seconds after ignition. This gives an ASET (Available Safe Egress Time) value of 71.5 seconds.
RSET was defined earlier as:
RSET = Detection Time + Notification Time + Pre-Movement Time + Movement Time
Substituting in the individual components gives
RSET = 19 s + 1 s + 36 s + 125 s
for a total RSET value of 181 seconds. For this fire scenario, RSET is greater than ASET, and as
such, the performance objectives are not met.
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Fire Scenario 1 Review and Recommendations
The first fire scenario considered for the Bonderson Engineering Projects Center was a liquid
Acetone spill in the main entrance lobby which disabled two primary means of egress. The
growth of the fire was modeled using data from a NIST study, and sprinklers were modeled to
control and partially suppress the fire (reduce the heat release rate) after activation. Still,
untenable conditions (ASET) were reached well before all occupants were able to egress from
the building (RSET).
This fire scenario helps cement the IBC, LSC, and IFC requirements towards prohibiting highly
combustible materials and finishes within the atrium space.
The best way to avoid a real life fire scenario similar to this is through continued and increased
administrative control of the atrium floor space. Occupants should be made aware of the
hazards of storing combustible materials in the atrium space. While an Acetone spill and a
subsequent fire have a statistically low fire hazard probability, other combustible materials see
much more frequent travel and temporary storage through the atrium space, including mainly
foam cushioned folding chairs for special events held in the Engineering Plaza. These
combustibles, in medium to high quantities within the atrium space, could prove just as
significant of a hazard.
Lastly, a smoke control system could be installed within the atrium space to help control the
spread of combustion products during a future fire scenario. While this is an option, a smoke
control system is not required for this building, and furthermore, the risk probability most likely
doesn’t warrant the cost of a smoke control system.

7.7 Fire Scenario 2
The second design fire (Figure 32) scenario considered was a stack of metal-framed, soft
segment polyester based thermoplastic polyurethane chairs igniting within the assembly
occupancy room 104. This fire scenario was modeled off of Design Fire 1 from Chapter 5 of the
Life Safety Code. Design Fire 1 is described as an occupancy-specific fire representative of a
typical fire within the occupancy being considered.
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Figure 32: Location of Design Fire Scenario 1

Fire/HRR Modeling
Because of the lack of Heat Release Rate data for chairs made from a thermoplastic
polyurethane material, available data from the SFPE Handbook for stacks of metal-framed,
polypropylene chairs will be used for initially modeling the Heat Release Rate of the fire (Figure
33). Using this data is considered appropriate since the Heat of Combustion of polypropylene is
approximately 38.6 kJ/g while the Heat of Combustion for a polyester based polyurethane is
approximately 20.0 kJ/g. Since polypropylene has a Heat of Combustion of almost 2 times that
of polyurethane, there is a very small chance that the Heat Release Rate data will
underestimate that which would have occurred had polyurethane been used. Therefore, the
Heat Release Rate data can be considered conservative for the actual occupancy fuel load and
should solidify any positive ASET vs RSET outcomes. The Heat Release Rate data can be seen in
the figure below. The data for 12 chairs in 2 stacks will be used since that most closely
resembles the fuel arrangement as seen in Figure 34, as well as is the most critical and
challenging fuel arrangement.
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th

Figure 33 Fire Scenario 1 Heat Release Date – SFPE Handbook 4 Ed.

Figure 34: Fire Scenario 2 Fuel Arrangement
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Based on the HRR data from Figure , the fire for this scenario was modeled as being between a
medium and fast fire with a fire growth coefficient, α, equal to 0.035 kW/s2.
An initial simulation run was modeled in order to determine the time the sprinklers would
activate. Sprinkler 1, closest to the recessed wall, activated at 149 seconds while sprinkler 2
activated at 167 seconds. A DETACT analysis predicted a sprinkler activation very close to the
149 seconds as seen in Figure 35 below (153 seconds) but a slightly high Heat Release Rate.

Figure 35: DETACT Model Showing Sprinkler Activation and Non-Inhibited Growth Curve

The Heat Release Rate was then adjusted to account for the sprinkler system controlling the
fire. After sprinkler activation occurred, the heat release rate was held constant at a value of
450 kW. The Heat Release Rate vs. Time graph for the fire used in the model can be seen below
in Figure 36.
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Figure 36: Fire Scenario 2 HRR Curve

The byproducts of combustion were modeled off of the two polyester samples that are
displayed as part of Table 3-4.16, Yields of Fire Products, from the SFPE Handbook. The data
can be seen summarized below in Figure 37.

Polyester 1
Polyester 2

CO Yield (g/g)
0.07
0.08

Soot Yield (g/g)
0.091
0.089

Figure 37: SFPE Yield Data - Polyester

Since the two values are fairly similar, the highest of each was selected for use in the model in
order to stay conservative and add an extra factor of safety to the model.
FDS Model

Figure 38: Fire Scenario 2 - Room 104 Pyrosim Model
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The Pyrosim model for fire scenario 2 can be seen in Figure 38 above. The stack of chairs was
modeled to reside in one of the room corners which is the typical arrangement when the room
is in use with a high occupant load. The exposed structural beams were modeled in order to
simulate an effect smoke curtain effect. Pyrosim control logic was added to simulate the
opening of both room doors at 37 seconds which coincides with the start of occupant egress.
The same control logic then shut the doors at 107 seconds after the last occupant had left the
room.
Available Safe Egress Time
With the above information, the FDS simulation was modeled and then run in order to predict
the maximum Available Safe Egress Time before conditions inside the room became untenable
for occupants attempting to egress.
Slice files of the conditions within the room for visibility, temperature, and CO concentration
can be seen below.
Visibility Tenability Reached – 135.8 Seconds

Figure 39: Room 104 Visibility Slice File

The above slice file (Figure 39) shows the visibility tenability being reached at 135.8 seconds
after ignition. The top half of the figure shows the view looking down on the corridor while the
bottom figure shows the side view along the corridor. The white marking along the side view is
the 6 foot (above ground) reference line. Visibility remained untenable through the end of the
simulation and well past the determined RSET value.
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Temperature Tenability – Not Reached

Figure 40: Room 104 Temperature Slice File

The above slice file (Figure 40) shows the temperature slice file at 256 seconds after ignition.
The temperature within the room never exceeds the tenability criteria. The top half of the
figure shows the view looking down on the corridor while the bottom figure shows the side
view along the corridor. The white marking along the side view is the 6 foot (above ground)
reference line. The temperature stayed low at the 6 foot mark most likely due to the large size
of the room and heat transfer occurring between the hot gas layer and the enclosing room
materials.
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Carbon Monoxide Tenability – Not Reached

Figure 41: Room 104 CO Slice File

The above slice file (Figure 41) shows the carbon monoxide concentration slice file at 256
seconds after ignition. The carbon monoxide within the room (0.06 – 0.6 ppm) never exceeds
the tenability criteria. The top half of the figure shows the view looking down on the corridor
while the bottom figure shows the side view along the corridor.
Required Safe Egress Time
Detection Time:
An ionization smoke detector was modeled in the FDS simulation based on the real location of
the detection system present within the room. From lack of manufacturer’s information, the
default FDS ionization values were utilized and the smoke detector was modeled to use the
Cleary Model with the following values:





Alpha C:
Beta C:
Alpha E:
Beta E:

0.8
-0.9
2.5
-0.7

From the manufacturers specification sheet, the ionization detectors within the Bonderson
building have an operating range of 0.5 – 2 %/ft obscuration. Although the detectors are
capable of operating at the lowest value, a value of 1.0 %/ft obscuration was chosen in order to
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conservatively model the detector time. Utilizing the 1.0 %/ft value, the smoke detector was
found to have activated at 26 seconds. This is a conservative value though, as occupants most
likely would detected the fire themselves due to the rising plume as seen below in Figure 42.

Figure 42: Fire Plume at 26 Seconds (Detection Time)

Notification Time:
As discussed previously, notification time is assumed to be near instantaneous in modern
systems. The notification time for this model was selected to be 1 second.
Pre-Movement Time
Pre-movement time was reduced from the 36 second from fire scenario 1 to 10 seconds due to
the close proximity between the occupants and the developing fire plume. Occupants would
quickly realize the seriousness of the situation and after a few seconds of hesitation and review,
would decide to leave the room. The plume at 37 seconds (10 seconds after notification) can
be seen below in Figure 43.
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Figure 43: Smoke Presence During Growth Stage

Movement Time
The egress (travel) time of occupants assuming a completely full room (120 occupants) was
determined using a Pathfinder model utilizing imported CAD drawings of the floor layout. Both
the Steering and SFPE Models (discussed previously) were recorded, but only the travel time
utilizing the Steering Model will be used due to its more realistic nature. The travel times for
both egress models were as follows:



Steering:
SFPE:

67 seconds
69 seconds

The layout of the model at the beginning of the simulation can be seen below in Figure 44.

Figure 44: Pathfinder Egress Model – Room 104

ASET vs. RSET
For this fire scenario, the tenability criteria was reached by exceeding the visibility limit at 135.8
seconds after ignition. This gives an ASET (Available Safe Egress Time) value of 135.8 seconds.
RSET was defined earlier as:
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RSET = Detection Time + Notification Time + Pre-Movement Time + Movement Time
Substituting in the individual components gives
RSET = 26 s + 1 s + 10 s + 67 s
for a RSET value of 104 seconds. Factoring in a 15% factor of safety gives a total RSET value of
119.6 seconds. For this fire scenario, ASET (135.8) is greater than RSET plus a Factor of Safety
(119.6), and as such, the performance objectives are met.
A second Pathfinder analysis for room 104 was analyzed in which the 72” door closest to the
fire source was assumed to be inaccessible leaving only the 36” door available to egress for all
120 occupants. All conditions and model parameters are the same as the initial simulation
except for disabling the 72” door and altering the control logic for the 36” door in (as before)
open at 37 seconds but then stay open until 171 seconds – the time when the last occupant
egresses the room. The Pathfinder model for the situation can be seen below in Figure 45.

Figure 45: Pathfinder Egress Model – Room 104, Single Exit Condition

The egress times for this condition are summarized in the table below.



Steering:
SFPE:

134
166

Available Safe Egress Time
After the new model was set up and run, the slice files for visibility, temperature, and carbon
monoxide concentration were analyzed to see if any of the tenability criteria were surpassed.
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Visibility Tenability Reached – 135.8 Seconds

Figure 46: Room 104 Visibility Slice File

The above slice file (Figure 46) shows the visibility tenability being reached at 135.8 seconds
after ignition, the same as for the initial simulation run. The top half of the figure shows the
view looking down on the corridor while the bottom figure shows the side view along the
corridor. The white marking along the side view is the 6 foot (above ground) reference line.
Visibility remained untenable through the end of the simulation and well past the determined
RSET value. Since only the 36” was available, it stayed open long enough for the smoke layer to
descend below the doorway and spill out into the corridor as seen below in Figure 47.

Figure 47: Room 104 Combustion Products Spilling Into Corridor
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Temperature and Carbon Monoxide Concentration Tenability – Not Reached
As with before, neither temperature nor carbon monoxide surpassed their tenability criteria.
The slice files through the middle of the room for carbon monoxide on the top and temperature
on the bottom can be seen below in Figure 48.

Figure 48: Room 104 Temperature and Carbon Monoxide Slice Files

Required Safe Egress Time
The Required Safe Egress Time will remain unchanged from the previous simulation except for
the movement time which will be longer since egress can only occur through the single 36”
door as opposed to both the 72” and the 36” door.
As a summary,





Detector Time: 26 seconds
Notification Time: 1 second
Pre-Movement Time: 10 seconds
Movement Time: 134 seconds

RSET = 26 s + 1 s + 10 s + 134 s = 171 seconds
ASET vs RSET
The ASET value remains unchanged at 135.8 seconds, but the RSET value increases almost 61%
up to 171 seconds. Since RSET (171 s) is greater than ASET (135.8 s), the performance criteria is
not met.
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Fire Scenario 2 Summary and Recommendations
For this second fire scenario, the assembly occupancy room 104 was analyzed for performance
under fire conditions with regards to visibility, temperature, and carbon monoxide tenability
limits. A polyester based thermoplastic polyurethane stack of chairs was considered to ignite
and burn until sprinklers activated and controlled its heat release rate. Two variations of the
scenario were considered, one where both egress pathways were available (72” and 36” door)
and the other where only one egress pathway was available for use (the 36” door). The
Available Safe Egress Time stayed the same through both simulations since the fire conditions
went unchanged, and was determined to be 135.8 seconds. The Required Safe Egress Time was
calculated based mainly on Pathfinder simulations. RSET for when both egress path ways were
available was 119.6 seconds (104 seconds + 0.15 F.O.S.), and as such met performance criteria.
RSET for the second iteration was 171 seconds, and as such, was greater than the calculated
ASET. The second scenario did not met performance criteria.
Even though the performance criteria wasn’t met with regards to visibility (Figure 49), the
temperature and carbon monoxide threshold were not surpassed. A lack of visibility by itself
will not lead to incapacitation and death. So while occupants will be exposed to irritant gases
and have difficulty seeing as they egress, they should be able to egress safely if they stay low to
the ground and out of the hot gas layer as long as possible.

Figure 49: Smoke Layer at RSET

The sprinklers installed in room 104 are quick response sprinklers but are rated at 200 F rather
than the more standard 150 F range for this occupancy. Replacing the sprinkler heads with
ones that operate at lower a temperature could be a relatively cost effective way of increase
the life safety of room 104. Furthermore, the 36” door should be fixed to swing in the direction
of egress and be installed with panic hardware as required based on its occupancy (discussed
previously in the Egress section). Although door swing direction and panic hardware are not
taken into consideration for Pathfinder modeling, in a real life situation, the door opening in he
correct direction could save precious seconds when evacuating the room under full occupant
load conditions.
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8.0 Summary and Recommendations
The Bonderson Engineering Projects Center was selected for the purpose of performing a fire
and life safety analysis using current codes and standards. The International Building Code, the
Life Safety Code, the National Alarm and Signaling Code, and the Standard for Installation of
Sprinkler Systems were utilized during the prescriptive review of the egress systems, structural
system, detection and alarm systems, and suppression system.
The occupant load was determined for the building as a whole using LSC practices as part of the
prescriptive egress analysis. During the overview, it was determined that the occupancy of
room 104 has changed due to its fundamental use. Room 104 was originally classified as a
Business occupancy, but it is now used in such a way as to classify it as an Assembly Occupancy.
Some deficiencies were noted due to this reclassification. The 36” door should be refitted such
that it swings outward in the direction of egress. Furthermore, panic hardware needs to be
installed on both of the doors so that code requirements are met.
The structural analysis revealed that the building does not meet LSC requirements to be
classified as a Separated Occupancy, although it does meet the IBC code requirements for the
same classification. The business office 117 does not have a 1 hour fire rated separation from
the machine shop (room 114) or the wood shop (room 115), both of which are classified as an
Industrial Occupancy. As such, the building was analyzed as a Mixed Use Occupancy.
Maximum area, height, and story limitations satisfy code requirements, as well as structural fire
rating requirements. Fire rated requirements for hazardous areas as well as the atrium were
also satisfied.
Analysis of the Detection and Notification systems showed that the building has what is defined
as a total coverage detection system in that all normally occupied spaces feature an automatic
smoke detector. Numerous detection and notification devices throughout the building provide
a robust system, but some coverage gaps do exit, although they are minor compared to the
overall coverage. Additionally, the notification appliances in some of the Industrial occupancy
areas do not meet the code requirements for minimum audibility using the predefined average
ambient sound levels. The use of the average ambient noise level for Industrial occupancies (80
dBA), the required 15 dBA above ambient rule, and the 6dBA drop off rule show that some
areas fall below the allowed minimum noise level. Utilizing an average ambient noise level
more in line with an educational occupancy (45 dBA), which fits with personal experience after
walk through’s of the building, allows for the code requirements to be met. Still, an actual
measurement of the buildings average ambient noise level should be performed in order to
better assess the audible notification system.
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The sprinkler system was also analyzed as part of the prescriptive approach. The building
features a fully automatic, wet-pipe system with quick response sprinklers throughout all
occupancies. Determining the most hydraulically remote area for analysis turned out to be
tricky. The most hydraulically remote area, a Light Hazard Occupancy on the second floor,
would most likely demand the highest pressure. But, one of the Ordinary Hazard Group-2
Occupancies on the first floor, while most likely requiring a lower pressure, would need a higher
flow rate due to the higher density requirement. Both situations were analyzed and then
compared to the water supply servicing the building. Both scenarios were well under the
available flow and pressure provided by a city water main. Bracing throughout the building also
seemed to meet code requirements for supporting and bracing the sprinkler system and other
components.
The building features a two story atrium in the main lobby as part of its aesthetics and open
design. Although they are beautiful architectural feats, atriums present unique fire hazards
that need to be considered since they allow easy travel routes for combustion products and
they usually are situated near exits and means of egress. The atrium was analyzed
prescriptively and then in a performance based design scenario. Prescriptively, the atrium met
code requirements for having sprinkler and smoke detection protection, low hazard finishes,
and separation from adjoining occupancies. As part of the fire based scenario, an Acetone spill
and subsequent fire was considered. This fire blocked off a substantial portion of the main
means of egress and exit way for occupants. FDS and Pathfinder modeling showed that the
Available Safe Egress Time for occupants was less than the Required Safe Egress Time, meaning
that occupants trying to egress the building would encounter conditions described as
untenable. Improved focus on administrative control by building management was
recommended in order to help ensure that an atrium fire does not occur.
Lastly, a fire scenario in the assembly room 104 was considered. Two situations were modeled,
one where both the 72” and 36” doors were available for use, and one where only the 36” door
was available. Occupants were able to egress safely when both doors were available, but
encountered a descending hot gas layer and untenable visibility conditions due to decreased
egress capacity when only the 36” door was available. The main recommendation regarding
this fire scenario was to fix the 36” doors swing direction and to install panic hardware in order
to help occupants egress faster should a similar situation ever arise.
Overall, the Bonderson Engineering Projects Center largely meets prescriptive code
requirements.
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Appendix A - Egress

Figure A1: First Floor Exit’s and Stairways

Appendix A - Egress

Figure A2: Second Floor Vertical Exits / Stairways

Appendix A - Egress

Figure A3: First Floor Color Coded Occupancy Classification Layout

Appendix A - Egress

Figure A4: Second Floor Color Coded Occupancy Classification Layout

Appendix A - Egress
Room #
CWA
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
Total

Name/Activity
Covered Work
Area
Entry
Robotics
Elevator Equip.
Group Work
Electrical
Hallway
Project Integ.
Dedicated Proj. 1
Dedicated Proj. 2
Dedicated Proj. 3
Men's Restroom
Women's
Restroom
Custodial
Machine Shop
Wood Shop
Tool Storage
Tech Support
Cart Storage
Main Data Frame

Room Area
8110
275
655
75
1,790
90
1,570
2,095
405
390
620
295
275
110
2,050
790
335
235
60
125

LSC Occupancy

Industrial
Business
Storage
Assembly
Storage
Industrial
Industrial
Industrial
Industrial
Storage
Industrial
Industrial
Storage
Business
Storage
Storage

LSC Use
General
Vocational
Room
Other Than
Assembly - Less
C.
Other Than
General
General
General
General
Other Than
General/Shop
General/Shop
Other Than
Office
Other Than
Other Than

20350
Figure A5: First Floor Occupant Load Details

O.L.F.

Occupant Load

100

82

-

-

50

14

500

-

15

120

500
100
100
100
100
-

21
5
4
7
-

-

-

500
100
100
500
100
500
500

21
8
3
283 Persons

Appendix A - Egress
Room #

Name/Activity

Room Area

201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211

Waiting
Vending
Device Control Lab
Open Computer Lab*
Computer Cluster
Telecommunication
Custodial
Hallway
Chemistry Lab
Electronics Repair
Enclosed Mechanical
Systems Computer
Lab
Mechanical Bay
Enclosed Work Area
Server

410
95
650
705
500
125
110
1,100
425
490
310

212
213
214
215
Total

490
790
125

LSC Occupancy

LSC Use

Business
Business
Business
Storage
Storage
Business
Business
Storage

Assembly
Office
Office
Other Than
Other Than
Lab
Vocational
Other Than

Business
Storage
Storage

Office
Other
Other

6325

*Increased based on number of available computer stations
Figure A6: Second Floor Occupant Load Details

O.L.F.

Occupant Load

15
100
100
500
500
50
50
500

44
25*
5
9
10
-

100

5

500
500

98 Persons
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108
144
72
36
108
72
216
72
72
144
36
36
36
144
144
36
36
72
36
72
72
36
36
36
72
36
72

Cap.
Factor
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

Cal.
Capacity
540
720
360
180
540
360
1080
360
360
720
180
180
180
720
720
180
180
360
180
360
360
180
180
180
360
180
360

Req.
Capacity
82
14
120
21
5
4
7
21
8
3
44
25
6
9
10
-

36

0.2

180

72
36

0.2
0.2

360
180

Room #

Name/Activity

Width (in)

CWA
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211

Covered Work Area
Entry
Robotics
Elevator Equip.
Group Work
Electrical
Hallway
Project Integ.
Dedicated Proj. 1
Dedicated Proj. 2
Dedicated Proj. 3
Men's Restroom
Women's Restroom
Custodial
Machine Shop
Wood Shop
Tool Storage
Tech Support
Cart Storage
Main Data Frame
Device Control Lab
Open Computer Lab
Computer Cluster
Telecommunication
Custodial
Hallway
Chemistry Lab
Electronics Repair
Enclosed Mechanical
Systems Computer
Lab
Mechanical Bay
Roof Equipment
Server

212
213
214
215

2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Available
Exits
3
1
1
2
1
7
2
2
2
1
3
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1

Meets
Code
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

5

1

1

Yes

-

1
1

1
1
1

Yes
Yes
Yes

Req. Exits

Figure A7: Available/Required Egress Capacity and Available/Required Number of Exits

Appendix A - Egress

Figure A8: First Floor Exit Signage, Emergency Lighting, and Night Time Egress Lighting

Appendix A - Egress

Figure A9: Second Floor Exit Signage, Emergency Lighting, and Night Time Egress Lighting

Appendix B - Structural

Figure B1: First Floor 1-Hour Rated Wall Locations

Appendix B - Structural

Figure B2: Second Floor 1-Hour Rated Wall Locations

Appendix C

Figure C1: First Floor Detection and Notification Devices

Appendix C

Second Floor Notification
and Detection

Appendix C

Figure C3: Back Up Battery Calculations - FACP

Appendix C

Figure C4: Back Up Battery Calculations – FCPS

Appendix C

Figure C5: Smoke Detector Spacing – First Floor

Appendix C

Appendix C
st

Figure C6: Visual Notification Spacing – 1 Floor

nd

Figure C7: Visual Notification Spacing – 2 Floor

Appendix C

nd

Figure C8: Smoke Detector Spacing – 2 Floor
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NBG-12LX
Addressable Manual Pull Station
Intelligent/Addressable Devices
‘General
The Notifier NBG-12LX is a state-of-the-art, dual-action (i.e.,
requires two motions to activate the station) pull station that
includes an addressable interface for any Notifier intelligent
control panel except FireWarden series panels, and the NSP25 panel. Because the NBG-12LX is addressable, the control
panel can display the exact location of the activated manual
station. This leads fire personnel quickly to the location of the
alarm.

Construction
Shell, door, and handle are molded of durable polycarbonate
material with a textured finish.

Specifications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shipping Weight: 9.6 oz. (272.15 g)
Normal operating voltage: 24 VDC.
Maximum SLC loop voltage: 28.0 VDC.
Maximum SLC standby current: 375 μA.
Maximum SLC alarm current: 5 mA.
Temperature Range: 32°F to 120°F (0°C to 49°C)
Relative Humidity: 10% to 93% (noncondensing)
For use indoors in a dry location

6643cov1.jp

• Maintenance personnel can open station for inspection and
address setting without causing an alarm condition.
• Built-in bicolor LED, which is visible through the handle of
the station, flashes in normal operation and latches steady
red when in alarm.
• Handle latches in down position and the word “ACTIVATED”
appears to clearly indicate the station has been operated.
• Captive screw terminals wire-ready for easy connection to
SLC loop (accepts up to 12 AWG/3.25 mm² wire).
• Can be surface mounted (with SB-10 or SB-I/O) or semiflush mounted. Semi-flush mount to a standard singlegang, double-gang, or 4" (10.16 cm) square electrical box.
• Smooth dual-action design.
• Meets ADAAG controls and operating mechanisms guidelines (Section 4.1.3[13]); meets ADA requirement for 5 lb.
maximum activation force.
• Highly visible.
• Attractive shape and textured finish.
• Key reset.
• Includes Braille text on station handle.
• Optional trim ring (BG12TR).
• Meets UL 38, Standard for Manually Actuated Signaling
Boxes.
• Up to 99 NBG-12LX stations per loop on CLIP protocol
loops.
• Up to 159 NBG-12LX stations per loop on FlashScan® protocol loops.
• Dual-color LED blinks green to indicate normal on
FlashScan® systems.

g

Features

The NBG-12LX
Addressable Manual Pull Station

Installation
The NBG-12LX will mount semi-flush into a single-gang, double-gang, or standard 4" (10.16 cm) square electrical outlet
box, or will surface mount to the model SB-10 or SB-I/O surface backbox. If the NBG-12LX is being semi-flush mounted,
then the optional trim ring (BG12TR) may be used. The
BG12TR is usually needed for semi-flush mounting with 4"
(10.16 cm) or double-gang boxes (not with single-gang boxes).

Operation
Pushing in, then pulling down on the handle causes it to latch
in the down/activated position. Once latched, the word “ACTIVATED” (in bright yellow) appears at the top of the handle,
while a portion of the handle protrudes from the bottom of the
station. To reset the station, simply unlock the station with the
key and pull the door open. This action resets the handle; closing the door automatically resets the switch.
Each manual station, on command from the control panel,
sends data to the panel representing the state of the manual
switch. Two rotary decimal switches allow address settings
(1 – 159 on FlashScan® systems, 1 – 99 on CLIP systems).

Architectural/Engineering
Specifications
Manual Fire Alarm Stations shall be non-coded, with a keyoperated reset lock in order that they may be tested, and so
designed that after actual Emergency Operation, they cannot
be restored to normal except by use of a key. An operated station shall automatically condition itself so as to be visually
detected as activated. Manual stations shall be constructed of
red-colored polycarbonate material with clearly visible operating instructions provided on the cover. The word FIRE shall
appear on the front of the stations in white letters, 1.00 inches
(2.54 cm) or larger. Stations shall be suitable for surface
mounting on matching backbox SB-10 or SB-I/O; or semi-flush
mounting on a standard single-gang, double-gang, or
DN-6726:D • 4/13/2012 — Page 1 of 2

4" (10.16 cm) square electrical box, and shall be installed
within the limits defined by the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA) or per national/local requirements. Manual Stations
shall be Underwriters Laboratories listed.
Manual stations shall connect with two wires to one of the control panel SLC loops. The manual station shall, on command
from the control panel, send data to the panel representing the
state of the manual switch. Manual stations shall provide
address setting by use of rotary decimal switches.
The loop poll LED shall be clearly visible through the front of
the station. The LED shall flash while in the normal condition,
and stay steadily illuminated when in alarm.

Product Line Information
NBG-12LX: Dual-action addressable pull station. Includes key
locking feature. (Listed for Canadian and non-Canadian applications.)
NBG-12LXSP: Spanish/English labelled version.
NBG-12LXP: Portuguese labelled version.
SB-10: Surface backbox; metal.
SB-I/O: Surface backbox; plastic.
BG12TR: Optional trim ring.
17021: Keys, set of two.
NY-Plate: New York City trim plate.

Agency Listings and Approvals
In some cases, certain modules or applications may not be
listed by certain approval agencies, or listing may be in process. Consult factory for latest listing status.
• UL/ULC Listed: S692 (listed for Canadian and non-Canadian applications).
• MEA: 67-02-E.
• CSFM: 7150-0028:0199.
• FDNY: COA #6085 (NFS2-640), COA #6098 (NFS2-3030).
• BSMI: CI313066760047.
• U.S. Coast Guard.
• Lloyd’s Register.
• FM Approved.
Patented: U.S. Patent No. D428,351; 6,380,846; 6,314,772;
6,632,108.

NOTIFIER® and FlashScan® are registered trademarks of Honeywell
International Inc.
©2012 by Honeywell International Inc. All rights reserved. Unauthorized use
of this document is strictly prohibited.

This document is not intended to be used for installation purposes.
We try to keep our product information up-to-date and accurate.
We cannot cover all specific applications or anticipate all requirements.
All specifications are subject to change without notice.
Made in the U.S. A.

For more information, contact Notifier. Phone: (203) 484-7161, FAX: (203) 484-7118.
www.notifier.com
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SpectrAlert® Advance
Selectable Output
Notification Appliances
Audio/Visual Devices

Finally, attach the horn, strobe, or horn/strobe to the mounting
plate by inserting the product’s tabs in the mounting plate’s
grooves. The device will rotate into position, locking the product’s pins into the mounting plate’s terminals. The device will
temporarily hold in place with a catch until it is secured with a
captured mounting screw.

Indoor Wall
Horn/Strobe

SpectrAlert Advance products allow you to choose:
• 12 or 24 volts.
• 15, 15/75, 30, 75, 95, 110, 115, 135, 150, 177, or 185 candela by way of a rear-mounted slide switch and front viewing window.
• Horn tones and volume by way of a rotary switch.
• The SpectrAlert Advance series includes outdoor notification appliances. Outdoor strobes and horn/strobes (twowire and four-wire) are available for wall or ceiling. Outdoor
horns are available for wall only. All System Sensor outdoor
products are rated between –40°F and 151°F (–40°C and
66°C) in wet or dry applications.
Models available:
• Indoor wall-mount: horn, strobe, 2-wire horn/strobe, 4-wire
horn/strobe.
• Indoor ceiling-mount: strobe, 2-wire horn/strobe, 4-wire
horn/strobe.
• Outdoor wall-mount: horn, strobe, 2-wire horn/strobe, 4wire horn/strobe.
• Outdoor ceiling-mount: strobe, 2-wire horn/strobe, 4-wire
horn/strobe.

Features
• Plug-in design.
• Same mounting plate for wall- and ceiling-mount units.
• Shorting spring on mounting plate for continuity check
before installation.
• Captive mounting screw.
• Tamper-resistance capability.
• Field-selectable candela settings on wall and ceiling units:
15, 15/75, 30, 75, 95, 110, 115, 135, 150, 177, 185.
• Automatic selection of 12 or 24 volt operation at 15 and 15/
75 candela.
• Outdoor wall and ceiling products.

7087pho4.jpg

Indoor Ceiling
Strobe

7087pho5.jpg

Then, connect the notification appliance circuit wiring to the
SEMS terminals on the mounting plate.

7087pho3.jpg

More specifically, when installing Advance products, first
attach a universal mounting plate to a four-inch square, fourinch octagon, or double-gang junction box. The two-wire
mounting plate attaches to a single-gang junction box.

Outdoor Ceiling
Strobe

7087pho2.jpg

Indoor Ceiling
Horn/Strobe

Indoor Wall
Horn

7087pho6.jpg

System Sensor® SpectrAlert® Advance selectable-output
horns, strobes and horn/strobes are rich with features guaranteed to cut installation times and maximize profits. The SpectrAlert Advance series of notification appliances is designed to
simplify your installations, with features such as: plug-in
designs, instant feedback messages to ensure correct installation of individual devices, and eleven field-selectable candela
settings for wall and ceiling strobes and horn/strobes.

7087pho1.jpg

General

Outdoor Wall
Strobe

• Outdoor products rated from –40°F and 151°F (–40°C and
66°C).
• Outdoor products rainproof per UL50 (NEMA 3R) and
weatherproof per NEMA 4X, IP56
• Minimal intrusion into the backbox.
• Horn rated at 88+ dbA at 16 volts.
• Rotary switch for tone selection.
• Three horn volume settings.
• Electrically compatible with existing SpectrAlert products.

Engineering Specifications
SpectrAlert Advance horns, strobes, and horn/strobes shall
mount to a standard 4.0" x 4.0" x 1.5" (10.16 x 10.16 x 3.81
cm) backbox, 4.0" (10.16 cm) octagonal backbox, or a doublegang backbox. Two-wire products shall also mount to a singlegang 2.0" x 4.0" x 1.875" (5.08 x 10.16 x 4.763 cm) backbox. A
universal mounting plate shall be used for mounting ceiling
and wall products. The notification appliance circuit wiring
shall terminate at the universal mounting plate. Also, SpectrAlert Advance products, when used with the Sync•Circuit™
Module accessory, shall be powered from a non-coded notification appliance circuit output and shall operate on a nominal
12 or 24 volts. When used with the Sync•Circuit Module, 12volt rated notification appliance circuit outputs shall operate
between 9 and 17.5 volts; 24-volt rated notification appliance
circuit outputs shall operate between 17 and 33 volts. Indoor
SpectrAlert Advance products shall operate between 32°F and
120°F (0°C and 49°C) from a regulated DC, or full-wave-rectified, unfiltered power supply. Strobes and horn/strobes shall
have field-selectable candela settings including 15, 15/75, 30,
75, 95, 110, 115, 135, 150, 177, 185.
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STROBE

Operating Specifications

The strobe shall be a System Sensor SpectrAlert Advance
Model _______ listed to UL 1971 and shall be approved for fire
protective service. The strobe shall be wired as a primary-signaling notification appliance and comply with the Americans
with Disabilities Act requirements for visible signaling appliances, flashing at 1 Hz over the strobe’s entire operating voltage range. The strobe light shall consist of a xenon flash tube
and associated lens/reflector system.

• Standard operating temperature: 32°F to 120°F (0°C to
49°C).
• K Series operating temperature: –40°F to 151°F (–40°C
to 66°C).
• Humidity range: 10% to 93% non-condensing (indoor
products).
• Strobe flash rate: 1 flash per second.
• Nominal voltage: regulated 12 VDC/FWR or regulated 24
VDC/FWR. NOTE: Full Wave Rectified (FWR) voltage is a
non-regulated, time-varying power source that is used on
some power supply and panel outputs.
• Operating voltage range: 8 V to 17.5 V (12 V nominal); or
16 V to 33 V (24 V nominal). NOTE: P, S, PC, and SC products will operate at 12 V nominal only for 15 cd and 15/75
cd.
• Input terminal wire gauge: 12 to 18 AWG (3.31 to 0.821
mm²).
• Ceiling-mount dimensions (including lens): 6.8" diameter x 2.5" deep (17.3 cm diameter x 6.4 cm deep).
• Wall-mount dimensions (including lens): 5.6" H x 4.7" W
x 2.5" D (14.2 cm H x 11.9 cm W x 6.4 cm D).
• Horn dimensions: 5.6" H x 4.7" W x 1.3" D (14.2 cm H x
11.9 cm W x 3.3 cm D).

HORN/STROBE COMBINATION
The horn/strobe shall be a System Sensor SpectrAlert
Advance Model _______ listed to UL 1971 and UL 464 and
shall be approved for fire protective service. The horn/strobe
shall be wired as a primary-signaling notification appliance
and comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act requirements for visible signaling appliances, flashing at 1 Hz over the
strobe’s entire operating voltage range. The strobe light shall
consist of a xenon flash tube and associated lens/reflector system. The horn shall have three audibility options and an option
to switch between a Temporal 3 pattern and a Non-Temporal
(continuous) pattern. These options are set by a multiple position switch. On four-wire products, the strobe shall be powered
independently of the sounder. The horn on horn/strobe models
shall operate on a coded or non-coded power supply.

OUTDOOR PRODUCTS
SpectrAlert Advance outdoor horns, strobes and horn/strobes
shall be listed for outdoor use by UL and shall operate
between –40°F and 151°F (–40°C and 66°C). The products
shall be listed for use with a System Sensor outdoor/weatherproof backbox with half-inch and three-fourths-inch conduit
entries.

SYNCHRONIZATION MODULE
The module shall be a System Sensor Sync•Circuit MDL3R or
MDL3W listed to UL 464 and shall be approved for fire protective service. The module shall synchronize SpectrAlert strobes
at 1 Hz and horns at Temporal 3. Also, while operating the
strobes, the module shall silence the horns on horn/strobe
models over a single pair of wires. The module shall mount to
a 4.688" x 4.688" x 2.125" (11.906 x 11.906 x 5.398 cm) backbox. The module shall also control two Style Y (class B) circuits or one Style Z (Class A) circuit. The module shall
synchronize multiple zones. Daisy-chaining two or more synchronization modules together will synchronize all the zones
they control. The module shall not operate on a coded power
supply.

15
Standard
Candela
Range

High
Candela
Range

8 – 17.5 V
DC

FWR

The listings and approvals below apply to SpectrAlert Advance
Selectable Output Notification Devices. In some cases, certain
modules may not be listed by certain approval agencies, or
listing may be in process. Consult factory for latest listing status.
• UL Listed: S4011 (HR__, HW__, P2__, P4__, PC2__,
PC4__ models); S5512 (models SCR, SCRH, SCW,
SCWH, SR, SRH, SW, SWH); S3593 (SCRHK, SCRK,
SRHK, SRK).
• ULC Listed: S4011 (HRA, HRKA); S5512 (typically “A”
models, with exception of outdoor strobes). See Canadian
data sheet for listings and specifications.
• FM approved
• MEA: 452-05-E
• CSFM: 7125-1653:0186 (SCR, SCRH, SCW, SCWH, SR,
SRH, SW, SWH); 7300-1653:0188 (P2_, P4_, PC2_, PC4_
modules); 7135-1653:0189 (HR, HRK, HW); 73001653:0187 (SCRHK, SCRK, SRHK, SRK).

Horn Current Draw,
UL Maximum (mA RMS)

Strobe Current Draw,
UL Maximum (mA RMS)
Candela

Agency Listings and Approvals

16 – 33 V
DC

FWR

Sound
Pattern

dB

8 – 17.5 V
DC

FWR

16 – 33 V
DC

FWR

123

128

66

71

Temporal

High

15/75 142

148

77

81

Temporal

Medium

44

49

58

69

30

NA

N/A

94

96

Temporal

Low

38

44

44

48

75

NA

NA

158

153

Non-temporal

High

57

56

69

75

95

NA

NA

181

176

Non-temporal

Medium

42

50

60

69

110

NA

NA

202

195

Non-temporal

Low

41

44

50

50

115

NA

NA

210

205

Coded

High

57

55

69

75

135

NA

NA

228

207

Coded

Medium

44

51

56

69

150

NA

NA

246

220

Coded

Low

40

46

52

50

177

NA

NA

281

251

185

NA

NA

286

258
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57

55

69

75

Horn and Horn/Strobe Output (dBA)

Horn and Horn/Strobe
Rotary Switch Setting
Setting

Repetition Rate

1

Temporal horn

Switch
Position

dB Level

8 – 17.5 V

Sound
Pattern

dB

FW
R

DC

High

16 – 33 V
DC

FW
R

2

Temporal horn

Medium

1

Temporal

High

78

78

84

84

3

Temporal horn

Low

2

Temporal

Medium

74

74

80

80

4

Normal horn

High

3

Temporal

Low

71

73

76

76

5

Normal horn

Medium

4

Non-temporal

High

82

82

88

88

6

Normal horn

Low

5

Non-temporal

Medium

78

78

85

85

7*

Externally coded

High

6

Non-temporal

Low

75

75

81

81

8*

Externally coded

Medium

7*

Coded

High

82

82

88

88

9*

Externally coded

Low

8*

Coded

Medium

78

78

85

85

9*

Coded

Low

75

75

81

81

*NOTE: Settings 7, 8, and 9 are not available
on 2-wire horn/strobe.

*NOTE: Settings 7, 8, and 9 are not available on 2-wire horn/strobe.

Two-Wire Horn/Strobe, STANDARD Candela Range (15 – 115 cd),
UL Maximum Current Draw (mA RMS)
8 – 17.5 V

Input, Sound Pattern, dB
Level

15

15/75

16 – 33 V
15

15/75

30

75

95

110

115

DC Input, Temporal, High

137

147

79

90

107

176

194

212

218

DC Input, Temporal, Medium

132

144

69

80

97

157

182

201

210

DC Input, Temporal, Low

132

143

66

77

93

154

179

198

207

DC Input, Non-temporal, High

141

152

91

100

116

176

201

221

229

DC Input, Non-temporal, Medium

133

145

75

85

102

163

187

207

216

DC Input, Non-temporal, Low

131

144

68

79

96

156

182

201

210

FWR Input, Temporal, High

136

155

88

97

112

168

190

210

218

FWR Input, Temporal, Medium

129

152

78

88

103

160

184

202

206

FWR Input, Temporal, Low

129

151

76

86

101

160

184

194

201

FWR Input, Non-temporal, High

142

161

103

112

126

181

203

221

229

FWR Input, Non-temporal, Medium 134

155

85

95

110

166

189

208

216

FWR Input, Non-temporal, Low

154

80

90

105

161

184

202

211

132

Two-Wire Horn/Strobe, HIGH Candela Range (135 – 185 cd),
UL Maximum Current Draw (mA RMS)
16 – 33 V

DC Input

135 150 177 185

16 – 33 V

FWR Input

135 150 177 185

DC, Temporal, High

245

259

290

297

FWR, Temporal, High

215

231

258

265

DC, Temporal, Medium

235

253

288

297

FWR, Temporal, Medium

209

224

250

258

DC, Temporal, Low

232

251

282

292

FWR, Temporal, Low

207

221

248

256

DC, Non-temporal, High

255

270

303

309

FWR, Non-temporal, High

233

248

275

281

DC, Non-temporal, Medium

242

259

293

299

FWR, Non-temporal, Medium

219

232

262

267

DC, Non-temporal, Low

238

254

291

295

FWR, Non-temporal, Low

214

229

256

262

7087dim12009.tif

4.7”

6.8”

2.5

5.6”

2.5”
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Ordering Information
Model

Description

Model

Description

WALL HORN/STROBES

CEILING HORN/STROBES

P2R

2-wire horn/strobe, standard cd, red.

PC2R

2-wire horn/strobe, standard cd, red.

P2RH

2-wire horn/strobe, high cd, red.

PC2RH

2-wire horn/strobe, high cd, red.

P2RK

2-wire horn/strobe, standard cd, red, outdoor.

PC2RK

2-wire horn/strobe, standard cd, red, outdoor.

P2RHK

2-wire horn/strobe, high cd, red, outdoor.

PC2RHK

2-wire horn/strobe, high cd, red, outdoor.

P2W

2-wire horn/strobe, standard cd, white.

PC2W

2-wire horn/strobe, standard cd, white.

P2WH

2-wire horn/strobe, high cd, white.

PC2WH

2-wire horn/strobe, high cd, white.

P4R

4-wire horn/strobe, standard cd, red.

PC4R

4-wire horn/strobe, standard cd, red.

P4RH

4-wire horn/strobe, high cd, red.

PC4RH

4-wire horn/strobe, high cd, red.

P4RK

4-wire horn/strobe, standard cd, red, outdoor.

PC4RK

4-wire horn/strobe, standard cd, red, outdoor.

P4RHK

4-wire horn/strobe, high cd, red, outdoor.

PC4RHK

4-wire horn/strobe, high cd, red, outdoor.

P4W

4-wire horn/strobe, standard cd, white.

PC4W

4-wire horn/strobe, standard cd, white.

P4WH

4-wire horn/strobe, high cd, white.

PC4WH

4-wire horn/strobe, high cd, white.

WALL STROBES

CEILING STROBES

SR

Strobe, standard cd, red.

SCR

Strobe, standard cd, red.

SRH

Strobe, high cd, red.

SCRH

Strobe, high cd, red.

SRK

Strobe, standard cd, red, outdoor.

SCRK

Strobe, standard cd, red, outdoor.

SRHK

Strobe, high cd, red, outdoor.

SCRHK

Strobe, high cd, red, outdoor.

SW

Strobe, standard cd, white.

SCW

Strobe, standard cd, white.

SWH

Strobe, high cd, white.

SCWH

Strobe, high cd, white.

ACCESSORIES

HORNS

BBS-2A

Backbox skirt, wall, red.

HR

Horn, red.

BBSW-2A

Backbox skirt, wall, white.

HRK

Horn, red, outdoor.

BBSC-2A

Backbox skirt, ceiling, red.

HW

Horn, white.

BBSCW-2A

Backbox skirt, ceiling, white.

ACCESSORIES, continued

SA-WBB

Weatherproof backbox, wall.

TR-HS

Trim Ring, wall, red, package of 5

SA-WBBC

Weatherproof backbox, ceiling.

TRW-HS

Trim Ring, wall, white, package of 5

WTP

Weatherproof, flush mount plate, red

TRC-HS

Trim Ring, ceiling, red, package of 5

WTPW

Weatherproof, flush mount plate, white

TRCW-HS

Trim Ring, ceiling, white, package of 5

NOTE: “High cd” refers to strobes that include 135, 150, 177, and 185 candela settings. “Standard cd” refers to strobes that
include 15, 15/75, 30, 75, 95, 110, and 115 candela settings.
NOTE: For strobes and horn/strobes, add suffix “F” for French or “B” for Bilingual.
NOTE: All outdoor models (“K(A)” suffix) include a plastic weatherproof backbox.
NOTE: Add “-R” to models for weatherproof replacement device (no back box included). Only for use with weatherproof outdoor
flush mounting plate, WTP and WTPW.
NOTE: Add “P” to model for plain housing. (No “FIRE” marking on cover.)

Sync•Circuit™ is a trademark and NOTIFIER® and SpectrAlert® are
registered trademarks of Honeywell International Inc.
©2011 by Honeywell International Inc. All rights reserved. Unauthorized use
of this document is strictly prohibited.

This document is not intended to be used for installation purposes.
We try to keep our product information up-to-date and accurate.
We cannot cover all specific applications or anticipate all requirements.
All specifications are subject to change without notice.
For more information, contact Notifier. Phone: (203) 484-7161, FAX: (203) 484-7118.
www.notifier.com
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FSH-751
HARSH™ Hostile-Area Smoke Head
Addressable Detector with FlashScan©
Intelligent/Addressable Devices

General
Notifier’s HARSH™ (Hostile-Area Smoke Head) FSH-751
smoke detector provides early warning smoke detection in
hostile environments where traditional smoke detectors are
not practical. Using a small air intake fan and a high-performance replaceable filter, air and smoke are drawn into a photoelectric sensing chamber, while unwanted airborne
particulate and water mist are removed. This feature allows
the FSH-751 to operate in difficult applications, such as textile
or paper mills, which due to environmental conditions tend to
cause nuisance alarms with standard smoke detectors.
FlashScan® (U.S. Patent 5,539,389) is a communication protocol developed by Notifier Engineering that greatly enhances
the speed of communication between analog intelligent
devices. Intelligent devices communicate in a grouped fashion. If one of the devices within the group has new information, the panel’s CPU stops the group poll and concentrates on
single points. The net effect is response speed greater than
five times that of earlier designs.

Features
• Analog intelligent communications.
• High-performance filter removes particulates down to 32
microns (32-micron inner filter and replaceable outer filter).
• Air delivery system is separately powered and fully supervised.
• Filter is easily field replaceable.
• Tolerant of external air velocity.
• Resistant to water vapor in applications where occasional
non-direct water spray is performed.
• Optional remote LED annunciator.
• Rotary DECADE address switches. Set 01 – 99 on legacy
systems and 01 – 159 on FlashScan® systems (NFS-640,
or NFS-3030).
• Dual bi-color (red/green) LEDs flash green when Normal
and are steady red in Alarm (systems with FlashScan®
only).
• Compatible with the NFS-3030, AM2020, AFP1010,
NFS-640, AFP-400, AFP-300, AFP-200, and AFP-100 (all
software releases).
• Requires auxiliary 24 VDC from system or remote power
supply.

6346cov.jpg

FSH-751
Operating temperature range: 0°C to 49°C (32°F to 120°F).
Relative humidity: 10% – 93%, non-condensing.
Air velocity: 4,000 ft/1219.2 meters per minute maximum.
Maximum altitude: 4,000 feet (1219.2 meters).
Detector spacing: Space detectors in compliance with NFPA
72. In low-air-flow applications with smooth ceilings, space
detectors 30 feet (9.114 m) apart. For specific information
regarding sensor spacing, placement, and special applications, refer to NFPA 72 or the Guide to Proper Use of System
Smoke Detectors, available from systemsensor.com.

Agency Listings and Approvals
Listing information not available. Consult panel manuals for
lists of compatible UL-Listed devices. In some cases, certain
modules or applications may not be listed by certain approval
agencies, or listing may be in process. Consult factory for latest listing status.

Specifications
Size: 2.875" (7.303 cm) high, 3.375" (8.573 cm) high in base;
diameter 4.0" (10.16 cm), 6.125" (15.558 cm) diameter in
base.
Weight: 7.3 oz. (207 g).
Current draw, SLC: Detector; 300 μA @ 24 VDC (one communication every 5 seconds with LED enabled).
Current draw, auxiliary 24 VDC: (15 to 30 VDC filtered; ripple voltage may not drop below 15 volts): 123 mA maximum,
27 mA average. For battery calculation purposes, average
standby current is 27 mA.
Operating voltage range: 15 – 32 volts DC peak.
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HARSH Operation Overview

OPERATION OVERVIEW DIAGRAM:

Normal Operation
A miniature fan is pulsed on and off under microprocessor
control to conserve power, yet provide good smoke response.
The system uses two filters (one replaceable) that remove
particulates while allowing smoke to pass.
Filter Supervision
Periodically, the filter system is tested for blockage using a
special thermal airflow sensor. In reasonably clean environments, the filter is expected to last at least as long as the
smoke-entry test period required by NFPA 72. In very dirty
environments, the filter may need replacement more frequently.

6346cros.wmf

Filter Trouble Reporting
If HARSH determines that filter blockage is imminent, a warning trouble is indicated to the panel, followed by a return to
normal. 72 hours after this warning, the detector will disconnect, giving a continuous trouble signal.

6346top.tif

6346expl.tif

The HARSH detector contains both a permanent and a replaceable
filter, a supervised fan, and a photoelectric detector; to fit into a
flanged adapter base.

Wiring Diagram

6346wir.tif
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Product Line Information
FSH-751: Hostile-environment smoke detector head.
FSH-751A: Canadian model.
B710HD: Flanged
diameter.

adapter

base,

6.125"

(15.558

cm)

RF-FTX: Replacement outer filter cover assembly, box of 6.
RA400Z: Remote LED annunciator, 3 – 32 VDC, fits U.S. single-gang electrical box.
M02-04-01: Test magnet.
M02-09-00: Test magnet with telescope stick.

Notifier® and FlashScan® are registered trademarks and HARSH™ is a
trademark of Honeywell International Inc.
©2007 by Honeywell International Inc. All rights reserved. Unauthorized use
of this document is strictly prohibited.

This document is not intended to be used for installation purposes.
We try to keep our product information up-to-date and accurate.
We cannot cover all specific applications or anticipate all requirements.
All specifications are subject to change without notice.
Made in the U.S. A.

For more information, contact Notifier. Phone: (203) 484-7161, FAX: (203) 484-7118.
www.notifier.com
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FSI-851(A)
Intelligent Plug-In Ionization
Smoke Detector with FlashScan®
Intelligent/Addressable Devices

General
The FSI-851(A) intelligent plug-in ion detectors with integral
communication has features that surpass conventional detectors. Detector sensitivity can be programmed in the control
panel software. Sensitivity is continuously monitored and
reported to the panel. Point ID capability allows each detector’s address to be set with rotary, decimal address switches,
providing exact detector locations for selective maintenance
when chamber contamination reaches an unacceptable level.

FlashScan® (U.S. Patent 5,539,389) is a communication protocol developed by NOTIFIER that greatly improves the speed
of communication between analog intelligent devices and certain NOTIFIER systems. Intelligent devices communicate in a
grouped fashion. If one of the devices within the group has
new information, the panel’s CPU stops the group poll and
concentrates on single points. The net effect is response
speed greater than five times that of other protocols.

B210-1951.jpg

The FSI-851(A) ionization detector incorporates a unique single-source, dual-chamber design to respond quickly and
dependably to a broad range of fires. FSI-851(A) detectors are
compatible with ONYX series and CLIP series intelligent Fire
Alarm Control Panels (FACPs).

FSI-851(A) in B210LP(A) Base

Specifications

Features

Sensitivity: 0.5% to 2.5% per foot obscuration

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Size: 2.0" (51 mm) high; base determines diameter.

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sleek, low-profile design.
Addressable-analog communication.
Stable communication technique with noise immunity.
Low standby current.
Two-wire SLC connection.
Compatible with FlashScan® and CLIP systems
Rotary, decimal addressing (1-99 on CLIP systems, 1-159
on FlashScan systems).
Optional remote, single-gang LED accessory, RA100Z(A).
Dual LED design provides 360° viewing angle.
Visible bicolor LEDs blink green every time the detector is
addressed, and illuminate steady red on alarm.
Remote test feature from the panel.
Walk test with address display (an address of 121 will blink
the detector LED: 12-(pause)-1) (FlashScan® systems
only).
Built-in functional test switch activated by external magnet.
Built-in tamper-resistant feature.
Sealed against back pressure.
Constructed of off-white plastic, designed to commercial
standards, and offers an attractive appearance.
94-5V plastic flammability rating.
SEMS screws for wiring of the separate base.
Optional relay, isolator, or sounder bases.
Listed to UL 268.

– B210LP(A): 6.1" (15.5 cm) diameter.
– B501(A): 4.1" (10.4 cm) diameter.
– B200S(A): 6.875" (17.46 cm) diameter.
– B200SR(A): 6.875" (17.46 cm) diameter.
– B224RB(A): 6.2" (15.748 cm) diameter.
Shipping Weight: 5.4 oz. (153 g).
Operating Temperature: 0°C to 49°C (32°F to 120°F).
UL/ULC-Listed Velocity Range: ION: 0 – 1200 ft./min.
(365.76 m/min.).
Relative Humidity: 10% – 93% noncondensing.

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Voltage Range: 15 - 32 volts DC peak.
Standby Current (max. avg.): 300 μA
LED Current (max.): 6.5 mA @ 24 VDC (“ON”).

Installation
FSI-851(A) plug-in detectors use a separate base to simplify
installation, service, and maintenance. A special tool allows
maintenance personnel to plug in and remove detectors without using a ladder.
Mount base (all base types) on an electrical backbox which is
at least 1.5" (3.81 cm) deep. For a chart of compatible junction
boxes, see DN-60054.
NOTE: 1) Because of the inherent supervision provided by the
SLC loop, end-of-line resistors are not required. Wiring “T-taps” or
branches are permitted for Style 4 (Class “B”) wiring. 2) When
using relay or sounder bases, consult the ISO-X(A) installation
sheet I56-1380 for device limitations between isolator modules
and isolator bases.
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Agency Listings and Approvals

M02-04-00:Test magnet.

These listings and approvals apply to the modules specified in
this document. In some cases, certain modules or applications
may not be listed by certain approval agencies, or listing may
be in process. Consult factory for latest listing status.

M02-09-00: Test magnet with telescoping handle.

UL Listed: S1115.
ULC Listed: S1115 (FSI-851A).
CSFM: 7271-0028:201.
MEA: 321-02-E.
Maryland State Fire Marshal: Permit #2140.
BSMI: CI313066760014.
U.S. Coast Guard: 161.002/42/1 (NFS-640); 161.002/50/0
(NFS2-640/NFS-320/NFS-320C, excluding B210LP(A)).
• Lloyd’s Register: 11/600013 (NFS2-640/NFS-320/NFS320C, excluding B210LP(A)).
• FM Approved.

XP-4: Extension pole for XR2B. Comes in three 5-foot (1.524
m) sections.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

XR2B: Detector removal tool. Allows installation and/or
removal of detector heads from bases in high ceiling applications.

T55-127-010: Detector removal tool without pole.
BCK-200B: Black detector covers; package contains 10.
WCK-200B: White detector covers; package contains 10.

Product Line Information
NOTE: “A” suffix indicates ULC Listed model.

FSI-851: Low-profile intelligent ionization sensor. Must be
mounted to one of the bases listed below.
FSI-851A: Same as FSI-851 but with ULC Listing.

INTELLIGENT BASES
NOTE: “A” suffix indicates ULC Listed model.
NOTE: For details on intelligent bases, see DN-60054.

B210LP(A): Standard U.S. flanged low-profile mounting base.
B210LPBP: Bulk pack of B210LP; package contains 10.
B501(A): Standard European flangeless mounting base.
B501BP: Bulk pack of B501; package contains 10.
B200S(A): Intelligent, programmable sounder base capable of
producing sound output in high or low volume with ANSI Temporal 3, ANSI Temporal 4, continuous tone, marching tone,
and custom tone.
B200SR(A): Intelligent sounder base capable of producing
sound output with ANSI Temporal 3 or continuous tone.
Replaces B501BH series bases in retrofit applications.
B224RB(A): Plug-in System Sensor relay base. Screw terminals: up to 14 AWG (2.0 mm²). Relay type: Form-C. Rating: 2.0
A @ 30 VDC resistive; 0.3 A @ 110 VDC inductive; 1.0 A @
30 VDC inductive.
B224BI(A): Plug-in System Sensor isolator detector base.
Maximum 25 devices between isolator base.

ACCESSORIES
F110: Retrofit flange to convert B210LP(A) to match the
B710LP(A) profile, or to convert older high-profile bases to
low-profile.
F110BP: Bulk pack of F110; package contains 15.
F210: Replacement flange for B210LP(A) base.
RA100Z(A): Remote LED annunciator. 3 – 32 VDC. Mounts to
a U.S. single-gang electrical box. For use with B501(A) and
B210LP(A) bases only.

NOTIFIER® and FlashScan® are registered trademarks of Honeywell
International Inc.
©2012 by Honeywell International Inc. All rights reserved. Unauthorized use
of this document is strictly prohibited.

SMB600: Surface mounting kit.
This document is not intended to be used for installation purposes.
We try to keep our product information up-to-date and accurate.
We cannot cover all specific applications or anticipate all requirements.
All specifications are subject to change without notice.
Made in the U.S. A.

For more information, contact Notifier. Phone: (203) 484-7161, FAX: (203) 484-7118.
www.notifier.com
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SpectrAlert® Advance
Selectable Output
Notification Appliances
Audio/Visual Devices

Finally, attach the horn, strobe, or horn/strobe to the mounting
plate by inserting the product’s tabs in the mounting plate’s
grooves. The device will rotate into position, locking the product’s pins into the mounting plate’s terminals. The device will
temporarily hold in place with a catch until it is secured with a
captured mounting screw.

Indoor Wall
Horn/Strobe

SpectrAlert Advance products allow you to choose:
• 12 or 24 volts.
• 15, 15/75, 30, 75, 95, 110, 115, 135, 150, 177, or 185 candela by way of a rear-mounted slide switch and front viewing window.
• Horn tones and volume by way of a rotary switch.
• The SpectrAlert Advance series includes outdoor notification appliances. Outdoor strobes and horn/strobes (twowire and four-wire) are available for wall or ceiling. Outdoor
horns are available for wall only. All System Sensor outdoor
products are rated between –40°F and 151°F (–40°C and
66°C) in wet or dry applications.
Models available:
• Indoor wall-mount: horn, strobe, 2-wire horn/strobe, 4-wire
horn/strobe.
• Indoor ceiling-mount: strobe, 2-wire horn/strobe, 4-wire
horn/strobe.
• Outdoor wall-mount: horn, strobe, 2-wire horn/strobe, 4wire horn/strobe.
• Outdoor ceiling-mount: strobe, 2-wire horn/strobe, 4-wire
horn/strobe.

Features
• Plug-in design.
• Same mounting plate for wall- and ceiling-mount units.
• Shorting spring on mounting plate for continuity check
before installation.
• Captive mounting screw.
• Tamper-resistance capability.
• Field-selectable candela settings on wall and ceiling units:
15, 15/75, 30, 75, 95, 110, 115, 135, 150, 177, 185.
• Automatic selection of 12 or 24 volt operation at 15 and 15/
75 candela.
• Outdoor wall and ceiling products.
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Indoor Ceiling
Strobe
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Then, connect the notification appliance circuit wiring to the
SEMS terminals on the mounting plate.

7087pho3.jpg

More specifically, when installing Advance products, first
attach a universal mounting plate to a four-inch square, fourinch octagon, or double-gang junction box. The two-wire
mounting plate attaches to a single-gang junction box.

Outdoor Ceiling
Strobe

7087pho2.jpg

Indoor Ceiling
Horn/Strobe

Indoor Wall
Horn
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System Sensor® SpectrAlert® Advance selectable-output
horns, strobes and horn/strobes are rich with features guaranteed to cut installation times and maximize profits. The SpectrAlert Advance series of notification appliances is designed to
simplify your installations, with features such as: plug-in
designs, instant feedback messages to ensure correct installation of individual devices, and eleven field-selectable candela
settings for wall and ceiling strobes and horn/strobes.

7087pho1.jpg

General

Outdoor Wall
Strobe

• Outdoor products rated from –40°F and 151°F (–40°C and
66°C).
• Outdoor products rainproof per UL50 (NEMA 3R) and
weatherproof per NEMA 4X, IP56
• Minimal intrusion into the backbox.
• Horn rated at 88+ dbA at 16 volts.
• Rotary switch for tone selection.
• Three horn volume settings.
• Electrically compatible with existing SpectrAlert products.

Engineering Specifications
SpectrAlert Advance horns, strobes, and horn/strobes shall
mount to a standard 4.0" x 4.0" x 1.5" (10.16 x 10.16 x 3.81
cm) backbox, 4.0" (10.16 cm) octagonal backbox, or a doublegang backbox. Two-wire products shall also mount to a singlegang 2.0" x 4.0" x 1.875" (5.08 x 10.16 x 4.763 cm) backbox. A
universal mounting plate shall be used for mounting ceiling
and wall products. The notification appliance circuit wiring
shall terminate at the universal mounting plate. Also, SpectrAlert Advance products, when used with the Sync•Circuit™
Module accessory, shall be powered from a non-coded notification appliance circuit output and shall operate on a nominal
12 or 24 volts. When used with the Sync•Circuit Module, 12volt rated notification appliance circuit outputs shall operate
between 9 and 17.5 volts; 24-volt rated notification appliance
circuit outputs shall operate between 17 and 33 volts. Indoor
SpectrAlert Advance products shall operate between 32°F and
120°F (0°C and 49°C) from a regulated DC, or full-wave-rectified, unfiltered power supply. Strobes and horn/strobes shall
have field-selectable candela settings including 15, 15/75, 30,
75, 95, 110, 115, 135, 150, 177, 185.
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STROBE

Operating Specifications

The strobe shall be a System Sensor SpectrAlert Advance
Model _______ listed to UL 1971 and shall be approved for fire
protective service. The strobe shall be wired as a primary-signaling notification appliance and comply with the Americans
with Disabilities Act requirements for visible signaling appliances, flashing at 1 Hz over the strobe’s entire operating voltage range. The strobe light shall consist of a xenon flash tube
and associated lens/reflector system.

• Standard operating temperature: 32°F to 120°F (0°C to
49°C).
• K Series operating temperature: –40°F to 151°F (–40°C
to 66°C).
• Humidity range: 10% to 93% non-condensing (indoor
products).
• Strobe flash rate: 1 flash per second.
• Nominal voltage: regulated 12 VDC/FWR or regulated 24
VDC/FWR. NOTE: Full Wave Rectified (FWR) voltage is a
non-regulated, time-varying power source that is used on
some power supply and panel outputs.
• Operating voltage range: 8 V to 17.5 V (12 V nominal); or
16 V to 33 V (24 V nominal). NOTE: P, S, PC, and SC products will operate at 12 V nominal only for 15 cd and 15/75
cd.
• Input terminal wire gauge: 12 to 18 AWG (3.31 to 0.821
mm²).
• Ceiling-mount dimensions (including lens): 6.8" diameter x 2.5" deep (17.3 cm diameter x 6.4 cm deep).
• Wall-mount dimensions (including lens): 5.6" H x 4.7" W
x 2.5" D (14.2 cm H x 11.9 cm W x 6.4 cm D).
• Horn dimensions: 5.6" H x 4.7" W x 1.3" D (14.2 cm H x
11.9 cm W x 3.3 cm D).

HORN/STROBE COMBINATION
The horn/strobe shall be a System Sensor SpectrAlert
Advance Model _______ listed to UL 1971 and UL 464 and
shall be approved for fire protective service. The horn/strobe
shall be wired as a primary-signaling notification appliance
and comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act requirements for visible signaling appliances, flashing at 1 Hz over the
strobe’s entire operating voltage range. The strobe light shall
consist of a xenon flash tube and associated lens/reflector system. The horn shall have three audibility options and an option
to switch between a Temporal 3 pattern and a Non-Temporal
(continuous) pattern. These options are set by a multiple position switch. On four-wire products, the strobe shall be powered
independently of the sounder. The horn on horn/strobe models
shall operate on a coded or non-coded power supply.

OUTDOOR PRODUCTS
SpectrAlert Advance outdoor horns, strobes and horn/strobes
shall be listed for outdoor use by UL and shall operate
between –40°F and 151°F (–40°C and 66°C). The products
shall be listed for use with a System Sensor outdoor/weatherproof backbox with half-inch and three-fourths-inch conduit
entries.

SYNCHRONIZATION MODULE
The module shall be a System Sensor Sync•Circuit MDL3R or
MDL3W listed to UL 464 and shall be approved for fire protective service. The module shall synchronize SpectrAlert strobes
at 1 Hz and horns at Temporal 3. Also, while operating the
strobes, the module shall silence the horns on horn/strobe
models over a single pair of wires. The module shall mount to
a 4.688" x 4.688" x 2.125" (11.906 x 11.906 x 5.398 cm) backbox. The module shall also control two Style Y (class B) circuits or one Style Z (Class A) circuit. The module shall
synchronize multiple zones. Daisy-chaining two or more synchronization modules together will synchronize all the zones
they control. The module shall not operate on a coded power
supply.

15
Standard
Candela
Range

High
Candela
Range

8 – 17.5 V
DC

FWR

The listings and approvals below apply to SpectrAlert Advance
Selectable Output Notification Devices. In some cases, certain
modules may not be listed by certain approval agencies, or
listing may be in process. Consult factory for latest listing status.
• UL Listed: S4011 (HR__, HW__, P2__, P4__, PC2__,
PC4__ models); S5512 (models SCR, SCRH, SCW,
SCWH, SR, SRH, SW, SWH); S3593 (SCRHK, SCRK,
SRHK, SRK).
• ULC Listed: S4011 (HRA, HRKA); S5512 (typically “A”
models, with exception of outdoor strobes). See Canadian
data sheet for listings and specifications.
• FM approved
• MEA: 452-05-E
• CSFM: 7125-1653:0186 (SCR, SCRH, SCW, SCWH, SR,
SRH, SW, SWH); 7300-1653:0188 (P2_, P4_, PC2_, PC4_
modules); 7135-1653:0189 (HR, HRK, HW); 73001653:0187 (SCRHK, SCRK, SRHK, SRK).

Horn Current Draw,
UL Maximum (mA RMS)

Strobe Current Draw,
UL Maximum (mA RMS)
Candela

Agency Listings and Approvals

16 – 33 V
DC

FWR

Sound
Pattern

dB

8 – 17.5 V
DC

FWR

16 – 33 V
DC

FWR

123

128

66

71

Temporal

High

15/75 142

148

77

81

Temporal

Medium

44

49

58

69

30

NA

N/A

94

96

Temporal

Low

38

44

44

48

75

NA

NA

158

153

Non-temporal

High

57

56

69

75

95

NA

NA

181

176

Non-temporal

Medium

42

50

60

69

110

NA

NA

202

195

Non-temporal

Low

41

44

50

50

115

NA

NA

210

205

Coded

High

57

55

69

75

135

NA

NA

228

207

Coded

Medium

44

51

56

69

150

NA

NA

246

220

Coded

Low

40

46

52

50

177

NA

NA

281

251

185

NA

NA

286

258
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57

55

69

75

Horn and Horn/Strobe Output (dBA)

Horn and Horn/Strobe
Rotary Switch Setting
Setting

Repetition Rate

1

Temporal horn

Switch
Position

dB Level

8 – 17.5 V

Sound
Pattern

dB

FW
R

DC

High

16 – 33 V
DC

FW
R

2

Temporal horn

Medium

1

Temporal

High

78

78

84

84

3

Temporal horn

Low

2

Temporal

Medium

74

74

80

80

4

Normal horn

High

3

Temporal

Low

71

73

76

76

5

Normal horn

Medium

4

Non-temporal

High

82

82

88

88

6

Normal horn

Low

5

Non-temporal

Medium

78

78

85

85

7*

Externally coded

High

6

Non-temporal

Low

75

75

81

81

8*

Externally coded

Medium

7*

Coded

High

82

82

88

88

9*

Externally coded

Low

8*

Coded

Medium

78

78

85

85

9*

Coded

Low

75

75

81

81

*NOTE: Settings 7, 8, and 9 are not available
on 2-wire horn/strobe.

*NOTE: Settings 7, 8, and 9 are not available on 2-wire horn/strobe.

Two-Wire Horn/Strobe, STANDARD Candela Range (15 – 115 cd),
UL Maximum Current Draw (mA RMS)
8 – 17.5 V

Input, Sound Pattern, dB
Level

15

15/75

16 – 33 V
15

15/75

30

75

95

110

115

DC Input, Temporal, High

137

147

79

90

107

176

194

212

218

DC Input, Temporal, Medium

132

144

69

80

97

157

182

201

210

DC Input, Temporal, Low

132

143

66

77

93

154

179

198

207

DC Input, Non-temporal, High

141

152

91

100

116

176

201

221

229

DC Input, Non-temporal, Medium

133

145

75

85

102

163

187

207

216

DC Input, Non-temporal, Low

131

144

68

79

96

156

182

201

210

FWR Input, Temporal, High

136

155

88

97

112

168

190

210

218

FWR Input, Temporal, Medium

129

152

78

88

103

160

184

202

206

FWR Input, Temporal, Low

129

151

76

86

101

160

184

194

201

FWR Input, Non-temporal, High

142

161

103

112

126

181

203

221

229

FWR Input, Non-temporal, Medium 134

155

85

95

110

166

189

208

216

FWR Input, Non-temporal, Low

154

80

90

105

161

184

202

211

132

Two-Wire Horn/Strobe, HIGH Candela Range (135 – 185 cd),
UL Maximum Current Draw (mA RMS)
16 – 33 V

DC Input

135 150 177 185

16 – 33 V

FWR Input

135 150 177 185

DC, Temporal, High

245

259

290

297

FWR, Temporal, High

215

231

258

265

DC, Temporal, Medium

235

253

288

297

FWR, Temporal, Medium

209

224

250

258

DC, Temporal, Low

232

251

282

292

FWR, Temporal, Low

207

221

248

256

DC, Non-temporal, High

255

270

303

309

FWR, Non-temporal, High

233

248

275

281

DC, Non-temporal, Medium

242

259

293

299

FWR, Non-temporal, Medium

219

232

262

267

DC, Non-temporal, Low

238

254

291

295

FWR, Non-temporal, Low

214

229

256

262
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Ordering Information
Model

Description

Model

Description

WALL HORN/STROBES

CEILING HORN/STROBES

P2R

2-wire horn/strobe, standard cd, red.

PC2R

2-wire horn/strobe, standard cd, red.

P2RH

2-wire horn/strobe, high cd, red.

PC2RH

2-wire horn/strobe, high cd, red.

P2RK

2-wire horn/strobe, standard cd, red, outdoor.

PC2RK

2-wire horn/strobe, standard cd, red, outdoor.

P2RHK

2-wire horn/strobe, high cd, red, outdoor.

PC2RHK

2-wire horn/strobe, high cd, red, outdoor.

P2W

2-wire horn/strobe, standard cd, white.

PC2W

2-wire horn/strobe, standard cd, white.

P2WH

2-wire horn/strobe, high cd, white.

PC2WH

2-wire horn/strobe, high cd, white.

P4R

4-wire horn/strobe, standard cd, red.

PC4R

4-wire horn/strobe, standard cd, red.

P4RH

4-wire horn/strobe, high cd, red.

PC4RH

4-wire horn/strobe, high cd, red.

P4RK

4-wire horn/strobe, standard cd, red, outdoor.

PC4RK

4-wire horn/strobe, standard cd, red, outdoor.

P4RHK

4-wire horn/strobe, high cd, red, outdoor.

PC4RHK

4-wire horn/strobe, high cd, red, outdoor.

P4W

4-wire horn/strobe, standard cd, white.

PC4W

4-wire horn/strobe, standard cd, white.

P4WH

4-wire horn/strobe, high cd, white.

PC4WH

4-wire horn/strobe, high cd, white.

WALL STROBES

CEILING STROBES

SR

Strobe, standard cd, red.

SCR

Strobe, standard cd, red.

SRH

Strobe, high cd, red.

SCRH

Strobe, high cd, red.

SRK

Strobe, standard cd, red, outdoor.

SCRK

Strobe, standard cd, red, outdoor.

SRHK

Strobe, high cd, red, outdoor.

SCRHK

Strobe, high cd, red, outdoor.

SW

Strobe, standard cd, white.

SCW

Strobe, standard cd, white.

SWH

Strobe, high cd, white.

SCWH

Strobe, high cd, white.

ACCESSORIES

HORNS

BBS-2A

Backbox skirt, wall, red.

HR

Horn, red.

BBSW-2A

Backbox skirt, wall, white.

HRK

Horn, red, outdoor.

BBSC-2A

Backbox skirt, ceiling, red.

HW

Horn, white.

BBSCW-2A

Backbox skirt, ceiling, white.

ACCESSORIES, continued

SA-WBB

Weatherproof backbox, wall.

TR-HS

Trim Ring, wall, red, package of 5

SA-WBBC

Weatherproof backbox, ceiling.

TRW-HS

Trim Ring, wall, white, package of 5

WTP

Weatherproof, flush mount plate, red

TRC-HS

Trim Ring, ceiling, red, package of 5

WTPW

Weatherproof, flush mount plate, white

TRCW-HS

Trim Ring, ceiling, white, package of 5

NOTE: “High cd” refers to strobes that include 135, 150, 177, and 185 candela settings. “Standard cd” refers to strobes that
include 15, 15/75, 30, 75, 95, 110, and 115 candela settings.
NOTE: For strobes and horn/strobes, add suffix “F” for French or “B” for Bilingual.
NOTE: All outdoor models (“K(A)” suffix) include a plastic weatherproof backbox.
NOTE: Add “-R” to models for weatherproof replacement device (no back box included). Only for use with weatherproof outdoor
flush mounting plate, WTP and WTPW.
NOTE: Add “P” to model for plain housing. (No “FIRE” marking on cover.)

Sync•Circuit™ is a trademark and NOTIFIER® and SpectrAlert® are
registered trademarks of Honeywell International Inc.
©2011 by Honeywell International Inc. All rights reserved. Unauthorized use
of this document is strictly prohibited.

This document is not intended to be used for installation purposes.
We try to keep our product information up-to-date and accurate.
We cannot cover all specific applications or anticipate all requirements.
All specifications are subject to change without notice.
For more information, contact Notifier. Phone: (203) 484-7161, FAX: (203) 484-7118.
www.notifier.com
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Series TY-FRB — 2.8, 4.2, 5.6, and 8.0 K-Factor
Upright, Pendent, and Recessed Pendent Sprinklers
Quick Response, Standard Coverage
General
Description
The TYCO Series TY-FRB, 2.8, 4.2,
5.6, and 8.0 K-factor, Upright, Pendent, and Recessed Pendent Sprinklers described in this data sheet are
quick response, standard coverage,
decorative 3 mm glass bulb-type spray
sprinklers designed for use in light or
ordinary hazard, commercial occupancies such as banks, hotels, and shopping malls.
The recessed version of the Series TYFRB Pendent Sprinkler, where applicable, is intended for use in areas with a
finished ceiling. This recessed pendent
sprinkler uses one of the following:
• A two-piece Style 10 (1/2 inch NPT)
or Style 40 (3/4 inch NPT) Recessed
Escutcheon with 1/2 inch (12,7 mm) of
recessed adjustment or up to 3/4 inch
(19,1 mm) of total adjustment from the
flush pendent position, or a
• A two-piece Style 20 (1/2 inch NPT)
or Style 30 (3/4 inch NPT) Recessed
Escutcheon with 1/4 inch (6,4 mm) of
recessed adjustment or up to 1/2 inch
(12,7 mm) of total adjustment from the
flush pendent position.
The adjustment provided by the
Recessed Escutcheon reduces the
accuracy to which the fixed pipe drops
to the sprinklers must be cut.
Corrosion-resistant coatings, where
applicable, are utilized to extend the
life of copper alloy sprinklers beyond
that which would otherwise be obtained
when exposed to corrosive atmo-

spheres. Although corrosion-resistant
coated sprinklers have passed the
standard corrosion tests of the applicable approval agencies, the testing is
not representative of all possible corrosive atmospheres. Consequently,
it is recommended that the end user
be consulted with respect to the suitability of these coatings for any given
corrosive environment. The effects of
ambient temperature, concentration of
chemicals, and gas/chemical velocity,
should be considered, as a minimum,
along with the corrosive nature of the
chemical to which the sprinklers will be
exposed.
An intermediate level of the Series TYFRB Pendent Sprinklers is detailed
in Technical Data Sheet TFP356, and
Sprinkler Guards are detailed in Technical Data Sheet TFP780.
NOTICE
The Series TY-FRB, 2.8, 4.2, 5.6,
and 8.0 K-factor, Upright, Pendent,
and Recessed Pendent Sprinklers
described herein must be installed
and maintained in compliance with
this document and with the applicable standards of the National Fire Protection Association, in addition to the
standards of any authorities having
jurisdiction. Failure to do so may impair
the performance of these devices.
The owner is responsible for maintaining their fire protection system and
devices in proper operating condition.
The installing contractor or sprinkler
manufacturer should be contacted with
any questions.

Sprinkler
Identification
Number (SIN)
TY1131:
TY1231:
TY2131:
TY2231:
TY3131:
TY3231:
TY4131:
TY4231:
TY4831:
TY4931:

Upright
Pendent
Upright
Pendent
Upright
Pendent
Upright
Pendent
Upright
Pendent

2.8K, 1/2˝ NPT
2.8K, 1/2˝ NPT
4.2K, 1/2˝ NPT
4.2K, 1/2˝ NPT
5.6K, 1/2˝ NPT
5.6K, 1/2˝ NPT
8.0K, 3/4˝ NPT
8.0K, 3/4˝ NPT
8.0K, 1/2˝ NPT
8.0K, 1/2˝ NPT

IMPORTANT
Always refer to Technical Data
Sheet TFP700 for the “INSTALLER
WARNING” that provides cautions
with respect to handling and installation of sprinkler systems and components. Improper handling and
installation can permanently damage a sprinkler system or its components and cause the sprinkler to fail
to operate in a fire situation or cause
it to operate prematurely.
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* Temperature rating
is indicated on
Deflector.

**

Pipe thread connections per
ISO 7-1 can be provided on
special request.

ESCUTCHEON
PLATE SEATING
SURFACE

1 - Frame
2 - Button

3 - Sealing
5 Assembly
4 - Bulb
6 7 -

Compression
Screw
Deflector *
Bushing
7
1

7/16"
(11,1 mm)
NOMINAL
MAKE-IN
2-3/16"
(55,6 mm)

3
2-1/4"
(57,2 mm)

2
4

1-9/16"
(39,7 mm)

5
6*

1/2" NPT **

WRENCH
FLATS

UPRIGHT

PENDENT

STYLE 10 or 20
RECESSED
ESCUTCHEON

2-7/8" (73,0 mm) DIA.
RECESSED PENDENT

CROSS SECTION

FIGURE 1
QUICK RESPONSE SERIES TY-FRB UPRIGHT (TY1131) AND PENDENT (TY1231) SPRINKLERS
2.8 K-FACTOR, 1/2 INCH NPT

* Temperature rating
is indicated on
Deflector.

**

Pipe thread connections per
ISO 7-1 can be provided on
special request.

UPRIGHT

1 - Frame
2 - Button

5 - Compression
3 - Sealing
Assembly
Screw
4 - Bulb
6 - Deflector *
1
3

7/16"
(11,1 mm)
NOMINAL
MAKE-IN
2-3/16"
(55,6 mm)

1/2" NPT **

ESCUTCHEON
PLATE SEATING
SURFACE

2

2-3/16"
(55,6 mm)

4

1-1/2"
(38,1 mm)

WRENCH
FLATS
PENDENT

STYLE 10 or 20
RECESSED
ESCUTCHEON

5
6*

2-7/8" (73,0 mm) DIA.
RECESSED PENDENT

CROSS SECTION

FIGURE 2
QUICK RESPONSE SERIES TY-FRB UPRIGHT (TY2131) AND PENDENT (TY2231) SPRINKLERS
4.2 K-FACTOR, 1/2 INCH NPT
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* Temperature rating

**

is indicated on
Deflector.

Pipe thread connections per
ISO 7-1 can be provided on
special request.

5 - Compression
3 - Sealing
Assembly
Screw
4 - Bulb
6 - Deflector *
1

2

2-3/16"
(55,6 mm)

2-3/16"
(55,6 mm)

WRENCH
FLATS

UPRIGHT

1 - Frame
2 - Button

3

7/16"
(11,1 mm)
NOMINAL
MAKE-IN

1/2" NPT**

ESCUTCHEON
PLATE SEATING
SURFACE

4

1-1/2"
(38,1 mm)

PENDENT

5

STYLE 10 or 20
RECESSED
ESCUTCHEON

6*

2-7/8" (73,0 mm) DIA.
RECESSED PENDENT

CROSS SECTION

FIGURE 3
QUICK RESPONSE SERIES TY-FRB UPRIGHT (TY3131) AND PENDENT (TY3231) SPRINKLERS
5.6 K-FACTOR, 1/2 INCH NPT

* Temperature rating

**

is indicated on
Deflector.

Pipe thread connections per
ISO 7-1 can be provided on
special request.

ESCUTCHEON
PLATE SEATING
SURFACE

1 - Frame
2 - Button

3 - Sealing
5 - Compression
Assembly
Screw
4 - Bulb
6 - Deflector *
1

1/2"
(12,7 mm)
NOMINAL
MAKE-IN

3
2-5/16"
(58,7 mm)

2-1/4"
(57,2 mm)

3/4" NPT **
UPRIGHT

WRENCH
FLATS

2
4

1-9/16"
(39,7 mm)

PENDENT

STYLE 30 or 40
RECESSED
ESCUTCHEON

5
6*

2-7/8" (73,0 mm) DIA.
RECESSED PENDENT

CROSS SECTION

FIGURE 4
QUICK RESPONSE SERIES TY-FRB UPRIGHT (TY4131) AND PENDENT (TY4231) SPRINKLERS
8.0 K-FACTOR, 3/4 INCH NPT

TFP171
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1 - Frame
2 - Button
3 - Sealing
Assembly
4 - Bulb

CEILING PLATE
SEATING SURFACE
1
3

7/16"
(11,1 mm)
NOMINAL
MAKE-IN
2-3/16"
(55,6 mm)

2-1/4"
(57,2 mm)

2

1-9/16"
(39,7 mm)

5
6

1/2" NPT **
UPRIGHT

WRENCH
FLATS

PENDENT

*

4

**
*

5 - Compression
Screw
6 - Deflector *

Temperature rating is
indicated on Deflector.
Pipe thread connections
per ISO 7-1 can be
provided on special
request.

CROSS SECTION

FIGURE 5
QUICK RESPONSE SERIES TY-FRB UPRIGHT (TY4831) AND PENDENT (TY4931) SPRINKLERS
8.0 K-FACTOR, 1/2 INCH NPT

Technical
Data

Design
Criteria

Approvals
UL and C-UL Listed
FM, LPCB, and NYC Approved
Refer to Table A and B for complete
approval information including
corrosion-resistant status.

Discharge Coefficient
K=2.8 GPM/psi1/2
(40,3 LPM/bar1/2)
K=4.2 GPM/psi1/2
(60,5 LPM/bar1/2)
K=5.6 GPM/psi1/2
(80,6 LPM/bar1/2)
K=8.0 GPM/psi1/2 (115,2 LPM/bar1/2)

The TYCO Series TY-FRB, 2.8, 4.2,
5.6, and 8.0 K-factor, Upright, Pendent, and Recessed Pendent Sprinklers
are intended for fire protection systems designed in accordance with the
standard installation rules recognized
by the applicable Listing or Approval
agency (such as, UL Listing is based
on the requirements of NFPA 13, and
FM Approval is based on the requirements of FM’s Loss Prevention Data
Sheets). Only the Style 10, 20, 30, or
40 Recessed Escutcheon, as applicable, is to be used for recessed pendent
installations.

Temperature Rating
Refer to Table A and B.

Installation

Maximum Working Pressure
Refer to Table C.

Finishes
Sprinkler: Refer to Table D. Recessed
Escutcheon: White Coated, Chrome
Plated, or Brass Plated.
Physical Characteristics
Frame  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bronze
Button . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Brass/Copper
Sealing Assembly	����������������Beryllium
Nickel w/TEFLON
Bulb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Glass
Compression Screw	��������������� Bronze
Deflector . . . . . . . . . .  Copper/Bronze
Bushing (K=2.8)	����������������������� Bronze

Operation
The glass bulb contains a fluid that
expands when exposed to heat. When
the rated temperature is reached, the
fluid expands sufficiently to shatter the
glass bulb, allowing the sprinkler to
activate and water to flow.

The TYCO Series TY-FRB, 2.8, 4.2,
5.6, and 8.0 K-factor, Upright, Pendent,
and Recessed Pendent Sprinklersmust
be installed in accordance with this
section.
General Instructions
Do not install any bulb-type sprinkler if
the bulb is cracked or there is a loss
of liquid from the bulb. With the sprinkler held horizontally, a small air bubble should be present. The diameter
of the air bubble is approximately 1/16
inch (1,6 mm) for the 135°F (57°C) and
3/32 inch (2,4 mm) for the 286°F (141°C)
temperature ratings.
A leak-tight 1/2 inch NPT sprinkler joint
shold be obtained by applying a minimum to maximum torque of 7 to 14
ft.-lbs. (9,5 to 19,0 Nm). A leak tight
3/4 inch NPT sprinkler joint should be
obtained with a torque of 10 to 20 ft.lbs. (13,4 to 26,8 Nm). Higher levels of

torque can distort the sprinkler Inlet
with consequent leakage or impairment
of the sprinkler.
Do not attempt to compensate for
insufficient adjustment in the Escutcheon Plate by under- or over-tightening
the sprinkler. Re-adjust the position of
the sprinkler fitting to suit.
Series TY-FRB Upright and Pendent
Sprinklers
The Series TY-FRB Pendent and
Upright Sprinklers must be installed
in accordance with the following
instructions.
Step 1. Install Pendent sprinklers in the
pendent position. Install upright sprinklers in the upright position.
Step 2. With pipe-thread sealant
applied to the pipe threads, handtighten the sprinkler into the sprinkler
fitting.
Step 3. Tighten the sprinkler into the
sprinkler fitting using only the W-Type 6
Sprinkler Wrench (Figure 14). With reference to Figures 1 through 5, apply the
W-Type 6 Sprinkler Wrench to the sprinkler wrench flats.
Series TY-FRB Recessed Pendent
Sprinklers
The Series TY-FRB Recessed Pendent
Sprinklers must be installed in accordance with the following instructions.
Step A. After installing the Style 10, 20,
30, or 40 Mounting Plate, as applicable, over the sprinkler threads and with
pipe-thread sealant applied to the pipe
threads, hand-tighten the sprinkler into
the sprinkler fitting.
Step B. Tighten the sprinkler into the
sprinkler fitting using only the W-Type
7 Recessed Sprinkler Wrench (Figure

TFP171
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SPRINKLER FINISH (See Note 5)
K
FACTOR

2.8
1/2” NPT

TYPE

TEMPERATURE

BULB LIQUID
COLOR

135°F (57°C)

Orange

PENDENT
(TY1231)
and
UPRIGHT
(TY1131)

155°F (68°C)

Red

RECESSED
PENDENT
(TY1231)*
Figure 6

RECESSED
PENDENT
(TY1231)**
Figure 7

PENDENT
(TY2231)
and
UPRIGHT
(TY2131)

4.2
1/2” NPT

RECESSED
PENDENT
(TY2231)*
Figure 8

RECESSED
PENDENT
(TY2231)**
Figure 9

175°F (79°C)

Yellow

200°F (93°C)

Green

286°F (141°C)

Blue

135°F (57°C)

Orange

155°F (68°C)

Red

175°F (79°C)

Yellow

200°F (93°C)

Green

135°F (57°C)

Orange

155°F (68°C)

Red

175°F (79°C)

Yellow

200°F (93°C)

Green

135°F (57°C)

Orange

155°F (68°C)

Red

175°F (79°C)

Yellow

200°F (93°C)

Green

286°F (141°C)

Blue

135°F (57°C)

Orange

155°F (68°C)

Red

175°F (79°C)

Yellow

200°F (93°C)

Green

135°F (57°C)

Orange

155°F (68°C)

Red

175°F (79°C)

Yellow

200°F (93°C)

Green

NATURAL
BRASS

CHROME
PLATED

SIGNAL***
WHITE

1, 2, 3, 4

1, 2, 4

1, 2

NOTES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Listed by Underwriters Laboratories, Inc., (UL) as Quick Response Sprinklers.
Listed by Underwriters Laboratories, Inc., for use in Canada (C-UL) as Quick Response Sprinklers.
Approved by Factory Mutual Research Corporation (FM) as Quick Response Sprinklers.
Approved by the City of New York under MEA 354-01-E.
Where Polyester Coated Sprinklers are noted to be UL and C-UL Listed, the sprinklers are UL and C-UL Listed
as Corrosion-Resistant Sprinklers.

* Installed with Style 10 (1/2” NPT) or Style 40 (3/4” NPT) 3/4” Total Adjustment Recessed Escutcheon, as applicable.
** Installed with Style 20 (1/2” NPT) or Style 30 (3/4” NPT) 1/2” Total Adjustment Recessed Escutcheon, as applicable.
*** Frame and Deflector only. Listings and approvals apply to color (Special Order).
N/A: Not Available

TABLE A
LABORATORY LISTINGS AND APPROVALS FOR
2.8 AND 4.2 K-FACTOR SPRINKLERS
15). With reference to Figures 1 to 4,
apply the W-Type 7 Recessed Sprinkler
Wrench to the sprinkler wrench flats.
Step C. After ceiling installation and
finishing, slide on the Style 10, 20, 30,
or 40 Closure over the Series TY-FRB
Sprinkler and push the Closure over the
Mounting Plate until its flange comes in
contact with the ceiling.

TFP171
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SPRINKLER FINISH (See Note 8)
K
FACTOR

TYPE
PENDENT
(TY3231)
and
UPRIGHT
(TY3131)

5.6
1/2” NPT

RECESSED
PENDENT
(TY3231)*
Figure 10

RECESSED
PENDENT
(TY3231)**
Figure 11

PENDENT
(TY4231)
and
UPRIGHT
(TY4131)

8.0
3/4” NPT

RECESSED
PENDENT
(TY4231)*
Figure 12

RECESSED
PENDENT
(TY4231)**
Figure 13

8.0
1/2” NPT

PENDENT
(TY4931)
and
UPRIGHT
(TY4831)

TEMPERATURE

BULB LIQUID
COLOR

135°F (57°C)
155°F (68°C)
175°F (79°C)
200°F (93°C)
286°F (141°C)
135°F (57°C)
155°F (68°C)
175°F (79°C)
200°F (93°C)
286°F (141°C)
135°F (57°C)
155°F (68°C)
175°F (79°C)
200°F (93°C)
286°F (141°C)
135°F (57°C)
155°F (68°C)
175°F (79°C)
200°F (93°C)
286°F (141°C)
135°F (57°C)
155°F (68°C)
175°F (79°C)
200°F (93°C)
286°F (141°C)
135°F (57°C)
155°F (68°C)
175°F (79°C)
200°F (93°C)
286°F (141°C)
135°F (57°C)
155°F (68°C)
175°F (79°C)
200°F (93°C)
286°F (141°C)

Orange
Red
Yellow
Green
Blue
Orange
Red
Yellow
Green
Blue
Orange
Red
Yellow
Green
Blue
Orange
Red
Yellow
Green
Blue
Orange
Red
Yellow
Green
Blue
Orange
Red
Yellow
Green
Blue
Orange
Red
Yellow
Green
Blue

NATURAL
BRASS

CHROME
PLATED

SIGNAL***
WHITE

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

1, 2, 3, 5

1, 2, 4, 5

N/A

1, 2, 3, 4, 5

N/A

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

1, 2, 5

1, 2, 5

N/A

1, 2, 3, 5

N/A

1, 2, 4, 5, 6

1, 2, 5

NOTES:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

LEAD
COATED

Listed by Underwriters Laboratories, Inc., (UL) as Quick Response Sprinklers.
Listed by Underwriters Laboratories, Inc., for use in Canada (C-UL) as Quick Response Sprinklers.
Approved by Factory Mutual Research Corporation (FM) as Quick Response Sprinklers.
Approved by the Loss Prevention Certification Board (LPCB Ref. No. 007k/04) as Quick Response Sprinklers. However, LPCB does not rate
the thermal sensitivity of recessed sprinklers.
Approved by the City of New York under MEA 354-01-E.
VdS Approved (For details, contact Tyco Fire Suppression & Building Products, Enschede, Netherlands, Tel. 31-53-428-4444/Fax
31-53-428-3377.)
Approved by the Loss Prevention Certification Board (LPCB Ref. No. 094a/06) as Quick Response Sprinklers.
Where Polyester Coated and Lead-Coated Sprinklers are noted to be UL and C-UL Listed, the sprinklers are UL and C-UL Listed
as Corrosion-Resistant Sprinklers. Where Lead-Coated Sprinklers are noted to be FM Approved, the sprinklers are FM Approved
as a Corrosion-Resistant Sprinklers.

* Installed with Style 10 (1/2” NPT) or Style 40 (3/4” NPT) 3/4” Total Adjustment Recessed Escutcheon, as applicable.
** Installed with Style 20 (1/2” NPT) or Style 30 (3/4” NPT) 1/2” Total Adjustment Recessed Escutcheon, as applicable.
*** Frame and Deflector only. Listings and approvals apply to color (Special Order).
N/A: Not Available

TABLE B
LABORATORY LISTINGS AND APPROVALS FOR
5.6 AND 8.0 K-FACTOR SPRINKLERS

TFP171
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SPRINKLER FINISH
K
FACTOR

2.8
1/2” NPT

4.2
1/2” NPT

5.6
1/2” NPT

8.0
3/4” NPT

8.0
1/2” NPT

NATURAL
BRASS

TYPE
PENDENT (TY1231)
and
UPRIGHT (TY1131)

CHROME
PLATED

SIGNAL
WHITE

LEAD
COATED

175 PSI (12,1 BAR)

N/A

175 PSI (12,1 BAR)

N/A

RECESSED
PENDENT (TY1231)
PENDENT (TY2231)
and
UPRIGHT (TY2131)
RECESSED
PENDENT (TY2231)
PENDENT (TY3231)
and
UPRIGHT (TY3131)
RECESSED
PENDENT (TY3231)
PENDENT (TY4231)
and
UPRIGHT (TY4131)

250 PSI (17,2 BAR)
OR 175 PSI (12,1 BAR)
(SEE NOTE 1)

N/A
175 PSI
(12,1 BAR)

175 PSI (12,1 BAR)

RECESSED
PENDENT (TY4231)
PENDENT (TY4931)
and
UPRIGHT (TY4831)

175 PSI
(12,1 BAR)

N/A

175 PSI (12,1 BAR)

175 PSI
(12,1 BAR)

NOTES:
1.

The maximum working pressure of 250 psi (17,2 bar) only applies to the Listing by Underwriters Laboratories Inc. (UL); the
Listing by Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. for use in Canada (C-UL); and, the Approval by the City of New York.

TABLE C
MAXIMUM WORKING PRESSURE

Care and
Maintenance
The TYCO Series TY-FRB must be
maintained and serviced in accordance
with this section.
Before closing a fire protection system
main control valve for maintenance
work on the fire protection system
that it controls, obtain permission to
shut down the affected fire protection
systems from the proper authorities
and notify all personnel who may be
affected by this action.
Absence of the outer piece of an
escutcheon, which is used to cover
a clearance hole, can delay sprinkler
operation in a fire situation.

Sprinklers which are found to be leaking or exhibiting visible signs of corrosion must be replaced.
Automatic sprinklers must never be
painted, plated, coated, or otherwise altered after leaving the factory.
Modified sprinklers must be replaced.
Sprinklers that have been exposed to

corrosive products of combustion, but
have not operated, should be replaced
if they cannot be completely cleaned
by wiping the sprinkler with a cloth or
by brushing it with a soft bristle brush.
Care must be exercised to avoid damage to the sprinklers - before, during,
and after installation. Sprinklers damaged by dropping, striking, wrench
twist/slippage, or the like, must be
replaced. Also, replace any sprinkler
that has a cracked bulb or that has lost
liquid from its bulb. (Ref. Installation
Section.)
The owner is responsible for the
inspection, testing, and maintenance of
their fire protection system and devices
in compliance with this document, as
well as with the applicable standards
of the National Fire Protection Association (e.g., NFPA 25), in addition to the
standards of any other authorities having jurisdiction. Contact the installing
contractor or sprinkler manufacturer
regarding any questions.
Automatic sprinkler systems are recommended to be inspected, tested,
and maintained by a qualified Inspec-

tion Service in accordance with local
requirements and/or national codes.
Care must be exercised to avoid damage to the sprinklers -before, during,
and after installation. Sprinklers damaged by dropping, striking, wrench
twist/slippage, or the like, must be
replaced. Also, replace any sprinkler
that has a cracked bulb or that has lost
liquid from its bulb. (Ref. Installation
Section).
Initial and frequent visual inspections of
random samples are recommended for
corrosion-resistant sprinklers to verify
the integrity of the corrosion-resistant
material of construction. Thereafter,
annual inspections per NFPA 25 should
suffice.
Inspections of corrosion-resistant
sprinklers are recommended at close
range, instead of from the floor level
per NFPA. Inspection at close range
can better determine the exact sprinkler condition and the long-term integrity of the corrosion-resistant material,
which can be affected by the corrosive
conditions present.
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5/8±1/4"
(15,9±6,4 mm)
FACE OF
SPRINKLER
FITTING

2-7/8" DIA.
(73,0 mm)
2-1/4" DIA.
(57,2 mm)

3/4" (19,1 mm)
1/4" (6,4 mm)
MOUNTING
PLATE

1/2±1/8"
(12,7±3,2 mm)
FACE OF
SPRINKLER
FITTING

2-7/8" DIA.
(73,0 mm)
2-1/4" DIA.
(57,2 mm)

1/4" (6,4 mm)
MOUNTING
PLATE
1/8"
(3,2 mm)

1/8"
(3,2 mm)

MOUNTING
SURFACE

MOUNTING
SURFACE
CLOSURE

1/2" (12,7 mm)

SERIES
TY-FRB

1-5/16" (33,3 mm)
13/16" (20,6 mm)

CLOSURE

SERIES
TY-FRB

1-5/16" (33,3 mm)
1-1/16" (27,0 mm)

FIGURE 6
SERIES TY-FRB RECESSED PENDENT
WITH TWO-PIECE 3/4 INCH TOTAL ADJUSTMENT
STYLE 10 RECESSED ESCUTCHEON
2.8 K-FACTOR, 1/2 INCH NPT

FIGURE 7
SERIES TY-FRB RECESSED PENDENT
WITH TWO-PIECE 1/2 INCH TOTAL ADJUSTMENT
STYLE 20 RECESSED ESCUTCHEON
2.8 K-FACTOR, 1/2 INCH NPT

2-7/8" DIA.
(73,0 mm)

2-7/8" DIA.
(73,0 mm)

5/8±1/4"
(15,9±6,4 mm)
FACE OF
SPRINKLER
FITTING

2-1/4" DIA.
(57,2 mm)

3/4" (19,1 mm)
1/4" (6,4 mm)
MOUNTING
PLATE

1/2±1/8"
(12,7±3,2 mm)
FACE OF
SPRINKLER
FITTING

2-1/4" DIA.
(57,2 mm)

1/4" (6,4 mm)
MOUNTING
PLATE
1/8"
(3,2 mm)

1/8"
(3,2 mm)

MOUNTING
SURFACE

MOUNTING
SURFACE
CLOSURE

1/2" (12,7 mm)

SERIES
TY-FRB

1-1/4" (31,8 mm)
3/4" (19,1 mm)

FIGURE 8
SERIES TY-FRB RECESSED PENDENT
WITH TWO-PIECE 3/4 INCH TOTAL ADJUSTMENT
STYLE 10 RECESSED ESCUTCHEON
4.2 K-FACTOR, 1/2 INCH NPT

CLOSURE

SERIES
TY-FRB

1-1/4" (31,8 mm)
1" (25,4 mm)

FIGURE 9
SERIES TY-FRB RECESSED PENDENT
WITH TWO-PIECE 1/2 INCH TOTAL ADJUSTMENT
STYLE 20 RECESSED ESCUTCHEON
4.2 K-FACTOR, 1/2 INCH NPT
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5/8±1/4"
(15,9±6,4 mm)
FACE OF
SPRINKLER
FITTING

2-7/8" DIA.
(73,0 mm)
2-1/4" DIA.
(57,2 mm)

3/4" (19,1 mm)

1/2±1/8"
(12,7±3,2 mm)

1/4" (6,4 mm)

FACE OF
SPRINKLER
FITTING

MOUNTING
PLATE

2-7/8" DIA.
(73,0 mm)
2-1/4" DIA.
(57,2 mm)

1/4" (6,4 mm)
MOUNTING
PLATE
1/8"
(3,2 mm)

1/8"
(3,2 mm)

MOUNTING
SURFACE

MOUNTING
SURFACE
CLOSURE

1/2" (12,7 mm)

SERIES
TY-FRB

1-1/4" (31,8 mm)

CLOSURE

3/4" (19,1 mm)

1-1/4" (31,8 mm)

SERIES
TY-FRB

1" (25,4 mm)

FIGURE 10
SERIES TY-FRB RECESSED PENDENT
WITH TWO-PIECE 3/4 INCH TOTAL ADJUSTMENT
STYLE 10 RECESSED ESCUTCHEON
5.6 K-FACTOR, 1/2 INCH NPT

FIGURE 11
SERIES TY-FRB RECESSED PENDENT
WITH TWO-PIECE 1/2 INCH TOTAL ADJUSTMENT
STYLE 20 RECESSED ESCUTCHEON
5.6 K-FACTOR, 1/2 INCH NPT

2-7/8" DIA.
(73,0 mm)

2-7/8" DIA.
(73,0 mm)

5/8±1/4"
(15,9±6,4 mm)
FACE OF
SPRINKLER
FITTING

2-1/4" DIA.
(57,2 mm)

3/4" (19,1 mm)

1/2±1/8"
(12,7±3,2 mm)

1/4" (6,4 mm)
MOUNTING
PLATE

FACE OF
SPRINKLER
FITTING

1/8"
(3,2 mm)

1/4" (6,4 mm)
MOUNTING
PLATE
1/8"
(3,2 mm)

MOUNTING
SURFACE

MOUNTING
SURFACE
CLOSURE

2-1/4" DIA.
(57,2 mm)

1/2" (12,7 mm)

SERIES
TY-FRB

1-5/16" (33,3 mm)

CLOSURE

13/16" (20,6 mm)

FIGURE 12
SERIES TY-FRB RECESSED PENDENT
WITH TWO-PIECE 3/4 INCH TOTAL ADJUSTMENT
STYLE 40 RECESSED ESCUTCHEON
8.0 K-FACTOR, 3/4 INCH NPT

SERIES
TY-FRB

1-5/16" (33,3 mm)
1-1/16" (27,0 mm)

FIGURE 13
SERIES TY-FRB RECESSED PENDENT
WITH TWO-PIECE 1/2 INCH TOTAL ADJUSTMENT
STYLE 30 RECESSED ESCUTCHEON
8.0 K-FACTOR, 3/4 INCH NPT
WRENCH
RECESS

WRENCH RECESS
(END "A" USED FOR
1/2" NPT MODELS)

WRENCH RECESS
(END "B" USED FOR
3/4" NPT MODELS)

FIGURE 14
W-TYPE 6 SPRINKLER
WRENCH

PUSH WRENCH
IN TO ENSURE
ENGAGEMENT
WITH SPRINKLER
WRENCHING AREA

FIGURE 15
W-TYPE 7 RECESSED
SPRINKLER WRENCH
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P/N 57 – XXX – X – XXX
SPRINKLER
FINISH

SIN

TEMPERATURE
RATINGS

330

2.8K UPRIGHT (1/2”NPT)

TY1131

1

NATURAL BRASS

135

135°F (57°C)

331

2.8K PENDENT (1/2”NPT)

TY1231

3

PURE WHITE
(RAL9010)*

155

155°F (68°C)

340

4.2K UPRIGHT (1/2”NPT)

TY2131

4

SIGNAL WHITE
(RAL9003)

175

175°F (79°C)

341

4.2K PENDENT (1/2”NPT)

TY2231

5

JET BLACK
(RAL9005)**

200

200°F (93°C)

370

5.6K UPRIGHT (1/2”NPT)

TY3131

7

LEAD COATED

286

286°F (141°C)

371

5.6K PENDENT (1/2”NPT)

TY3231

9

CHROME PLATED

390

8.0K UPRIGHT (3/4”NPT)

TY4131

* Eastern Hemisphere sales only.

391

8.0K PENDENT (3/4”NPT)

TY4231

** Available in only 2.8K, 4.2K, and
8.0K, 155°F (68°C) and 200°F (93°C);
requires lead time to manufacture.

360

8.0K UPRIGHT (1/2”NPT)

TY4831*

361

8.0K PENDENT (1/2”NPT)

TY4931*

TABLE D
SERIES TY-FRB PENDENT AND UPRIGHT SPRINKLERS
PART NUMBER SELECTION

Ordering
Procedure
Contact your local distributor for
availability. When placing an order,
indicate the full product name and Part
Number (P/N).
Sprinkler Assemblies with NPT
Thread Connections
Specify: Series TY-FRB (Specify SIN),
(specify K-factor), (specify Pendent or
Upright) Sprinkler (specify) temperature rating, (specify) finish or coating,
P/N (specify from Table D)
Recessed Escutcheon:
Specify: Style (10, 20, 30, or 40)
Recessed Escutcheon with (specify*)
finish, P/N (specify*)
Sprinkler Wrench
Specify: W-Type 6 Sprinkler Wrench,
P/N 56-000-6-387
Specify: W-Type 7 Sprinkler Wrench,
P/N 56-850-4-001
* Refer to Technical Data Sheet TFP770

GLOBAL HEADQUARTERS | 1400 Pennbrook Parkway, Lansdale, PA 19446 | Telephone +1-215-362-0700
Copyright © 2013 Tyco Fire Products, LP. All rights reserved.
TEFLON is trademark of The DuPont Corporation.

CHAPTER 3: ESTIMATING BURNING CHARACTERISTICS
OF LIQUID POOL FIRE, HEAT RELEASE RATE,
BURNING DURATION, AND FLAME HEIGHT

Version 1805.1
(English Units)

The following calculations estimate the hot gas layer temperature and smoke layer height in enclosure fire.
Parameters in YELLOW CELLS are Entered by the User.
Parameters in GREEN CELLS are Automatically Selected from the DROP DOWN MENU for the Material Selected.
All subsequent output values are calculated by the spreadsheet and based on values specified in the input parameters. This spreadsheet is protected
and secure to avoid errors due to a wrong entry in a cell(s). The chapter in the NUREG should be read before an analysis is made.

Project / Inspection
Title:

INPUT PARAMETERS
Mass Burning Rate of Fuel (m")
Effective Heat of Combustion of Fuel (DHc,eff)

5.00 gallons
25.00 ft2
0.041 kg/m2-sec
25800 kJ/kg

Fuel Density (r)
Empirical Constant (kb)
Ambient Air Temperature (Ta)

791 kg/m3
1.9 m-1
77.00 °F

Fuel Spill Volume (V)
Fuel Spill Area or Dike Area (Adike)

3
0.0189 m
2
2.323 m

25.00 °C
298.00 K

9.81 m/sec2
1.18 kg/m3

Gravitational Acceleration (g)
Ambient Air Density (ra)

Calculate
Note: Air density will automatically correct with Ambient Air Temperature (T a) Input

THERMAL PROPERTIES DATA
BURNING RATE DATA FOR LIQUID HYDROCARBON FUELS
Empirical Constant

Select Fuel Type

Methanol
Ethanol

Heat of Combustion
DHc,eff (kJ/kg)
20,000
26,800

Density

m" (kg/m2-sec)
0.017
0.015

r (kg/m3)
796
794

kb (m-1)
100
100

Scroll to desired fuel type
Click on selection

Butane
Benzene
Hexane
Heptane
Xylene
Acetone
Dioxane
Diethy Ether
Benzine
Gasoline
Kerosine
Diesel
JP-4
JP-5
Transformer Oil, Hydrocarbon
561 Silicon Transformer Fluid
Fuel Oil, Heavy
Crude Oil
Lube Oil
User Specified Value

0.078
0.085
0.074
0.101
0.09
0.041
0.018
0.085
0.048
0.055
0.039
0.045
0.051
0.054
0.039
0.005
0.035
0.0335
0.039
Enter Value

45,700
40,100
44,700
44,600
40,800
25,800
26,200
34,200
44,700
43,700
43,200
44,400
43,500
43,000
46,000
28,100
39,700
42,600
46,000
Enter Value

573
874
650
675
870
791
1035
714
740
740
820
918
760
810
760
960
970
855
760
Enter Value

2.7
2.7
1.9
1.1
1.4
1.9
5.4
0.7
3.6
2.1
3.5
2.1
3.6
1.6
0.7
100
1.7
2.8
0.7
Enter Value

Fuel

Mass Burning Rate

Acetone

Reference: SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering , 3rd Edition, 2002, Page 3-26.

CH3 Acetone
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CHAPTER 3: ESTIMATING BURNING CHARACTERISTICS
OF LIQUID POOL FIRE, HEAT RELEASE RATE,
BURNING DURATION, AND FLAME HEIGHT

Version 1805.1
(English Units)

ESTIMATING POOL FIRE HEAT RELEASE RATE
Reference: SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering , 3rd Edition, 2002, Page 3-25.

Q = m"DHc,eff (1 - e-kb D) Adike
Where
Q=
m" =
DHc,eff =
Af = Adike =

pool fire heat release rate (kW)
mass burning rate of fuel per unit surface area (kg/m 2-sec)
effective heat of combustion of fuel (kJ/kg)
surface area of pool fire (area involved in vaporization) (m 2)

-1
kb = empirical constant (m )
D = diameter of pool fire (diameter involved in vaporization, circular pool is assumed) (m)

Pool Fire Diameter Calculation
Adike = pD2/4
Where
2
Adike = surface area of pool fire (m )
D = pool fire diameter (m)

D = √(4Adike/p)
D=

1.720

m

Heat Release Rate Calculation

(Liquids with relatively high flash point, like transformer oil, require
localized heating to achieve ignition)

-kb D

Q = m"DHc,eff (1-e
Q=

CH3 Acetone

) Adike

2239.89 Btu/sec

2363.20 kW
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CHAPTER 3: ESTIMATING BURNING CHARACTERISTICS
OF LIQUID POOL FIRE, HEAT RELEASE RATE,
BURNING DURATION, AND FLAME HEIGHT

Version 1805.1
(English Units)

ESTIMATING POOL FIRE BURNING DURATION
Reference: SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering , 2nd Edition, 1995, Page 3-197.

tb = 4V / pD2n
Where
tb = burning duration of pool fire (sec)
3
V = volume of liquid (m )
D = pool diameter (m)
n = regression rate (m/sec)

Calculation for Regression Rate
n = m"/r
Where
n = regression rate (m/sec)
2
m" = mass burning rate of fuel (kg/m -sec)
r = liquid fuel density (kg/m3)

n=

0.000052 m/sec

Burning Duration Calculation
tb = 4V/pD2n
tb =

157.20 sec

2.62 minutes

Note that a liquid pool fire with a given amount of fuel can burn for long periods of time over small area or for
short periods of time over a large area.

CH3 Acetone
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CHAPTER 3: ESTIMATING BURNING CHARACTERISTICS
OF LIQUID POOL FIRE, HEAT RELEASE RATE,
BURNING DURATION, AND FLAME HEIGHT

Version 1805.1
(English Units)

ESTIMATING POOL FIRE FLAME HEIGHT
METHOD OF HESKESTAD
Reference: SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering , 2nd Edition, 1995, Page 2-10.

Hf = 0.235 Q2/5 - 1.02 D
Where
Hf = pool fire flame height (m)
Q = pool fire heat release rate (kW)
D = pool fire diameter (m)

Pool Fire Flame Height Calculation
Hf = 0.235 Q2/5 - 1.02 D
Hf =

11.48 ft

3.50 m

METHOD OF THOMAS
Reference: SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering , 2nd Edition, 1995, Page 3-204.

Hf = 42 D (m"/ra √(g D))0.61
Where
Hf = pool fire flame height (m)
m" = mass burning rate of fuel per unit surface area (kg/m 2-sec)
ra = ambient air density (kg/m 3)
D = pool fire diameter (m)
g = gravitational acceleration (m/sec 2)

Pool Fire Flame Height Calculation
Hf = 42 D (m"/(ra √(g D)))0.61

Hf =

CH3 Acetone

12.86 ft

3.92 m
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CHAPTER 3: ESTIMATING BURNING CHARACTERISTICS
OF LIQUID POOL FIRE, HEAT RELEASE RATE,
BURNING DURATION, AND FLAME HEIGHT

Version 1805.1
(English Units)

Summary of Results

Heat Release Rate Calculation

(Liquids with relatively high flash point, like transformer oil, require
localized heating to achieve ignition)

Q = m"DHc,eff (1-e-kb D) Adike
2239.89 Btu/sec

Q=

Answer

2363.20 kW

Burning Duration Calculation
tb = 4V/pD2n
tb=

Answer

157.20 sec

2.62 minutes

Flame Height Calculation
Method of Heskestad
Hf = 0.235 Q2/5 - 1.02 D
Answer

METHOD OF HESKESTAD
METHOD OF THOMAS

Method of Thomas
Hf = 42 D (m"/(ra √(g D)))0.61
11.48 ft
12.86 ft

ESTIMATING POOL FIRE RESULTS FOR RANDOM SIZE SPILLS USING INPUT PARAMETERS
Area (ft2)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
20
25
50
75
100

Area (m2)
0.09
0.19
0.28
0.37
0.46
0.56
0.65
0.74
0.84
0.93
1.02
1.11
1.21
1.30
1.39
1.86
2.32
4.65
6.97
9.29

Diameter (m)
0.34
0.49
0.60
0.69
0.77
0.84
0.91
0.97
1.03
1.09
1.14
1.19
1.24
1.29
1.33
1.54
1.72
2.43
2.98
3.44

Q (kW)
47.15
118.54
199.76
286.70
377.39
470.67
565.82
662.35
759.92
858.28
957.24
1056.67
1156.45
1256.51
1356.77
1859.71
2363.20
4865.26
7344.77
9813.01

tb (sec)
3930.05
1965.03
1310.02
982.51
786.01
655.01
561.44
491.26
436.67
393.01
357.28
327.50
302.31
280.72
262.00
196.50
157.20
78.60
52.40
39.30

Hf (ft) (Heskestad)
2.45
3.58
4.42
5.11
5.70
6.22
6.69
7.11
7.50
7.86
8.19
8.50
8.80
9.08
9.35
10.51
11.48
14.87
17.16
18.95

Hf (ft) (Thomas)
4.20
5.35
6.16
6.80
7.35
7.83
8.26
8.66
9.02
9.36
9.67
9.97
10.25
10.52
10.77
11.90
12.86
16.37
18.84
20.82

Caution! The purpose of this
random spill size chart is to
aid the user in evaluating the
hazard of random sized spills.
Please note that the
calculation does not take into
account the viscosity or
volatility of the liquid, or the
absorptivity of the surface.
The results generated for
small volume spills over large
areas should be used with
extreme caution.

NOTE:
The above calculations are based on principles developed in the Structural Design for Fire Safety, 2001. Calculations are based on certain assumptions and have inherent
limitations. The results of such calculations may or may not have reasonable predictive capabilities for a given situation and should only be interpreted by an informed user.
Although each calculation in the spreadsheet has been verified with the results of hand calculation, there is no absolute guarantee of the accuracy of these calculations. Any
questions, comments, concerns and suggestions or to report an error(s) in the spreadsheet, please send an email to David.Stroup@nrc.gov or Naeem.Iqbal@nrc.gov.

Prepared by:

Date:

Organization:

Checked by:

Date:

Organization:

Additional Information:

CH3 Acetone
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Appendix E – FDS Input Files
Lobby Acetone Fire FDS Input File

Latest_Lobby_Ace.fds
Generated by PyroSim - Version 2014.1.0331
Jun 5, 2014 12:17:41 PM

&HEAD CHID='Latest_Lobby_Ace'/
&TIME T_END=190.0/
&DUMP RENDER_FILE='Latest_Lobby_Ace.ge1', DT_RESTART=300.0/
&RADI RADTMP=900.0/

&MESH ID='Mesh01', IJK=150,48,45, XB=-1.2,37.0,-7.00001,5.0,-1.0,10.2/

&SPEC ID='WATER VAPOR'/

&PART ID='Water',
SPEC_ID='WATER VAPOR',
DIAMETER=500.0,
MONODISPERSE=.TRUE.,
COLOR='BLUE',
AGE=60.0,
SAMPLING_FACTOR=1/

&REAC ID='POLYURETHANE_REAC',
FYI='SFPE Handbook, Acetone',

Appendix E – FDS Input Files
FUEL='ACETONE',
CO_YIELD=0.003,
SOOT_YIELD=0.014/

&PROP ID='Cleary Ionization I1',
QUANTITY='CHAMBER OBSCURATION',
ALPHA_E=2.5,
BETA_E=-0.7,
ALPHA_C=0.8,
BETA_C=-0.9/
&PROP ID='Default_Water Spray',
QUANTITY='SPRINKLER LINK TEMPERATURE',
ACTIVATION_TEMPERATURE=68.3333,
RTI=40.0,
PART_ID='Water',
FLOW_RATE=1.0,
PARTICLE_VELOCITY=5.0/
&DEVC ID='SD', PROP_ID='Cleary Ionization I1', XYZ=3.048,2.01168,8.4582/
&DEVC ID='SPRK', PROP_ID='Default_Water Spray', XYZ=1.3,2.011,8.2296/
&DEVC ID='THCP', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=36.4236,2.1336,4.76104/
&DEVC ID='THCP01', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=36.4236,2.1336,5.06584/
&DEVC ID='THCP02', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=36.4236,2.1336,5.37064/
&DEVC ID='THCP03', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=36.4236,2.1336,5.67544/
&DEVC ID='THCP04', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=36.4236,2.1336,5.98024/
&DEVC ID='THCP05', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=36.4236,2.1336,6.28504/

Appendix E – FDS Input Files
&DEVC ID='THCP06', QUANTITY='THERMOCOUPLE', XYZ=36.4236,2.1336,6.58984/

&SURF ID='Fire',
COLOR='RED',
HRRPUA=1017.0,
RAMP_Q='Fire_RAMP_Q'/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=0.0, F=0.0/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=30.0, F=0.42/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=43.0, F=0.58/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=50.0, F=0.67/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=60.0, F=0.25/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=189.0, F=0.25/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=190.0, F=0.0/

&OBST XB=14.6304,16.764,-0.6096,-0.4096,0.0,4.2672, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=2.7432,3.9624,-0.3048,0.9144,0.0,1.2192, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=8.66594,8.86594,-6.5769,4.572,8.2296,8.5344, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=11.6605,11.8605,-0.0405998,4.58273,8.2296,8.5344, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=26.6822,26.8822,-0.00973398,4.55087,8.2296,8.5344, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=2.5,2.7,-0.653705,4.5,8.2296,8.5344, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=24.384,24.584,-6.51507,-0.2,4.2672,8.5344, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=29.156,29.356,-6.5319,-0.2,4.2672,8.5344, COLOR='WHITE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=16.8318,17.0318,-6.53587,-0.2,4.2672,8.5344, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Obstruction
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&OBST XB=-0.181333,0.0733333,-0.750005,4.5,-0.00444444,8.45778, COLOR='GRAY 94',
OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-0.181333,36.4907,4.5,4.75,-0.00444444,8.45778, COLOR='GRAY 94', OUTLINE=.TRUE.,
SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=16.8813,36.7453,-0.250004,-4.16667E-6,-0.00444444,4.22667, COLOR='GRAY 94',
OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=36.4907,36.7453,-4.16667E-6,4.75,-0.00444444,4.22667, COLOR='GRAY 94',
OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=16.8813,16.8813,-0.500005,-0.250004,-0.00444444,4.22667, COLOR='GRAY 94',
OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=10.7693,36.7453,-6.75001,-4.16667E-6,8.45778,8.70667, COLOR='INVISIBLE',
SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=11.024,11.2787,0.249996,0.999997,8.45778,9.95111, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=11.024,13.316,-4.16667E-6,0.249996,8.45778,9.95111, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=11.024,13.316,0.999997,1.25,8.45778,9.95111, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=11.2787,13.316,0.249996,0.999997,9.70222,9.95111, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=17.6453,17.9,0.249996,0.999997,8.45778,9.95111, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=17.6453,20.192,-4.16667E-6,0.249996,8.45778,9.95111, COLOR='INVISIBLE',
SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=17.6453,20.192,0.999997,1.25,8.45778,9.95111, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=17.9,19.9373,0.249996,0.999997,9.70222,9.95111, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=19.9373,20.192,0.249996,0.999997,8.45778,9.95111, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=24.2667,24.5213,0.249996,0.999997,8.45778,9.95111, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Obstruction
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&OBST XB=24.2667,26.8133,-4.16667E-6,0.249996,8.45778,9.95111, COLOR='INVISIBLE',
SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=24.2667,26.8133,0.999997,1.25,8.45778,9.95111, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=24.5213,26.5587,0.249996,0.999997,9.70222,9.95111, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=26.5587,26.8133,0.249996,0.999997,8.45778,9.95111, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=31.1427,31.3973,0.249996,0.999997,8.45778,9.95111, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=31.1427,33.4347,-4.16667E-6,0.249996,8.45778,9.95111, COLOR='INVISIBLE',
SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=31.1427,33.4347,0.999997,1.25,8.45778,9.95111, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=31.3973,33.4347,0.249996,0.999997,9.70222,9.95111, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=13.316,13.316,0.249996,0.999997,8.45778,9.70222, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=33.4347,33.4347,0.249996,0.999997,8.45778,9.70222, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=-0.181333,5.676,-0.750005,-0.250004,-0.253333,-0.00444444, COLOR='GRAY 60',
SURF_ID='INERT'/ Foundation
&OBST XB=-0.181333,36.7453,-0.250004,4.75,-0.253333,-0.00444444, COLOR='GRAY 60',
SURF_ID='INERT'/ Foundation
&OBST XB=14.3347,16.8813,-0.500005,-0.250004,-0.253333,-0.00444444, COLOR='GRAY 60',
SURF_ID='INERT'/ Foundation
&OBST XB=-0.181333,5.676,-0.750005,-0.500005,-0.00444444,4.22667, COLOR='WHITE',
SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=0.0733333,5.676,-0.750005,-0.500005,4.22667,8.45778, COLOR='GRAY 94',
SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=5.42133,5.676,-0.500005,-0.250004,-0.00444444,4.22667, COLOR='WHITE',
SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
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&OBST XB=5.42133,5.676,-6.50001,-0.750005,4.22667,8.45778, COLOR='WHITE', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=5.42133,5.676,-0.500005,4.5,8.20889,8.45778, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=5.42133,10.7693,-6.75001,-6.50001,4.22667,8.45778, COLOR='WHITE', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=5.42133,14.5893,-0.250004,-4.16667E-6,-0.00444444,4.22667, COLOR='WHITE',
SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=10.7693,11.024,-6.75001,-6.50001,4.22667,4.47556, COLOR='GRAY 60', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=10.7693,11.024,-6.50001,-0.250004,4.22667,4.47556, COLOR='WHITE', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=10.7693,11.024,-6.75001,-0.250004,4.47556,8.45778, COLOR='WHITE', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=10.7693,14.5893,-0.250004,-4.16667E-6,4.22667,4.47556, COLOR='WHITE',
SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=10.7693,36.7453,-0.250004,-4.16667E-6,4.47556,8.45778, COLOR='WHITE',
SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=11.024,36.4907,-6.50001,-0.250004,4.22667,4.47556, COLOR='GRAY 60', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=11.024,36.7453,-6.75001,-6.50001,4.22667,4.47556, COLOR='GRAY 60', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=11.024,36.7453,-6.75001,-6.50001,4.47556,8.45778, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=14.3347,14.5893,-0.500005,-0.250004,-0.00444444,4.22667, COLOR='WHITE',
SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=14.5893,14.844,-4.16667E-6,4.5,8.20889,8.45778, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=14.5893,16.8813,-0.250004,-4.16667E-6,4.22667,4.47556, COLOR='GRAY 60',
SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=16.8813,17.3907,-0.250004,-4.16667E-6,4.22667,4.47556, COLOR='GRAY 60',
SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
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&OBST XB=16.8813,36.7453,-0.250004,-4.16667E-6,-0.00444444,4.22667, COLOR='WHITE',
SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=17.3907,36.7453,-0.250004,-4.16667E-6,4.22667,4.47556, COLOR='GRAY 60',
SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=17.6453,17.9,-4.16667E-6,4.5,8.20889,8.45778, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=20.7013,20.956,-4.16667E-6,4.5,8.20889,8.45778, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=23.7573,24.012,-4.16667E-6,4.5,8.20889,8.45778, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=29.8693,30.124,-4.16667E-6,4.5,8.20889,8.45778, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=32.9253,33.18,-4.16667E-6,4.5,8.20889,8.45778, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=36.4907,36.7453,-4.16667E-6,4.5,-0.00444444,8.45778, COLOR='WHITE', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=36.4907,36.7453,-6.50001,-0.250004,4.22667,4.47556, COLOR='GRAY 60', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=36.4907,36.7453,4.5,4.75,4.22667,8.45778, COLOR='WHITE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=36.4907,36.7453,-6.50001,-0.250004,4.47556,8.45778, COLOR='GRAY 94', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=16.8813,16.8813,-0.500005,-0.250004,-0.00444444,4.22667, COLOR='WHITE',
SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-0.181333,11.024,-0.750005,-0.250004,8.45778,8.70667, COLOR='INVISIBLE',
SURF_ID='INERT'/ Roof
&OBST XB=-0.181333,36.7453,-0.250004,4.75,8.45778,8.70667, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Roof
&OBST XB=5.42133,11.024,-6.75001,-0.750005,8.45778,8.70667, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Roof
&OBST XB=5.42133,11.024,-6.75001,-0.250004,4.22667,4.47556, COLOR='GRAY 60', SURF_ID='INERT'/
2nd Floor
&OBST XB=5.42133,36.7453,-0.250004,-4.16667E-6,4.22667,4.47556, COLOR='GRAY 60',
SURF_ID='INERT'/ 2nd Floor
&OBST XB=6.18533,36.7453,-4.16667E-6,4.75,4.22667,4.47556, COLOR='GRAY 60', SURF_ID='INERT'/
2nd Floor
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&HOLE XB=14.6304,16.764,-0.6096,-0.4096,0.0,2.1336/ Hole
&HOLE XB=15.7684,16.6828,-0.2,-1.77636E-15,4.2672,6.5008/ Hole
&HOLE XB=17.4856,18.4,-0.2,-2.66454E-15,4.2672,6.5008/ Hole
&HOLE XB=24.7947,26.6235,-0.2,-2.38698E-15,4.2672,6.5008/ Hole
&HOLE XB=34.7935,35.7079,-0.2,-3.10862E-15,4.2672,6.5008/ Hole
&HOLE XB=11.2787,13.316,-4.16667E-6,0.999997,8.45778,8.70667, COLOR='INVISIBLE'/ Hole
&HOLE XB=17.9,19.9373,-4.16667E-6,0.999997,8.45778,8.70667, COLOR='INVISIBLE'/ Hole
&HOLE XB=24.5213,26.5587,-4.16667E-6,0.999997,8.45778,8.70667, COLOR='INVISIBLE'/ Hole
&HOLE XB=31.3973,33.4347,-4.16667E-6,0.999997,8.45778,8.70667, COLOR='INVISIBLE'/ Hole
&HOLE XB=10.7693,11.024,-3.50001,-2.50001,4.22667,6.46667/ Hole
&HOLE XB=9.75067,14.3347,0.249996,1.5,4.22667,4.47556/ Hole
&VENT SURF_ID='Fire', XB=0.3048,1.8288,-0.3048,1.2192,0.0,0.0/ Vent
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE', PBY=3.9624/
&SLCF QUANTITY='AEROSOL VOLUME FRACTION', SPEC_ID='CARBON MONOXIDE', PBY=3.9624/
&SLCF QUANTITY='VISIBILITY', PBY=3.9624/
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE', PBZ=6.096/
&SLCF QUANTITY='AEROSOL VOLUME FRACTION', SPEC_ID='CARBON MONOXIDE', PBZ=6.096/
&SLCF QUANTITY='VISIBILITY', PBZ=6.096/
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE', PBZ=1.8288/
&SLCF QUANTITY='AEROSOL VOLUME FRACTION', SPEC_ID='CARBON MONOXIDE', PBZ=1.8288/
&SLCF QUANTITY='VISIBILITY', PBZ=1.8288/
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE', PBZ=8.382/

&TAIL /
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Room 104 Fire – Both Exits

B197_R104_PU_Fire.fds
Generated by PyroSim - Version 2014.1.0331
Jun 6, 2014 11:22:10 PM

&HEAD CHID='B197_R104_PU_Fire'/
&TIME T_END=300.0/
&DUMP RENDER_FILE='B197_R104_PU_Fire.ge1', DT_RESTART=300.0/

&MESH ID='Mesh', COLOR='WHITE', IJK=146,64,24, XB=-13.25,16.0,-7.45,5.35,-0.342593,4.34259/

&REAC ID='POLYURETHANE_REAC',
FYI='SFPE Handbook, Polyester',
FUEL='REAC_FUEL',
FORMULA='C6H10O6',
CO_YIELD=0.08,
SOOT_YIELD=0.091/

&RAMP ID='Open/Close 72"_RAMP', T=36.75, F=1.0/
&RAMP ID='Open/Close 72"_RAMP', T=37.25, F=-1.0/
&RAMP ID='Open/Close 72"_RAMP', T=106.75, F=-1.0/
&RAMP ID='Open/Close 72"_RAMP', T=107.25, F=1.0/
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&RAMP ID='Open/Close 36"_RAMP', T=36.75, F=1.0/
&RAMP ID='Open/Close 36"_RAMP', T=37.25, F=-1.0/
&RAMP ID='Open/Close 36"_RAMP', T=106.75, F=-1.0/
&RAMP ID='Open/Close 36"_RAMP', T=107.25, F=1.0/
&DEVC ID='TIME', QUANTITY='TIME', XYZ=-13.25,-7.45,-0.342593/
&CTRL ID='Open/Close 72"', FUNCTION_TYPE='CUSTOM', RAMP_ID='Open/Close 72"_RAMP',
LATCH=.FALSE., INPUT_ID='TIME'/
&CTRL ID='Open/Close 36"', FUNCTION_TYPE='CUSTOM', RAMP_ID='Open/Close 36"_RAMP',
LATCH=.FALSE., INPUT_ID='TIME'/

&MATL ID='CONCRETE',
FYI='NBSIR 88-3752 - ATF NIST Multi-Floor Validation',
SPECIFIC_HEAT=1.04,
CONDUCTIVITY=1.8,
DENSITY=2280.0/
&MATL ID='STEEL',
FYI='Drysdale, Intro to Fire Dynamics - ATF NIST Multi-Floor Validation',
SPECIFIC_HEAT=0.46,
CONDUCTIVITY=45.8,
DENSITY=7850.0,
EMISSIVITY=0.95/
&MATL ID='GLASS',
FYI='EngineeringToolBox.com',
SPECIFIC_HEAT=0.83736,
CONDUCTIVITY=1.05,
DENSITY=2723.14,
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ABSORPTION_COEFFICIENT=0.15,
EMISSIVITY=0.92/
&MATL ID='GYPSUM',
FYI='NBSIR 88-3752 - ATF NIST Multi-Floor Validation',
SPECIFIC_HEAT=1.09,
CONDUCTIVITY=0.17,
DENSITY=930.0/

&SURF ID='CONCRETE',
RGB=146,202,166,
MATL_ID(1,1)='CONCRETE',
MATL_MASS_FRACTION(1,1)=1.0,
THICKNESS(1)=0.2,
LAYER_DIVIDE=0.0/
&SURF ID='STEEL',
RGB=146,202,166,
MATL_ID(1,1)='STEEL',
MATL_MASS_FRACTION(1,1)=1.0,
THICKNESS(1)=0.2,
LAYER_DIVIDE=0.0/
&SURF ID='GLASS_WALL',
COLOR='GRAY 80',
MATL_ID(1,1)='GLASS',
MATL_MASS_FRACTION(1,1)=1.0,
THICKNESS(1)=0.048768/
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&SURF ID='GypsumWallBoard',
RGB=146,202,166,
MATL_ID(1,1)='GYPSUM',
MATL_ID(2,1)='CONCRETE',
MATL_ID(3,1)='GYPSUM',
MATL_MASS_FRACTION(1,1)=1.0,
MATL_MASS_FRACTION(2,1)=1.0,
MATL_MASS_FRACTION(3,1)=1.0,
THICKNESS(1:3)=0.0158749,0.16825,0.0158749/
&SURF ID='Fire',
FYI='Polyurethan Plastic Backing - Metal Framed Chairs',
COLOR='RED',
HRRPUA=5269.0,
RAMP_Q='Fire_RAMP_Q'/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=0.0, F=0.0/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=10.0, F=0.0/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=20.0, F=0.01/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=30.0, F=0.01/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=40.0, F=0.03/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=50.0, F=0.04/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=60.0, F=0.06/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=70.0, F=0.08/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=80.0, F=0.1/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=90.0, F=0.13/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=100.0, F=0.16/
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&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=110.0, F=0.2/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=120.0, F=0.23/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=130.0, F=0.27/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=140.0, F=0.32/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=150.0, F=0.37/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=300.0, F=0.37/

&OBST XB=-13.0,15.6512,5.0,5.2,0.0,4.2672, OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='GLASS_WALL'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=13.0,13.2,-2.72247,0.727899,0.0,4.2672, COLOR='WHITE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-9.88095,-9.68095,-7.2396,-6.7824,0.0,4.2672, COLOR='GRAY 94',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-12.1194,-9.68095,-6.9824,-6.7824,0.0,4.2672, COLOR='GRAY 94',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-12.1194,-11.9194,-7.2396,-6.7824,0.0,4.2672, COLOR='GRAY 94',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-13.2004,-12.1194,-7.2396,-7.0396,0.0,4.2672, COLOR='GRAY 94',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-7.18975,-5.36095,-2.9248,-2.7248,0.0,2.07264, SURF_ID='INERT', CTRL_ID='Open/Close
72"'/ 72" Door - R
&OBST XB=7.94278,8.85718,-2.9248,-2.7248,0.0,2.07264, SURF_ID='INERT', CTRL_ID='Open/Close 36"'/
32" Door - R
&OBST XB=-10.3937,-9.72312,3.99288,4.60248,0.6096,0.64008, SURF_IDS='Fire','INERT','INERT'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=-10.3937,-10.3632,4.60248,4.63296,0.0,0.64008, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-9.7536,-9.72312,4.60248,4.63296,0.0,0.64008, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-9.7536,-9.72312,3.9624,3.99288,0.0,0.64008, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-10.3937,-10.3632,3.9624,3.99288,0.0,0.64008, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-10.4182,-10.3937,3.99288,4.60248,0.6096,1.2596, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
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&OBST XB=-13.25,-11.8476,-7.25,-7.05,-0.342593,0.0478389, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='CONCRETE'/
Floor
&OBST XB=-13.25,9.98973,-7.05,-2.85,-0.342593,0.0478389, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='CONCRETE'/
Floor
&OBST XB=-13.25,15.7997,-2.85,5.15,-0.342593,0.0478389, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='CONCRETE'/
Floor
&OBST XB=-9.84418,9.98973,-7.25,-7.05,-0.342593,0.0478389, COLOR='GRAY 80',
SURF_ID='CONCRETE'/ Floor
&OBST XB=-9.64384,9.98973,-7.25,-7.05,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=-7.03938,-6.83904,-2.65,4.95,3.95216,4.34259, RGB=255,255,153, REMOVABLE=.FALSE.,
SURF_ID='STEEL'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-13.25,-11.8476,-7.25,-7.05,4.34259,4.34259, COLOR='GRAY 60', OUTLINE=.TRUE.,
SURF_ID='STEEL'/ Roof
&OBST XB=-13.25,9.98973,-7.05,-2.85,4.34259,4.34259, COLOR='GRAY 60', OUTLINE=.TRUE.,
SURF_ID='STEEL'/ Roof
&OBST XB=-13.25,15.7997,-2.85,5.15,4.34259,4.34259, COLOR='GRAY 60', OUTLINE=.TRUE.,
SURF_ID='STEEL'/ Roof
&OBST XB=-9.84418,9.98973,-7.25,-7.05,4.34259,4.34259, COLOR='GRAY 60', OUTLINE=.TRUE.,
SURF_ID='STEEL'/ Roof
&OBST XB=-13.25,-13.0497,-7.05,-2.45,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='GRAY 94',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-13.25,-13.0497,-2.25,0.75,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='WHITE',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-13.25,-13.0497,0.95,5.15,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='WHITE',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-13.25,-9.04281,-2.45,-2.25,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='WHITE',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-13.25,-7.44007,0.75,0.95,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='WHITE',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-10.4452,-10.2449,-2.25,0.75,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='WHITE', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Obstruction
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&OBST XB=-10.2449,-10.0445,0.95,4.95,3.95216,4.34259, RGB=255,255,153, SURF_ID='STEEL'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=-9.24315,-9.04281,-2.65,-2.45,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='WHITE',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-9.24315,-4.83562,-2.85,-2.65,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='WHITE',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-7.64041,-7.44007,-2.65,0.75,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='WHITE',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-5.03596,-4.83562,-2.65,-2.45,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='WHITE',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-5.03596,7.78596,-2.45,-2.25,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='WHITE',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-3.8339,-3.63356,-2.25,4.95,3.95216,4.34259, RGB=255,255,153, SURF_ID='STEEL'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=-0.428082,-0.22774,-2.25,4.95,3.95216,4.34259, RGB=255,255,153, SURF_ID='STEEL'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=2.7774,2.97774,-2.25,4.95,3.95216,4.34259, RGB=255,255,153, SURF_ID='STEEL'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=5.98288,6.18322,-2.25,4.95,3.95216,4.34259, RGB=255,255,153, SURF_ID='STEEL'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=7.58562,7.78596,-2.65,-2.45,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='WHITE',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=7.58562,9.78938,-2.85,-2.65,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='WHITE',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=9.18836,9.3887,-2.65,4.95,3.95216,4.34259, RGB=255,255,153, SURF_ID='STEEL'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=9.58904,9.78938,-2.65,0.75,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='WHITE',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=9.58904,15.7997,0.75,0.95,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='WHITE',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=9.78938,9.98973,-7.05,-2.85,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='GRAY 94',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
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&OBST XB=9.78938,15.7997,-2.85,-2.65,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='GRAY 94',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=12.3938,12.5942,0.95,4.95,3.95216,4.34259, RGB=255,255,153, SURF_ID='STEEL'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=15.5993,15.7997,-2.65,0.75,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='GRAY 94',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=15.5993,15.7997,0.95,5.15,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='WHITE',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction

&HOLE XB=-11.9194,-9.88095,-6.9824,-6.7824,0.0,2.07264/ Hole
&HOLE XB=9.78938,9.98973,-5.85,-4.05,0.0478389,2.0, COLOR='WHITE'/ Hole
&HOLE XB=-13.27,-13.0497,-7.05,-2.45,0.0478389,2.78086, COLOR='GRAY 94'/ Hole

&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE', PBZ=1.8288/
&SLCF QUANTITY='AEROSOL VOLUME FRACTION', SPEC_ID='CARBON MONOXIDE', PBZ=1.8288/
&SLCF QUANTITY='VISIBILITY', PBZ=1.8288/
&SLCF QUANTITY='AEROSOL VOLUME FRACTION', SPEC_ID='CARBON MONOXIDE', PBY=1.3/
&SLCF QUANTITY='VISIBILITY', PBY=1.3/
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE', PBY=1.3/
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE', PBY=-5.0/
&SLCF QUANTITY='AEROSOL VOLUME FRACTION', SPEC_ID='CARBON MONOXIDE', PBY=-5.0/
&SLCF QUANTITY='VISIBILITY', PBY=-5.0/
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE', PBZ=4.1/

&TAIL /

Appendix E – FDS Input Files
Room 104 – Single Exit

B197_R104_PU_Fire_36_Open.fds
Generated by PyroSim - Version 2014.1.0331
Jun 7, 2014 11:46:06 PM

&HEAD CHID='B197_R104_PU_Fire_36_Open'/
&TIME T_END=200.0/
&DUMP RENDER_FILE='B197_R104_PU_Fire_36_Open.ge1', DT_RESTART=300.0/

&MESH ID='Mesh', COLOR='WHITE', IJK=146,64,24, XB=-13.25,16.0,-7.45,5.35,-0.342593,4.34259/

&REAC ID='POLYURETHANE_REAC',
FYI='SFPE Handbook, Polyester',
FUEL='REAC_FUEL',
FORMULA='C6H10O6',
CO_YIELD=0.08,
SOOT_YIELD=0.091/

&RAMP ID='Open/Close 36"_RAMP', T=36.75, F=1.0/
&RAMP ID='Open/Close 36"_RAMP', T=37.25, F=-1.0/
&RAMP ID='Open/Close 36"_RAMP', T=170.75, F=-1.0/
&RAMP ID='Open/Close 36"_RAMP', T=171.25, F=1.0/
&DEVC ID='TIME', QUANTITY='TIME', XYZ=-13.25,-7.45,-0.342593/
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&CTRL ID='Open/Close 36"', FUNCTION_TYPE='CUSTOM', RAMP_ID='Open/Close 36"_RAMP',
LATCH=.FALSE., INPUT_ID='TIME'/

&MATL ID='CONCRETE',
FYI='NBSIR 88-3752 - ATF NIST Multi-Floor Validation',
SPECIFIC_HEAT=1.04,
CONDUCTIVITY=1.8,
DENSITY=2280.0/
&MATL ID='STEEL',
FYI='Drysdale, Intro to Fire Dynamics - ATF NIST Multi-Floor Validation',
SPECIFIC_HEAT=0.46,
CONDUCTIVITY=45.8,
DENSITY=7850.0,
EMISSIVITY=0.95/
&MATL ID='GLASS',
FYI='EngineeringToolBox.com',
SPECIFIC_HEAT=0.83736,
CONDUCTIVITY=1.05,
DENSITY=2723.14,
ABSORPTION_COEFFICIENT=0.15,
EMISSIVITY=0.92/
&MATL ID='GYPSUM',
FYI='NBSIR 88-3752 - ATF NIST Multi-Floor Validation',
SPECIFIC_HEAT=1.09,
CONDUCTIVITY=0.17,
DENSITY=930.0/
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&SURF ID='CONCRETE',
RGB=146,202,166,
MATL_ID(1,1)='CONCRETE',
MATL_MASS_FRACTION(1,1)=1.0,
THICKNESS(1)=0.2,
LAYER_DIVIDE=0.0/
&SURF ID='STEEL',
RGB=146,202,166,
MATL_ID(1,1)='STEEL',
MATL_MASS_FRACTION(1,1)=1.0,
THICKNESS(1)=0.2,
LAYER_DIVIDE=0.0/
&SURF ID='GLASS_WALL',
COLOR='GRAY 80',
MATL_ID(1,1)='GLASS',
MATL_MASS_FRACTION(1,1)=1.0,
THICKNESS(1)=0.048768/
&SURF ID='GypsumWallBoard',
RGB=146,202,166,
MATL_ID(1,1)='GYPSUM',
MATL_ID(2,1)='CONCRETE',
MATL_ID(3,1)='GYPSUM',
MATL_MASS_FRACTION(1,1)=1.0,
MATL_MASS_FRACTION(2,1)=1.0,
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MATL_MASS_FRACTION(3,1)=1.0,
THICKNESS(1:3)=0.0158749,0.16825,0.0158749/
&SURF ID='Fire',
FYI='Polyurethan Plastic Backing - Metal Framed Chairs',
COLOR='RED',
HRRPUA=5269.0,
RAMP_Q='Fire_RAMP_Q'/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=0.0, F=0.0/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=10.0, F=0.0/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=20.0, F=0.01/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=30.0, F=0.01/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=40.0, F=0.03/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=50.0, F=0.04/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=60.0, F=0.06/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=70.0, F=0.08/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=80.0, F=0.1/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=90.0, F=0.13/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=100.0, F=0.16/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=110.0, F=0.2/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=120.0, F=0.23/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=130.0, F=0.27/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=140.0, F=0.32/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=150.0, F=0.37/
&RAMP ID='Fire_RAMP_Q', T=300.0, F=0.37/
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&OBST XB=-13.0,15.6512,5.0,5.2,0.0,4.2672, OUTLINE=.TRUE., SURF_ID='GLASS_WALL'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=13.0,13.2,-2.72247,0.727899,0.0,4.2672, COLOR='WHITE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-9.88095,-9.68095,-7.2396,-6.7824,0.0,4.2672, COLOR='GRAY 94',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-12.1194,-9.68095,-6.9824,-6.7824,0.0,4.2672, COLOR='GRAY 94',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-12.1194,-11.9194,-7.2396,-6.7824,0.0,4.2672, COLOR='GRAY 94',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-13.2004,-12.1194,-7.2396,-7.0396,0.0,4.2672, COLOR='GRAY 94',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-7.18975,-5.36095,-2.9248,-2.7248,0.0,2.07264, SURF_ID='INERT'/ 72" Door - R
&OBST XB=7.94278,8.85718,-2.9248,-2.7248,0.0,2.07264, SURF_ID='INERT', CTRL_ID='Open/Close 36"'/
32" Door - R
&OBST XB=-10.3937,-9.72312,3.99288,4.60248,0.6096,0.64008, SURF_IDS='Fire','INERT','INERT'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=-10.3937,-10.3632,4.60248,4.63296,0.0,0.64008, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-9.7536,-9.72312,4.60248,4.63296,0.0,0.64008, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-9.7536,-9.72312,3.9624,3.99288,0.0,0.64008, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-10.3937,-10.3632,3.9624,3.99288,0.0,0.64008, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-10.4182,-10.3937,3.99288,4.60248,0.6096,1.2596, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-13.25,-11.8476,-7.25,-7.05,-0.342593,0.0478389, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='CONCRETE'/
Floor
&OBST XB=-13.25,9.98973,-7.05,-2.85,-0.342593,0.0478389, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='CONCRETE'/
Floor
&OBST XB=-13.25,15.7997,-2.85,5.15,-0.342593,0.0478389, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='CONCRETE'/
Floor
&OBST XB=-9.84418,9.98973,-7.25,-7.05,-0.342593,0.0478389, COLOR='GRAY 80',
SURF_ID='CONCRETE'/ Floor
&OBST XB=-9.64384,9.98973,-7.25,-7.05,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Obstruction
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&OBST XB=-7.03938,-6.83904,-2.65,4.95,3.95216,4.34259, RGB=255,255,153, REMOVABLE=.FALSE.,
SURF_ID='STEEL'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-13.25,-11.8476,-7.25,-7.05,4.34259,4.34259, COLOR='GRAY 60', OUTLINE=.TRUE.,
SURF_ID='STEEL'/ Roof
&OBST XB=-13.25,9.98973,-7.05,-2.85,4.34259,4.34259, COLOR='GRAY 60', OUTLINE=.TRUE.,
SURF_ID='STEEL'/ Roof
&OBST XB=-13.25,15.7997,-2.85,5.15,4.34259,4.34259, COLOR='GRAY 60', OUTLINE=.TRUE.,
SURF_ID='STEEL'/ Roof
&OBST XB=-9.84418,9.98973,-7.25,-7.05,4.34259,4.34259, COLOR='GRAY 60', OUTLINE=.TRUE.,
SURF_ID='STEEL'/ Roof
&OBST XB=-13.25,-13.0497,-7.05,-2.45,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='GRAY 94',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-13.25,-13.0497,-2.25,0.75,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='WHITE',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-13.25,-13.0497,0.95,5.15,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='WHITE',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-13.25,-9.04281,-2.45,-2.25,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='WHITE',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-13.25,-7.44007,0.75,0.95,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='WHITE',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-10.4452,-10.2449,-2.25,0.75,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='WHITE', SURF_ID='INERT'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=-10.2449,-10.0445,0.95,4.95,3.95216,4.34259, RGB=255,255,153, SURF_ID='STEEL'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=-9.24315,-9.04281,-2.65,-2.45,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='WHITE',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-9.24315,-4.83562,-2.85,-2.65,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='WHITE',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-7.64041,-7.44007,-2.65,0.75,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='WHITE',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-5.03596,-4.83562,-2.65,-2.45,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='WHITE',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
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&OBST XB=-5.03596,7.78596,-2.45,-2.25,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='WHITE',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=-3.8339,-3.63356,-2.25,4.95,3.95216,4.34259, RGB=255,255,153, SURF_ID='STEEL'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=-0.428082,-0.22774,-2.25,4.95,3.95216,4.34259, RGB=255,255,153, SURF_ID='STEEL'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=2.7774,2.97774,-2.25,4.95,3.95216,4.34259, RGB=255,255,153, SURF_ID='STEEL'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=5.98288,6.18322,-2.25,4.95,3.95216,4.34259, RGB=255,255,153, SURF_ID='STEEL'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=7.58562,7.78596,-2.65,-2.45,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='WHITE',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=7.58562,9.78938,-2.85,-2.65,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='WHITE',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=9.18836,9.3887,-2.65,4.95,3.95216,4.34259, RGB=255,255,153, SURF_ID='STEEL'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=9.58904,9.78938,-2.65,0.75,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='WHITE',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=9.58904,15.7997,0.75,0.95,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='WHITE',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=9.78938,9.98973,-7.05,-2.85,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='GRAY 94',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=9.78938,15.7997,-2.85,-2.65,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='GRAY 94',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=12.3938,12.5942,0.95,4.95,3.95216,4.34259, RGB=255,255,153, SURF_ID='STEEL'/
Obstruction
&OBST XB=15.5993,15.7997,-2.65,0.75,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='GRAY 94',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
&OBST XB=15.5993,15.7997,0.95,5.15,0.0478389,4.34259, COLOR='WHITE',
SURF_ID='GypsumWallBoard'/ Obstruction
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&HOLE XB=-11.9194,-9.88095,-6.9824,-6.7824,0.0,2.07264/ Hole
&HOLE XB=9.78938,9.98973,-5.85,-4.05,0.0478389,2.0, COLOR='WHITE'/ Hole
&HOLE XB=-13.27,-13.0497,-7.05,-2.45,0.0478389,2.78086, COLOR='GRAY 94'/ Hole

&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE', PBZ=1.8288/
&SLCF QUANTITY='AEROSOL VOLUME FRACTION', SPEC_ID='CARBON MONOXIDE', PBZ=1.8288/
&SLCF QUANTITY='VISIBILITY', PBZ=1.8288/
&SLCF QUANTITY='AEROSOL VOLUME FRACTION', SPEC_ID='CARBON MONOXIDE', PBY=1.3/
&SLCF QUANTITY='VISIBILITY', PBY=1.3/
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE', PBY=1.3/
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE', PBY=-5.0/
&SLCF QUANTITY='AEROSOL VOLUME FRACTION', SPEC_ID='CARBON MONOXIDE', PBY=-5.0/
&SLCF QUANTITY='VISIBILITY', PBY=-5.0/
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE', PBZ=4.1/
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PATHFINDER NORMAL EGRESS (ALL EXITS AVAILIBLE) - STEERING
***SUMMARY***SUMMARY***SUMMARY***SUMMARY***SUMMARY***

Simulation:

Bonderson 1st Floor

Mode:

Steering

Total Occupants: 383
Exit Times (s):
Min:

1.5

Max:

70.4

Average:

29.3

StdDev:

16.0

[Components] All: 76
[Components] Doors: 47
Triangles:

815

Startup Time:

0.0s

CPU Time:

6.7s

ROOM/DOOR FIRST IN LAST OUT TOTAL USE FLOW AVG.
(s)

(s)

(pers) (pers/s)

-------------------- --------- --------- --------- --------Floor 0.0 ft->R102

0.0

8.8

14

Floor 0.0 ft->R104

0.0

68.7

120

Floor 0.0 ft->R114

0.0

13.1

25

Floor 0.0 ft->R115

0.0

7.7

8

Floor 0.0 ft->T117

0.0

5.0

3

Floor 0.0 ft->R116

0.0

0.0

0

Floor 0.0 ft->R107

0.0

16.2

26

Floor 0.0 ft->R110

0.0

12.1

13

Floor 0.0 ft->R109

0.0

6.3

4

Floor 0.0 ft->R108

0.0

9.6

8

Floor 0.0 ft->Room11

1.7

70.4

200

Floor 0.0 ft->R112

0.0

0.0

0

Floor 0.0 ft->R111

0.0

0.0

0

Floor 0.0 ft->Door00

1.7

68.7

47

Floor 0.0 ft->Door01

0.0

0.0

0

Floor 0.0 ft->Door02

0.0

0.0

0

Floor 0.0 ft->Door03

2.0

4.1

3

Floor 0.0 ft->Door04

0.0

0.0

0

Floor 0.0 ft->Door05

1.2

6.7

6

Floor 0.0 ft->CWA

0.0

45.8

0.70

1.46

1.10

141

Floor 0.0 ft->Door08

3.7

70.4

112

1.68

Floor 0.0 ft->Door12

2.1

12.0

10

1.02

Floor 0.0 ft->Door13

8.4

16.2

7

0.90

Floor 0.0 ft->Door14

1.4

7.5

5

0.82

Floor 0.0 ft->Door15

1.6

13.1

20

Floor 0.0 ft->Door17

2.5

7.7

7

1.34

Floor 0.0 ft->Door18

1.7

8.8

14

1.97

Floor 0.0 ft->Door19

1.3

5.1

3

0.80

Floor 0.0 ft->Door20

1.5

12.1

10

1.74

0.94

Floor 0.0 ft->Door21

2.6

6.3

4

1.07

Floor 0.0 ft->Door22

2.7

9.6

8

1.15

Floor 0.0 ft->Door23

2.3

18.9

16

0.96

Floor 0.0 ft->Door24

1.7

22.6

21

1.00

Floor 0.0 ft->Door25

3.8

39.7

37

1.03

Floor 0.0 ft->Door26

2.2

5.0

3

Floor 0.0 ft->Door27

0.0

0.0

0

Floor 0.0 ft->Door29

4.9

29.7

20

0.81

Floor 0.0 ft->Door30

1.5

45.8

47

1.06

Floor 0.0 ft->R113

0.0

0.0

0

Floor 0.0 ft->Door55

0.0

0.0

0

Floor 0.0 ft->Door56

2.2

2.2

1

Floor 0.0 ft->Room42

0.0

1.08

0.0
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1.06

PATHFINDER LOBBY FIRE – STEERING

***SUMMARY***SUMMARY***SUMMARY***SUMMARY***SUMMARY***

Simulation:

Bonderson 1st Floor

Mode:

Steering

Total Occupants: 383
Exit Times (s):
Min:

1.5

Max:

125.0

Average:

39.5

StdDev:

28.0
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[Components] Doors: 43
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Startup Time:

0.1s

CPU Time:

11.5s

ROOM/DOOR FIRST IN LAST OUT TOTAL USE FLOW AVG.
(s)

(s)

(pers) (pers/s)
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PATHFINDER – STEERING R104 FIRE 2 EXITS AVAILIBLE

***SUMMARY***SUMMARY***SUMMARY***SUMMARY***SUMMARY***

Simulation:

Bonderson 1st Floor

Mode:

Steering

Total Occupants: 120
Exit Times (s):
Min:

2.9

Max:

69.1

Average:

38.8

StdDev:

16.4

[Components] All: 71
[Components] Doors: 43
Triangles:
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Startup Time:

0.1s

CPU Time:

3.5s
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(s)
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PATHFINDER – STEERING R104 FIRE 36” DOOR AVAILIBLE
***SUMMARY***SUMMARY***SUMMARY***SUMMARY***SUMMARY***

Simulation:

Bonderson 1st Floor

Mode:

Steering

Total Occupants: 120
Exit Times (s):
Min:

2.9

Max:

135.7

Average:

70.9

StdDev:

37.8

[Components] All: 70
[Components] Doors: 42
Triangles:
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Startup Time:
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CPU Time:

5.3s
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